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Quick Start Guide 
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This short guide is for players who are new to Pathfinder Society. It
explains the basics of how to join the Pathfinder Society and play in
Pathfinder Society Organized Play games.

Register for Organized Play
To ensure you have access to all the tools and benefits available to our
players, you need to register a paizo.com account for organized play. If
you have not yet created an account, you can do so by navigating to 
paizo.com, clicking “Sign In” in the upper righthand corner of the page,
and then clicking the “Create New Account” button and following the
instructions on the following pages.

Once you’ve created a paizo.com account, log in and hover over the “My
Account” tab in the upper-right corner of the screen and select “Organized
Play” from the dropdown menu (for mobile phone users, you may need to
tap on “My Account” for the dropdown to appear). This will take you to your
personalized Paizo Organized Play page. From here, you can download a
copy of your Organized Play ID Card, examine or update any of the
characters you register, and view a log of the sessions you’ve played.

To register a new character, click “Register a New Pathfinder Society
(2nd edition) Character” near the bottom of the page.

If you don’t have a chance to register before your first game, your
Game Master (GM) will give you an Organized Play ID number you can
input when you do register to get credit for that game.

Learn the Community Standards
All participants in Organized Play must adhere to the community
standards—read through them and uphold them at all Organized Play
events and sessions.

Characters
Next, you need a character to play. You can either use a pre-generated
character or create your own character.

Using a Pregenerated Character
If you don’t have time to create a new character or want to try out a new
character class, you can use a pregenerated character, also called a
pregen. The Pathfinder Society Roleplaying Guild offers free pregenerated
characters based on Pathfinder’s iconic characters, available at 
paizo.com or from your local event coordinator. You can find more
information on pregenerated characters here.

Creating a Character
Character creation for the Pathfinder Society Roleplaying Guild follows the
guidelines in the Pathfinder Core Rulebook, with a few additional
Roleplaying Guild-specific rules and benefits. Character Creation contains
step-by-step instructions to help you create your own Roleplaying Guild
character and explains organization’s special rules and benefits. Read
instructions rules carefully to ensure your character is suitable for the
organized play campaign. All Pathfinder Society characters must start at
1st level.

Character Options: All of the ancestries, backgrounds, and classes from
the Core Rulebook are available to you when creating a character. You
may need to spend Achievement Points to access some ancestries and
options from other books before you can use them in organized play. More
information on approved resources can be found in the upcoming
Character Options document.

Before the Adventure Session
At the game table, introduce yourself to the other players and the Game
Master. Take this time to determine which character within the adventure’s
tier (range of levels) you want to play—this can be a character you created
or a pregenerated character. The GM will also pass around a sign-in sheet
to record your character’s name, level, faction, and Organized Play ID (if

you don’t have an Organized Play ID yet, your GM can assign you one).
During this time, you also need to decide whether you are using Standard
Advancement or Slow Advancement. (Slow advancement lets you play
more scenarios with that same character before you reach the maximum
level; standard advancement helps you level up and become powerful
more quickly).

During the Adventure
In addition to the game rules in the Core Rulebook, Pathfinder Society
Organized Play has several additional rules for gameplay. These are the
two most important.

One Character per Adventure
You can have as many active characters as you want in Pathfinder
Society. However, you can play only one of your characters during a
specific adventure. If a fourth character is needed to meet the minimum
number of characters per table, the fourth character must be a
pregenerated character. The GM can assign a player to play the
pregenerated character as well as their own character, or the GM can
allow the group as a whole to choose the pregenerated character’s
actions.

No Character-versus-Character Combat
The motto of the Pathfinder Society is “Explore, report, cooperate.” In
keeping with the “cooperate” theme, do not engage in character-versus-
character conflict. Accidental friendly fire can happen (due to missed
attack rolls or other factors), but players must obtain the consent of other
players before deliberately including fellow PCs in damaging effects. In
such cases, the damage dealer should offer to assist with necessary
healing costs. This rule does not apply in situations where a character is
not acting of their own free well, such as if they’re being mind-controlled by
an NPC and forced to attack a fellow Pathfinder.

After the Adventure
Upon completing an adventure, you’ll receive a Chronicle sheet from the
GM. This sheet is a reflection of your accomplishments and includes a
recap of your adventure; a log of the Experience Points, treasure access,
and wealth gained; and a special boon reflecting your experiences in the
adventure. If you created your own character, this Chronicle sheet applies
to that character, and you may wish to record the Experience Points you
gained, the wealth you spent and earned, and items you bought on your
character sheet. If you played a pregenerated character, this Chronicle
sheet will apply to the first character you create.

As a player, you are expected to keep accurate, up-to-date records of your
characters and bring your Chronicle sheets to every Pathfinder Society
event or session. If you don’t bring your Chronicle sheets for a character,
you will be unable to play that character, though you can play another
character or a pregenerated character of an appropriate level instead. We
suggest keeping everything in a binder with an individual folder for each
character.

See Chronicle Sheets and Recordkeeping for information on filling out
Chronicle sheets and Negative Effects for how to resolve negative effects
at the end of an adventure.

If you haven’t registered for organized play at paizo.com, remember to do
so now!

Replaying Adventures
Generally you can receive up to two Chronicle sheets for a given
adventure, one for playing an adventure and one for running the same
adventure as a GM. Some adventures have the “replayable” tag and can
be replayed multiple times. For more information on replayable scenarios,
see Replaying Adventures.

Playtest Points
If you already have points or boons accrued during a playtest, see Special
Rewards for information on redeeming playtest points and using playtest
boons.

https://paizo.com/
http://paizo.com/products/btq01zt5?Community-Use-Package-PF2E-Iconics-Pregenerated-Characters
https://paizo.com/
https://paizo.com/


Organized Play Basics 
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Pathfinder Society, which is part of Paizo’s organized play program, is a
worldwide fantasy roleplaying campaign that puts you in the role of an
agent of the Pathfinder Society, a legendary league of explorers,
archaeologists, and adventurers dedicated to discovering and chronicling
the greatest mysteries and wonders of an ancient world beset by magic
and evil. The campaign is set on the world of Golarion, and its home base
is Absalom, the so-called City at the Center of the World, which stands
astride the great Inner Sea on the mountain-capped Isle of Kortos. A
Pathfinder’s adventures range from exploring the dark alleys and political
intrigues of Absalom to embarking on far-flung travels to the most exciting
locales in the Lost Omens setting.

Pathfinder Society Organized Play uses Pathfinder Second Edition. This
guide presents the information you need to participate in this exciting,
dynamic campaign. Welcome to the Pathfinder Society!

What Is Organized Play?
In an organized play campaign, your character adventures in a shared
setting with thousands of other gamers worldwide. Games can take place
anywhere, including homes, game stores, libraries, conventions, and
online. Afterward, participants report their adventures’ results, both earning
campaign rewards and influencing the fate of the Lost Omens setting. As
part of the organized play experience, you can take your characters to any
Pathfinder Society event in the world, allowing you to join a game with
friends and strangers alike with ease. And after each adventure, your
characters grow stronger and can carry their rewards with them to the next
adventure, even if your fellow players and Game Masters (GMs) change
between adventures. The organized play experience is uniquely
immersive, as the diverse range of players, GMs, and characters provide
incredible depth. The campaign is also a great way to meet other gamers
and play regularly without needing to schedule regular events with a single
set of people as you might for a more traditional game.

In order to help the Pathfinder Society program function smoothly in a
shared-world environment, the campaign has some additional rules to
ensure a fair and equal experience for all participants—no matter who is
playing or running the game. The rest of this guide covers that information.

Paizo’s organized play team oversees the campaign’s content, and team
members include the Organized Play manager, the Organized Play lead
developer, Pathfinder Society developers, and the Pathfinder Society
design liaison. Volunteers called Venture-Officers facilitate the campaign
by coordinating games worldwide.

Please read over the Quick Start Guide, which provides an overview of the
campaign and character creation. Review the rest of this Guide for more
details. If you have questions, direct them to the Organized Play manager
at organizedplay@paizo.com.

Scenario Tags
Tags are markers that appear both on a scenario’s product page and on its
title page that gives key information about the scenario’s contents.

Exclusive: Scenarios with this tag are meant to be run in a specific
environment or by a particular cadre of Pathfinder GMs. Common
recipients of these sorts of scenarios include distinguished volunteers
who’ve run many sessions of Pathfinder Society, GMs running an
exclusive scenario at a large convention, or a Paizo staff member.
Scenarios with this tag include specific rules on who is eligible to run it,
where it may be run, and any other considerations for eligibility of
receiving credit.

Faction: Scenarios with this tag list one or more associated factions—for
example, “Faction (Envoy’s Alliance).” This tag generally corresponds to
scenarios with additional Reputation awards for the associated factions.

Glyph: Scenarios with this tag contribute toward one of the ways that GMs
can earn 5 Glyphs. (See GM Glyphs )

Repeatable: Scenarios with this tag can be replayed an unlimited number
of times (but only once per character). GMs receive another Chronicle
sheet each time they run a scenario with this tag, but can apply credit only
once to a given character.

Types of Adventures
Numerous types of adventures are used in the Pathfinder Society
campaign.

Pathfinder Society Quests: These are short adventures written for
Pathfinder Society and intended to take about 1 hour to play.

Pathfinder Society Scenarios: These are the most common adventure
type written for Pathfinder Society, and they typically take about 4–5 hours
to complete.

Pathfinder Adventure Paths: These are long campaigns consisting of
multiple adventure volumes and often representing dozens of game
sessions to complete. Adventure Paths are published for a wider audience
than the Pathfinder Society campaign, so such adventures often include a
short, downloadable sanctioning document that details any special
considerations for running the adventure for organized play, as well as
Chronicle sheets for the individual volumes. Adventure Paths often offer
the opportunity to experience them in Campaign Mode, which does not
use Pathfinder Society rules, allows the GM to freely modify the
encounters and story, and still awards a Chronicle sheet afterward.

Pathfinder Adventures: These are large, stand-alone adventure books
that typically take numerous game sessions to complete. Like Adventure
Paths, Pathfinder Adventures are designed for a wider audience and thus
typically receive a short sanctioning document that can be downloaded
from the adventure’s product page soon after its publication.

Tiers and Subtiers
Pathfinder Society Scenarios are designed so that players of a variety of
levels can participate in a given adventure together. Every scenario has a
tier range and many have associated subtiers. For example, a Tier 1–4
scenario has subtiers 1–2 and 3–4. Tiers indicate which character levels
are legal for that scenario. If a PC’s level does not fall within the tier, that
character cannot play in that scenario.

In the future, some special events will have more than two subtiers. For
scenarios with more than two subtiers, no two PCs at a table can be from
more that 1 subtier apart. For example, in a Tier 1–6 scenario, with
Subtiers 1–2, 3–4, and 5–6, PCs of levels 1–4 can play together, and PCs
of levels 3–6 can play together, but a level 1 character and a level 6
character cannot play together at the same table, since challenges that
are appropriate for 5th- and 6th-level PCs are likely to leave the 1st-level
PC ineffectual at best, if not kill the character outright.

Legal Table Size
The minimum table size for a Pathfinder Society session is four players.
The recommended maximum is six players. In cases where you simply
cannot seat four players, the GM can run a table of three players, and can
play an appropriately leveled pregenerated iconic character (or deputize
players to do so) in order to meet the minimum table size of four PCs.
Pregenerated iconic characters are available for 1st level and 5th level.
Pregenerated characters of more levels will be available in the future.

If seven players show up to an event, rather than turning someone away,
the GM can consider adding a seventh person to the table. She should
check with the players to determine their preferences before running a
seven-person table, as seven-person tables often overpower otherwise
challenging adventures and limit the amount of time each player gets to
shine in the given scenario.

Tables may not have eight or more players. If eight players show up to an
event and there is more table space, see if one of the players can GM a
game instead.

mailto:organizedplay@paizo.com
mailto:organizedplay@paizo.com


Before the Adventure
As you sit down to join a game, take time to introduce yourself and
determine which of your characters in the adventure’s tier you wish to play.
The GM should pass around a sign-in sheet, on which you should record
basic information such as your character’s name, your Organized Play ID,
your character’s ID number, their level, and their chosen faction. During
this time, you also need to decide whether you are using Standard
Advancement or Slow Advancement.

Hero Points
At the beginning of an adventure, each player receives 1 Hero Point. GMs
can then hand out additional Hero Points throughout the session in
recognition of the characters’ deeds, at a rate of approximately 1 Hero
Point per hour of play. When handing out Hero Points, try to spread them
out throughout the table rather than giving most of the points to one player.

Players who have earned GM glyphs can hand out one additional hero
point per Glyph at the start of the adventure when boons are slotted. But
no player can receive more than 1 hero point this way per adventure. See 
GM Glyph Rewards

One Character per Adventure
You can have as many active characters as you want in Pathfinder
Society. However, you can play only one of your characters during a
specific adventure. If a fourth character is needed to meet the minimum
number of characters per table, the fourth character must be a
pregenerated character. The GM can assign a player to play the
pregenerated character as well as their own character, or the GM can
allow the group as a whole to choose the pregenerated character’s
actions.

Replaying Adventures
Most scenarios are designed to be played once. You can receive a
Chronicle sheet for a given adventure twice: once for playing the
adventure and once for running the adventure as a GM—even if you run
the adventure multiple times, though each time you GM an adventure
contributes to your GM glyph rating and rewards. The following are the
several exceptions in which a player can replay an adventure (or a GM
can receive a Chronicle sheet more than once).

Glyph Replay (player and GM): A campaign participant who has received
one or more GM glyphs as a result of running adventures can earn credit
for an adventure an additional time, either as a player or as a GM. A
participant can replay one such adventure per glyph earned. Future
rewards could allow participants to use their earned glyphs additional
times to replay in this way.

Minimum Table Size (player): You can replay an adventure in order to
help a group reach the minimum legal table size of three players.

Notify the GM: Inform the GM that you have already played the adventure
or run it as a GM. Although a GM should endeavor to be flexible when
accommodating you in order to form a table of at least three players, the
GM maintains the right to deny running the adventure for you if they feel
uncomfortable running the event for players who have foreknowledge of
the story.

No Spoilers: When you are replaying an adventure, avoid spoiling the
adventure’s plot or using insider information to affect gameplay. Doing so
can be grounds for the GM to remove you from the table. In general, be
mindful in separating player knowledge from character knowledge, and if
you are uncertain how to proceed, speak privately with the GM to
determine the best course of action.

Rewards: When you replay to help create a legal table, you do not earn
any rewards. The GM should provide you a Chronicle sheet that grants no
rewards (including gold pieces, Experience Points, Fame, Reputation, and
boons). However, do record any items expended or gold spent on the
Chronicle sheet. This is an exception to the restriction that you should
never assign more than one copy of a Chronicle sheet to a given
character.

Repeatable Tag (player and GM): Some adventure have the Repeatable
tag, which indicates that adventure grants a Chronicle sheet and rewards
each time it is played or run. However, a particular character still can’t
receive credit from a given repeatable scenario more than once.

Special Rewards
The campaign awards several different rewards to players and GMs for
participating in the various Pathfinder Society programs.

Achievement Points: By playing, running, and reporting Pathfinder
Society games, participants earn Achievement Points (abbreviated ACP),
a special online currency with which they can purchase special rewards
like access to uncommon ancestries, items, spells, and more. The number
of points depends on the size of the adventure and the event where it’s
played. Standard events include games played in private residences and
many public venues. Premier events include many conventions and
special events designated by the Regional Venture-Coordinator. Premier
Plus events include special shows (such as the Gen Con, Origins, and
PaizoCon conventions) where Pathfinder Society has a special presence
and often debuts major adventures.

Adventure Participant Event ACP Earned

Quest Player Standard 1

Quest Player Premier 1

Quest Player Premier Plus 1.5

Quest GM Standard 2

Quest GM Premier Plus 3

Scenario Player Standard 4

Scenario Player Premier 5

Scenario Player Premier Plus 6

Scenario GM Standard 8

Scenario GM Premier 10

Scenario GM Premier Plus 12

You can redeem your Achievement Points for rewards at (Link not yet
available). When you purchase a reward, you will need to assign the boon
to one of your PCs, and the granted boon will auto-fill the special
Chronicle sheet with your organized play number and your character’s
number.

Playtest Points (playtest adventures): During the playtest period for
Pathfinder Second Edition, players and GMs did not earn Chronicle sheets
when playing the 11 playtest adventures. Instead, each participant earned
a number of Playtest Points, which can now be redeemed on your 
Organized Play account at Paizo. These rewards include Limited-Use
boons, the ability to start a character at 2nd or 3rd level to reflect the time
spent playing the game, and other minor benefits.

Because the playtest period has since closed, it is not currently possible to
earn additional Playtest Points.

Legacy Backgrounds (legacy campaign): Even though characters from
the First Edition legacy campaign cannot transfer into the current
Pathfinder Society campaign, their exploits can shape the Society’s
newest adventurers. For each of the 11 seasons of the legacy campaign,
a player can unlock a special legacy character background associated
with that season by having completed five or more of that season’s
scenarios. These backgrounds are unique to the Pathfinder Society
campaign, and once they’re unlocked, a player use a legacy background
for any number of characters. See Legacy Backgrounds.

Other Rewards: Pathfinder Society Organized Play periodically releases
additional prizes for special events. The most common among these are
charity prizes, which are in-game benefits sent to authorized charity
events to help raise money for good causes.

https://paizo.com/cgi-bin/WebObjects/Store.woa/wa/browse?path=organizedPlay/myAccount/rewards#tabs


After the Adventure
Once you’ve completed a Pathfinder Society adventure, you receive a
Chronicle sheet that tracks your accomplishments and rewards. The
following steps summarize what information appears on a Chronicle sheet
and how it impacts your character.

Advancement Speed
Pathfinder Society characters can choose between two different
advancement speeds, allowing them to gain levels and rewards more
quickly or to slow down their advancement (such as to extend their
character’s career or allow new players to catch up). It is entirely possible
for different PCs at a table to use different advancement speeds with no
impact on the game. At the beginning of the adventure, you choose which
of the two advancement speeds to use.

Standard Advancement: You gain the full XP, gp, Downtime, Fame, and
Reputation rewards earned in the adventure.

Slow Advancement: You gain half of the XP, gp, Downtime, Fame, and
Reputation rewards earned in the adventure.

Experience Points
Each time you play an adventure, your character will gain Experience
Points (XP). Typically, you gain 1 XP for completing a quest, 4 XP for
completing a scenario, or even 12 XP for completing most sanctioned
Pathfinder Adventure or Adventure Path volumes. For every 12 XP your
character earns, they advance 1 level. You cannot delay increasing your
character’s level once they earn the requisite number of XP.

Fame and Reputation
In each adventure, the PCs can increase their personal renown as well as
their standing with a faction, represented by Fame and Reputation. Fame
is a form of social currency, allowing your character to call in favors and
support. Reputation is a measure of how influential your character is with a
particular faction, and higher scores open up new and more powerful ways
that the faction can help you. Your character has a different Reputation
score for each faction.

How much Fame and Reputation your character earns in an adventure
depends on how well you fulfilled the adventure’s primary objectives and
secondary objectives. The primary objectives usually represent the main
mission that a venture-captain or other influential NPC imparted to the
PCs. The secondary objectives might be explicitly stated in a briefing, or
they might include opportunities that the PCs can uncover during play.
secondary objectives often involve going above and beyond the
adventure’s primary objectives (such as recovering all three of the relics,
not just the minimum two), strengthening the Society’s status with an
important group, acting with professionalism, or completing the main
mission without causing undue damage to important sites.

A quest can grant up to 1 Fame and 1 Reputation. A scenario can grant up
to 4 Fame and 4 Reputation, though scenarios with the Faction tag
typically have an opportunity to gain additional Reputation with the
associated faction. Sanctioned Pathfinder Adventures and Pathfinder
Adventure Path volumes typically grant up to 12 Fame and 12 Reputation.

Downtime
After each adventure, your character receives Downtime, which is a
measure of their additional time between adventures. A quest grants 2
days of Downtime, a scenario grants 8 days, and a sanctioned Pathfinder
Adventure or Adventure Path typically grants 24 days of Downtime. If your
character is a field-commissioned agent (rather than having trained with
the Scrolls, Spells, and Swords Pathfinder Schools ), they earn an
additional 50% as many days of Downtime, earning 3, 12, and 36 days
respectively.

A character can use Downtime in a variety of ways, including the Crafting,
Earn Income, and retraining options in the Pathfinder Core Rulebook.
Downtime must be spent at the end of the session or it expires; it cannot
be stockpiled for later use. (See Downtime.) However, players can spend
their Downtime to start or continue an activity such as Crafting an item that
requires multiple adventures’ worth of Downtime to complete.

Treasure
Unlike a traditional game in which the PCs would divide recovered magic
items and other treasure among themselves, Pathfinder Society awards
each participating PC a share of gold pieces based on their respective
levels (see Treasure Bundles). Rather than divide up the magic items
unequally, PCs have equal access to the special treasure found,
represented by the items listed on the Chronicle sheet; simply purchase
the item using your PC’s accumulated gold. At the end of the adventure,
the GM crosses out any items the PCs did not discover.

Purchasing Guidelines
You can always purchase the following items so long as you’re in a
settlement of at least 5,000 residents (and scenarios may sometimes
provide additional allowances or limitations):

• Any common equipment in sanctioned Pathfinder content with an

item level equal to or less than your character’s level (minimum 2).

• Any uncommon equipment in sanctioned Pathfinder content with an

item level equal to or less than your character’s level (minimum 2);

your character must have access to this uncommon equipment such

as through meeting its Access condition.

• Any equipment listed on your character’s Chronicle sheets with an

item level equal to or less than your character’s level + 2. Some

items found on Chronicle sheets are available for purchase only a

limited number of times. Weapon and Armor found on chronicle

sheets can be upgraded following the normal rules for upgrading.

• Any items and services purchased with Fame.

Note that accumulating Infamy can reduce the character’s effective level
when purchasing equipment (see Infamy and Alignment Infractions).

Creating and Transferring Runes
The Society has a specialist at the Grand Lodge who can apply or swap
out runes for agents of the Pathfinder Society in good standing. This
service is free, and requires no check, but is generally only available
before boons are slotted or once the adventure is complete, not during the
middle of an adventure.

Chronicle Sheets and Record-
Keeping
After completing an adventure for Pathfinder Society, the players and the
GM all receive Chronicle sheets. Chronicle sheets record what happened
during the adventure, as well as the rewards that the characters earned,
such as XP, gold, and Reputation. A character’s Chronicle sheets record
everything that they do over the course of their career. Chronicle Sheets
are a standardized way of tracking each characters’ progress that allows
these characters to be played with many different GMs and events all
across the world.

Filling Out a Chronicle Sheet

The sections of a Chronicle sheet are detailed below. Sections marked
with an asterisk (*) include some element that GMs must address before
players leave the table, either by filling it in themselves or asking the
players to fill in the appropriate information. Players can fill out other

http://www.organizedplayfoundation.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/Chronicle-Sheet-Reference.png
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sections between sessions. More information on the player rewards
references in this section appears in Player Rewards XXPlayer
Basics<Player Rewards.

A. Character Chronicle #: Players can use this section to number their

Chronicle sheets as they see fit to help keep track of their

adventures.

B. Herolab Code: In the future, this code may allow for greater

integration between your earned Chronicle sheets and the character

builder program HeroLab.

C. Player Name*: The player’s name goes in this section.

D. Character Name: The name of the character who receives credit for

this adventure goes in this section.

E. Organized Play # *: The player’s organized play number goes here.

A player’s Organized Play ID is the same for Pathfinder Society, First

Edition Pathfinder Society, Starfinder Society, and Pathfinder

Adventure Card Society.

F. Character # *: Character numbers for Pathfinder Society begin with

200-, followed by digits that represent the order in which the player

registered the character (2001 for their first character, 2002 for their

second, etc.)

G. Faction Reputation*: This section records the factions for which the

character earned Reputation and how much reputation they earned.

GM Instructions: Ask each player which faction that their character

chose to champion this scenario. Note that some scenarios grant an

additional Reputation for a specific faction. Fill out the earned

reputation and the factions here.

H. Adventure Summary*: This section gives a short summary of the

adventure’s events.

GM Instructions: Sometimes, this section will have checkboxes to

represent player choices, which should be recorded before the

players leave the table.

I. Boons*: This section lists the special boons that the character

earned, which they can use in future adventures.

GM Instructions: The GM Resources section of the scenario

describes how the players earn any boons listed on the Chronicle

sheet. Cross off any boons the players did not earn.

J. Items*: Characters gain access to the items listed in this section with

a level up to their character level +2, as long as they have not

acquired infamy (see Infamy and Alignment Infractions).

GM Instructions: Cross off any items that the players did not earn

during the scenario. Unless the GM Resources section says

otherwise, players only lose access to an item if they did not earn the

treasure bundle that corresponds to that item.

K. Purchases*: This section records the items that characters buy and

sell, as well as conditions that they gain or clear. Players are free to

purchase and sell items between sessions. If your character

purchases or sells enough items that you run out of space on the

Chronicle sheet, you can continue the list on the back of the

Chronicle sheet, or simply list everything on the back and write the

total value in the box.

GM Instructions: If the character gained or cleared any conditions

that would otherwise persist into the next adventure, note them in

these sections.

L. Rewards*: This section tracks the rewards that the PC earns during

the session and totals up the rewards they have at the end of the

session. Players can do the calculations between sessions, as long

as their new earnings are recorded.

GM Instructions: Fill out the XP gained, GP gained, Earn Income,

Gold Earned, and Fame Earned boxes before the end of the

session.

M. Notes: This section is a catch-all for anything that players or GMs

want to record that isn’t already accounted for on the Chronicle

sheet.

N. Downtime*: Use this section to record how much Downtime your

character earned from the adventure and how you spent it.

GM Instructions: Be sure to resolve any Downtime activity that

requires a check before the players leave the table. If the player is

using an activity that does not require a check, they can record what

they are doing and take time between sessions to make the

decisions needed to resolve the effect fully. For example, players

who want to retrain a feat can record that they are retraining a

particular feat, and then decide which new feat they want to take

between sessions.

O. GM Information: The event name and event code in this section

come from the event’s page on paizo.com. If you are reporting your

own events, you may already know this information. If someone else

organized the event, they should provide you with these details. This

section also includes the date of the scenario and the GM’s

organized play number and signature.

GM Instructions: Fill in each of these sections. While you can choose

to let your players fill out any of the other information on this sheet at

your discretion, only you can provide your signature.

Applying Chronicle Sheets after the
Session Ends
There are two primary reasons that someone might apply a Chronicle
sheet outside of the session. GMs are likely to apply their Chronicle sheets
after the session, rather than filling everything out at the table. This is
especially true if they are running multiple games in the same day, or if
they do not have the character who is receiving credit for the scenario on
hand. The second common situation that leads to Chronicle sheets being
applied out of session concerns scenarios played with pregenerated
characters. After playing a scenario with a pregenerated character, a
player can wait to apply it until the character receiving credit for the
scenario reaches an appropriate level.

In either case, Chronicle sheets that are applied later still grant Downtime.
When resolving the effects of this Downtime, such as determining the
bonus that the character has on checks to Earn Income and which items
they can craft, use the level of the character at the time they apply the
Chronicle sheet.

Example: Aubrey is a GM. Over the course of a convention, she runs four
scenarios, and she assigns all four of them to the same character, Kyralos.
Before any of these Chronicle sheets, Kyralos had just reached level 3.
Aubrey applies Chronicle sheets to Kyralos one at a time. She wants to
spend all of her Downtime to Earn Income, using her Scribing Lore. For
the first three Chronicle sheets, Kyralos is level 3, and her bonus on
Scribing Lore is +5. She doesn’t have any special boons or rewards that
help her find better tasks, but she can always find tasks of up to her level
-2, as described in the Downtime section of this guide. So Kyra finds three
level 1 tasks and rolls three Scribing Lore checks against DC 15, the
standard DC for a level 1 task on page 503 of the Core Rulebook. For her
next Chronicle sheet, Kyralos is level 4. Aubrey levels up Kyralos to 4,
which increases Kyralos’s bonus on Scribing Lore to +6, and allows her to
always find level 2 tasks. Now Aubrey rolls one check at +6 against a DC
of 16. While her chances of success are the same in this particular
example, this level 2 task lets Kyra earn more money.

Community Standards
The Pathfinder Society is an inclusive social event open to everyone. It is
our intention that everybody enjoys gaming in a safe and fun environment.
While conflict between characters may arise, at no time should a player
feel excluded or threatened at the table. We ask all participants to respect
their fellow players and to work together to create positive, memorable
experiences. To this end, we reserve the right to refuse participation to any
person for inappropriate or illegal conduct. All refusals of participation must
be accompanied by a reason, duration of refusal, and the criteria for
rejoining Pathfinder Society activities.

Inappropriate conduct includes, but is not limited to, the excessive use of
foul language, physical or verbal aggression or intimidation, lewd conduct,
inappropriate physical contact, unwelcome sexual attention, slander,
stalking, and harassment or discrimination based on gender, gender
identity and expression, age, sexual orientation, disability, physical
appearance, body size, race, ethnicity, or religion.

https://www.wolflair.com/hlo/


Complaints under this policy should be brought to the Event Organizer or
a Venture-Officer, who will work to resolve the issue or escalate the issue
to the next level of Venture-Officer. If you are unsatisfied with the ability of
Venture-Officers to resolve an issue, or if a Venture-Officer is involved in
the issue, you can escalate the issue to a higher level yourself. As an
alternative, you can report to the Organized Play manager (OPM) via e-
mail at organizedplay@paizo.com. Issues will be resolved at the lowest
level possible. In case of escalation, the OPM is the final arbiter of any
dispute arising from applying this policy.

Nothing in this policy is intended to discourage any person from calling the
police or other appropriate organizations. Event organizers or Venture-
Officers are available to help participants contact local law enforcement,
provide escorts, or otherwise assist those experiencing harassment to feel
safe for the duration of the event. We value your attendance.

While not illegal or even necessarily inappropriate, we recognize that
Pathfinder Society organized play campaign includes themes that may
result in uncomfortable situations arising at the gaming table. In these
instances, we request players identify the issue to the table Game Master
(GM), whether vocally or by passing a note. We ask that GMs help the
table respect attendees’ sensibilities and reduce or redirect problematic
themes once identified. Participants asked to stop any problematic
behavior are expected to comply immediately or will be asked to leave the
table. More guidance for GMs to resolve these situations appears in Table
Variation

It is our intention that everybody participating in Pathfinder Society
organized play enjoys gaming in a safe and fun environment. While
conflict between characters may arise, at no time should a player feel
excluded or threatened at the table. We ask all participants to respect their
fellow players and to work together to create positive memorable
experiences. The above guidelines reference how we may achieve our
goals. By sitting at a Pathfinder Society table, participants are agreeing to
the terms and conditions of Pathfinder Society organized play.

Do Not Cheat
Maintain the integrity of the game and do not cheat. This includes, but is
not limited to, falsifying rolls, altering Chronicle sheets, using unapproved
resources, not owning the sources used by your character, and lying to
GMs and event coordinators. Participants caught cheating will be barred
from Pathfinder Society events for an amount of time dependent on the
severity of the cheating. Repeat offenders will be banned from Pathfinder
Society and Paizo’s other organized play programs.

Keep Good Records
Pathfinder Society uses character sheets and Chronicle sheets to track
character progression. GMs and event coordinators rely on these
documents to keep the campaign honest, fair, and fun for everyone. It is
your responsibility to maintain accurate records. Always bring either paper
or digital copies of your character sheet and all accompanying Chronicle
sheets of any character you wish to play to Pathfinder Society events. If
using paper copies, we suggest keeping them all together in a binder, with
a folder for each character.

No Character-versus-Character
Combat
The motto of the Pathfinder Society is “Explore, report, cooperate.” In
keeping with the “cooperate” theme, do not engage in character-versus-
character conflict. Accidental friendly fire can happen (due to missed
attack rolls or other factors), but players must obtain the consent of other
players before deliberately including fellow PCs in damaging effects. In
such cases, the damage dealer should offer to assist with necessary
healing costs. This rule does not apply in situations where a character is
not acting of their own free well, such as if they’re being mind-controlled by
an NPC and forced to attack a fellow Pathfinder.

Campaign Leadership
Additional rulings may be needed from time to time. It is our intent that all
rulings eventually be compiled into this guide, or other clarifying
documents. However in the meantime, rulings on the forums or in person
from campaign leadership *are* binding. 

Currently, the people with the authority to issue rulings for the Pathfinder
(Second Edition) Society campaign are Linda Zayas Palmer (Organized
Play Lead Developer), Tonya Woldridge (Organized Play Manager), and
Michael Sayre (Organized Play Developer for Pathfinder (Second Edition).
Clarifications from other campaigns and their campaign managers do not
apply to the Pathfinder (Second Edition) Society Organized Play campaign
unless confirmed by one of the above individuals.

Implementing Changes
Sometimes, whether through errata or campaign clarifications, rules
changes are made just before a convention, game day, or other gaming
event. In such situations, if the player does not have the time or the
access to resources to fix their character, they can wait to apply the
changes until after the event. GMs should make a note of this delay in the
notes section of the Chronicle sheet. Players must update their characters
after the event

mailto:organizedplay@paizo.com
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What Is The Pathfinder Society?
Your character is a member of an in-game organization known as the Pathfinder Society. Pathfinder agents are adventurers who travel throughout the
world, exploring new places and chronicling both history and modern lore. The most significant and exciting Pathfinder missions earn a spot in the 
Pathfinder Chronicles, an ongoing series of journals that are copied and spread far and wide to share the Society’s discoveries with the world. Pathfinders
agents come from all over the world and from all walks of life; anyone willing to work together with other agents to pursue the Society’s aims is welcome
to try to join the organization. Together, these tenets are captured in the Pathfinder motto: “Explore, report, cooperate.”

Training
Most prospective Pathfinders start their careers by traveling to the Society’s headquarters, the Grand Lodge, to receive training. This training program
ensures that new agents are equipped with the skills they need to handle perilous situations, and that they are well-versed in the art of working together
as a team. The training program is organized into the three Pathfinder Schools: the Spells, the Scrolls, and the Swords. The Spells, overseen by Master
of Spells Sorrina Westyr, trains agents in matters concerning magic, from honing their own abilities to cast spells and rituals to teaching them how to
recognize and counter spellwork that they may find in the field. The Scrolls focuses on scholarship and study, teaching agents a wide array of useful
knowledge from any discipline that intrigues them, including how to properly document their discoveries. Finally, the Swords gives agents physical
training, helping them improve their martial prowess and teaching them survival skills, from disarming traps and sneaking to climbing and swimming.
Newly appointed Head Initiate Janira Gavix helps trainees thrive during their education and during their first few years as full agents.

A rare few Pathfinders skip the usual training process, having already distinguished themselves in some way that proves that they have what it takes to be
a Pathfinder. These agents receive field commissions, which allow them to engage in a far shorter training process. Field commissioned agents have
fewer responsibilities back at the Grand Lodge, but they also tend to receive less material support from the Pathfinder Society than agents who built
connections there during their years of practice and study. Once an agent has completed their training, they have the freedom to travel the world and seek
out places to explore.

Leadership
Most Pathfinder missions are assigned by a group of leaders known as venture-captains. Venture-captains typically spend a lot less time in the field than
adventuring agents, instead spending their time managing a lodge. In the process, venture-captains watch for leads for suitable missions, handle logistics
and paperwork, and scout out nearby Pathfinders who may be interested in the adventure opportunities they have to offer. At the top of the Pathfinder
Society’s hierarchy are the Decemvirate, also known as the Ten. Most of the members of The Ten hide their identities behind magical masks, but recent
rumors indicate that one of the Ten has decided to go public with her identity.

Symbols
The official symbol of the Pathfinder Society is the glyph of the open road, a symbol depicting a stylized intersection of two roads under a star. Most
Pathfinders carry a special type of magical compass known as a ; because these compasses are hard to find outside of the Society, they serve as badges
of membership.
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This short guide is for players who are new to Pathfinder Society. It
explains the basics of how to join the Pathfinder Society and play in
Pathfinder Society Organized Play games.

Register for Organized Play
To ensure you have access to all the tools and benefits available to our
players, you need to register a paizo.com account for organized play. If
you have not yet created an account, you can do so by navigating to 
paizo.com, clicking “Sign In” in the upper righthand corner of the page,
and then clicking the “Create New Account” button and following the
instructions on the following pages.

Once you’ve created a paizo.com account, log in and hover over the “My
Account” tab in the upper-right corner of the screen and select “Organized
Play” from the dropdown menu (for mobile phone users, you may need to
tap on “My Account” for the dropdown to appear). This will take you to your
personalized Paizo Organized Play page. From here, you can download a
copy of your Organized Play ID Card, examine or update any of the
characters you register, and view a log of the sessions you’ve played.

To register a new character, click “Register a New Pathfinder Society
(2nd edition) Character” near the bottom of the page.

If you don’t have a chance to register before your first game, your
Game Master (GM) will give you an Organized Play ID number you can
input when you do register to get credit for that game.

Learn the Community Standards
All participants in Organized Play must adhere to the community
standards—read through them and uphold them at all Organized Play
events and sessions.

Characters
Next, you need a character to play. You can either use a pre-generated
character or create your own character.

Using a Pregenerated Character
If you don’t have time to create a new character or want to try out a new
character class, you can use a pregenerated character, also called a
pregen. The Pathfinder Society Roleplaying Guild offers free pregenerated
characters based on Pathfinder’s iconic characters, available at 
paizo.com or from your local event coordinator. You can find more
information on pregenerated characters here.

Creating a Character
Character creation for the Pathfinder Society Roleplaying Guild follows the
guidelines in the Pathfinder Core Rulebook, with a few additional
Roleplaying Guild-specific rules and benefits. Character Creation contains
step-by-step instructions to help you create your own Roleplaying Guild
character and explains organization’s special rules and benefits. Read
instructions rules carefully to ensure your character is suitable for the
organized play campaign. All Pathfinder Society characters must start at
1st level.

Character Options: All of the ancestries, backgrounds, and classes from
the Core Rulebook are available to you when creating a character. You
may need to spend Achievement Points to access some ancestries and
options from other books before you can use them in organized play. More
information on approved resources can be found in the upcoming
Character Options document.

Before the Adventure Session
At the game table, introduce yourself to the other players and the Game
Master. Take this time to determine which character within the adventure’s
tier (range of levels) you want to play—this can be a character you created
or a pregenerated character. The GM will also pass around a sign-in sheet
to record your character’s name, level, faction, and Organized Play ID (if

you don’t have an Organized Play ID yet, your GM can assign you one).
During this time, you also need to decide whether you are using Standard
Advancement or Slow Advancement. (Slow advancement lets you play
more scenarios with that same character before you reach the maximum
level; standard advancement helps you level up and become powerful
more quickly).

During the Adventure
In addition to the game rules in the Core Rulebook, Pathfinder Society
Organized Play has several additional rules for gameplay. These are the
two most important.

One Character per Adventure
You can have as many active characters as you want in Pathfinder
Society. However, you can play only one of your characters during a
specific adventure. If a fourth character is needed to meet the minimum
number of characters per table, the fourth character must be a
pregenerated character. The GM can assign a player to play the
pregenerated character as well as their own character, or the GM can
allow the group as a whole to choose the pregenerated character’s
actions.

No Character-versus-Character Combat
The motto of the Pathfinder Society is “Explore, report, cooperate.” In
keeping with the “cooperate” theme, do not engage in character-versus-
character conflict. Accidental friendly fire can happen (due to missed
attack rolls or other factors), but players must obtain the consent of other
players before deliberately including fellow PCs in damaging effects. In
such cases, the damage dealer should offer to assist with necessary
healing costs. This rule does not apply in situations where a character is
not acting of their own free well, such as if they’re being mind-controlled by
an NPC and forced to attack a fellow Pathfinder.

After the Adventure
Upon completing an adventure, you’ll receive a Chronicle sheet from the
GM. This sheet is a reflection of your accomplishments and includes a
recap of your adventure; a log of the Experience Points, treasure access,
and wealth gained; and a special boon reflecting your experiences in the
adventure. If you created your own character, this Chronicle sheet applies
to that character, and you may wish to record the Experience Points you
gained, the wealth you spent and earned, and items you bought on your
character sheet. If you played a pregenerated character, this Chronicle
sheet will apply to the first character you create.

As a player, you are expected to keep accurate, up-to-date records of your
characters and bring your Chronicle sheets to every Pathfinder Society
event or session. If you don’t bring your Chronicle sheets for a character,
you will be unable to play that character, though you can play another
character or a pregenerated character of an appropriate level instead. We
suggest keeping everything in a binder with an individual folder for each
character.

See Chronicle Sheets and Recordkeeping for information on filling out
Chronicle sheets and Negative Effects for how to resolve negative effects
at the end of an adventure.

If you haven’t registered for organized play at paizo.com, remember to do
so now!

Replaying Adventures
Generally you can receive up to two Chronicle sheets for a given
adventure, one for playing an adventure and one for running the same
adventure as a GM. Some adventures have the “replayable” tag and can
be replayed multiple times. For more information on replayable scenarios,
see Replaying Adventures.

Playtest Points
If you already have points or boons accrued during a playtest, see Special
Rewards for information on redeeming playtest points and using playtest
boons.

https://paizo.com/
http://paizo.com/products/btq01zt5?Community-Use-Package-PF2E-Iconics-Pregenerated-Characters
https://paizo.com/
https://paizo.com/
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Pathfinder Society, which is part of Paizo’s organized play program, is a
worldwide fantasy roleplaying campaign that puts you in the role of an
agent of the Pathfinder Society, a legendary league of explorers,
archaeologists, and adventurers dedicated to discovering and chronicling
the greatest mysteries and wonders of an ancient world beset by magic
and evil. The campaign is set on the world of Golarion, and its home base
is Absalom, the so-called City at the Center of the World, which stands
astride the great Inner Sea on the mountain-capped Isle of Kortos. A
Pathfinder’s adventures range from exploring the dark alleys and political
intrigues of Absalom to embarking on far-flung travels to the most exciting
locales in the Lost Omens setting.

Pathfinder Society Organized Play uses Pathfinder Second Edition. This
guide presents the information you need to participate in this exciting,
dynamic campaign. Welcome to the Pathfinder Society!

What Is Organized Play?
In an organized play campaign, your character adventures in a shared
setting with thousands of other gamers worldwide. Games can take place
anywhere, including homes, game stores, libraries, conventions, and
online. Afterward, participants report their adventures’ results, both earning
campaign rewards and influencing the fate of the Lost Omens setting. As
part of the organized play experience, you can take your characters to any
Pathfinder Society event in the world, allowing you to join a game with
friends and strangers alike with ease. And after each adventure, your
characters grow stronger and can carry their rewards with them to the next
adventure, even if your fellow players and Game Masters (GMs) change
between adventures. The organized play experience is uniquely
immersive, as the diverse range of players, GMs, and characters provide
incredible depth. The campaign is also a great way to meet other gamers
and play regularly without needing to schedule regular events with a single
set of people as you might for a more traditional game.

In order to help the Pathfinder Society program function smoothly in a
shared-world environment, the campaign has some additional rules to
ensure a fair and equal experience for all participants—no matter who is
playing or running the game. The rest of this guide covers that information.

Paizo’s organized play team oversees the campaign’s content, and team
members include the Organized Play manager, the Organized Play lead
developer, Pathfinder Society developers, and the Pathfinder Society
design liaison. Volunteers called Venture-Officers facilitate the campaign
by coordinating games worldwide.

Please read over the Quick Start Guide, which provides an overview of the
campaign and character creation. Review the rest of this Guide for more
details. If you have questions, direct them to the Organized Play manager
at organizedplay@paizo.com.

Scenario Tags
Tags are markers that appear both on a scenario’s product page and on its
title page that gives key information about the scenario’s contents.

Exclusive: Scenarios with this tag are meant to be run in a specific
environment or by a particular cadre of Pathfinder GMs. Common
recipients of these sorts of scenarios include distinguished volunteers
who’ve run many sessions of Pathfinder Society, GMs running an
exclusive scenario at a large convention, or a Paizo staff member.
Scenarios with this tag include specific rules on who is eligible to run it,
where it may be run, and any other considerations for eligibility of
receiving credit.

Faction: Scenarios with this tag list one or more associated factions—for
example, “Faction (Envoy’s Alliance).” This tag generally corresponds to
scenarios with additional Reputation awards for the associated factions.

Glyph: Scenarios with this tag contribute toward one of the ways that GMs
can earn 5 Glyphs. (See GM Glyphs )

Repeatable: Scenarios with this tag can be replayed an unlimited number
of times (but only once per character). GMs receive another Chronicle
sheet each time they run a scenario with this tag, but can apply credit only
once to a given character.

Types of Adventures
Numerous types of adventures are used in the Pathfinder Society
campaign.

Pathfinder Society Quests: These are short adventures written for
Pathfinder Society and intended to take about 1 hour to play.

Pathfinder Society Scenarios: These are the most common adventure
type written for Pathfinder Society, and they typically take about 4–5 hours
to complete.

Pathfinder Adventure Paths: These are long campaigns consisting of
multiple adventure volumes and often representing dozens of game
sessions to complete. Adventure Paths are published for a wider audience
than the Pathfinder Society campaign, so such adventures often include a
short, downloadable sanctioning document that details any special
considerations for running the adventure for organized play, as well as
Chronicle sheets for the individual volumes. Adventure Paths often offer
the opportunity to experience them in Campaign Mode, which does not
use Pathfinder Society rules, allows the GM to freely modify the
encounters and story, and still awards a Chronicle sheet afterward.

Pathfinder Adventures: These are large, stand-alone adventure books
that typically take numerous game sessions to complete. Like Adventure
Paths, Pathfinder Adventures are designed for a wider audience and thus
typically receive a short sanctioning document that can be downloaded
from the adventure’s product page soon after its publication.

Tiers and Subtiers
Pathfinder Society Scenarios are designed so that players of a variety of
levels can participate in a given adventure together. Every scenario has a
tier range and many have associated subtiers. For example, a Tier 1–4
scenario has subtiers 1–2 and 3–4. Tiers indicate which character levels
are legal for that scenario. If a PC’s level does not fall within the tier, that
character cannot play in that scenario.

In the future, some special events will have more than two subtiers. For
scenarios with more than two subtiers, no two PCs at a table can be from
more that 1 subtier apart. For example, in a Tier 1–6 scenario, with
Subtiers 1–2, 3–4, and 5–6, PCs of levels 1–4 can play together, and PCs
of levels 3–6 can play together, but a level 1 character and a level 6
character cannot play together at the same table, since challenges that
are appropriate for 5th- and 6th-level PCs are likely to leave the 1st-level
PC ineffectual at best, if not kill the character outright.

Legal Table Size
The minimum table size for a Pathfinder Society session is four players.
The recommended maximum is six players. In cases where you simply
cannot seat four players, the GM can run a table of three players, and can
play an appropriately leveled pregenerated iconic character (or deputize
players to do so) in order to meet the minimum table size of four PCs.
Pregenerated iconic characters are available for 1st level and 5th level.
Pregenerated characters of more levels will be available in the future.

If seven players show up to an event, rather than turning someone away,
the GM can consider adding a seventh person to the table. She should
check with the players to determine their preferences before running a
seven-person table, as seven-person tables often overpower otherwise
challenging adventures and limit the amount of time each player gets to
shine in the given scenario.

Tables may not have eight or more players. If eight players show up to an
event and there is more table space, see if one of the players can GM a
game instead.

mailto:organizedplay@paizo.com
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Before the Adventure
As you sit down to join a game, take time to introduce yourself and
determine which of your characters in the adventure’s tier you wish to play.
The GM should pass around a sign-in sheet, on which you should record
basic information such as your character’s name, your Organized Play ID,
your character’s ID number, their level, and their chosen faction. During
this time, you also need to decide whether you are using Standard
Advancement or Slow Advancement.

Hero Points
At the beginning of an adventure, each player receives 1 Hero Point. GMs
can then hand out additional Hero Points throughout the session in
recognition of the characters’ deeds, at a rate of approximately 1 Hero
Point per hour of play. When handing out Hero Points, try to spread them
out throughout the table rather than giving most of the points to one player.

Players who have earned GM glyphs can hand out one additional hero
point per Glyph at the start of the adventure when boons are slotted. But
no player can receive more than 1 hero point this way per adventure. See 
GM Glyph Rewards

One Character per Adventure
You can have as many active characters as you want in Pathfinder
Society. However, you can play only one of your characters during a
specific adventure. If a fourth character is needed to meet the minimum
number of characters per table, the fourth character must be a
pregenerated character. The GM can assign a player to play the
pregenerated character as well as their own character, or the GM can
allow the group as a whole to choose the pregenerated character’s
actions.

Replaying Adventures
Most scenarios are designed to be played once. You can receive a
Chronicle sheet for a given adventure twice: once for playing the
adventure and once for running the adventure as a GM—even if you run
the adventure multiple times, though each time you GM an adventure
contributes to your GM glyph rating and rewards. The following are the
several exceptions in which a player can replay an adventure (or a GM
can receive a Chronicle sheet more than once).

Glyph Replay (player and GM): A campaign participant who has received
one or more GM glyphs as a result of running adventures can earn credit
for an adventure an additional time, either as a player or as a GM. A
participant can replay one such adventure per glyph earned. Future
rewards could allow participants to use their earned glyphs additional
times to replay in this way.

Minimum Table Size (player): You can replay an adventure in order to
help a group reach the minimum legal table size of three players.

Notify the GM: Inform the GM that you have already played the adventure
or run it as a GM. Although a GM should endeavor to be flexible when
accommodating you in order to form a table of at least three players, the
GM maintains the right to deny running the adventure for you if they feel
uncomfortable running the event for players who have foreknowledge of
the story.

No Spoilers: When you are replaying an adventure, avoid spoiling the
adventure’s plot or using insider information to affect gameplay. Doing so
can be grounds for the GM to remove you from the table. In general, be
mindful in separating player knowledge from character knowledge, and if
you are uncertain how to proceed, speak privately with the GM to
determine the best course of action.

Rewards: When you replay to help create a legal table, you do not earn
any rewards. The GM should provide you a Chronicle sheet that grants no
rewards (including gold pieces, Experience Points, Fame, Reputation, and
boons). However, do record any items expended or gold spent on the
Chronicle sheet. This is an exception to the restriction that you should
never assign more than one copy of a Chronicle sheet to a given
character.

Repeatable Tag (player and GM): Some adventure have the Repeatable
tag, which indicates that adventure grants a Chronicle sheet and rewards
each time it is played or run. However, a particular character still can’t
receive credit from a given repeatable scenario more than once.

Special Rewards
The campaign awards several different rewards to players and GMs for
participating in the various Pathfinder Society programs.

Achievement Points: By playing, running, and reporting Pathfinder
Society games, participants earn Achievement Points (abbreviated ACP),
a special online currency with which they can purchase special rewards
like access to uncommon ancestries, items, spells, and more. The number
of points depends on the size of the adventure and the event where it’s
played. Standard events include games played in private residences and
many public venues. Premier events include many conventions and
special events designated by the Regional Venture-Coordinator. Premier
Plus events include special shows (such as the Gen Con, Origins, and
PaizoCon conventions) where Pathfinder Society has a special presence
and often debuts major adventures.

Adventure Participant Event ACP Earned

Quest Player Standard 1

Quest Player Premier 1

Quest Player Premier Plus 1.5

Quest GM Standard 2

Quest GM Premier Plus 3

Scenario Player Standard 4

Scenario Player Premier 5

Scenario Player Premier Plus 6

Scenario GM Standard 8

Scenario GM Premier 10

Scenario GM Premier Plus 12

You can redeem your Achievement Points for rewards at (Link not yet
available). When you purchase a reward, you will need to assign the boon
to one of your PCs, and the granted boon will auto-fill the special
Chronicle sheet with your organized play number and your character’s
number.

Playtest Points (playtest adventures): During the playtest period for
Pathfinder Second Edition, players and GMs did not earn Chronicle sheets
when playing the 11 playtest adventures. Instead, each participant earned
a number of Playtest Points, which can now be redeemed on your 
Organized Play account at Paizo. These rewards include Limited-Use
boons, the ability to start a character at 2nd or 3rd level to reflect the time
spent playing the game, and other minor benefits.

Because the playtest period has since closed, it is not currently possible to
earn additional Playtest Points.

Legacy Backgrounds (legacy campaign): Even though characters from
the First Edition legacy campaign cannot transfer into the current
Pathfinder Society campaign, their exploits can shape the Society’s
newest adventurers. For each of the 11 seasons of the legacy campaign,
a player can unlock a special legacy character background associated
with that season by having completed five or more of that season’s
scenarios. These backgrounds are unique to the Pathfinder Society
campaign, and once they’re unlocked, a player use a legacy background
for any number of characters. See Legacy Backgrounds.

Other Rewards: Pathfinder Society Organized Play periodically releases
additional prizes for special events. The most common among these are
charity prizes, which are in-game benefits sent to authorized charity
events to help raise money for good causes.

https://paizo.com/cgi-bin/WebObjects/Store.woa/wa/browse?path=organizedPlay/myAccount/rewards#tabs


After the Adventure
Once you’ve completed a Pathfinder Society adventure, you receive a
Chronicle sheet that tracks your accomplishments and rewards. The
following steps summarize what information appears on a Chronicle sheet
and how it impacts your character.

Advancement Speed
Pathfinder Society characters can choose between two different
advancement speeds, allowing them to gain levels and rewards more
quickly or to slow down their advancement (such as to extend their
character’s career or allow new players to catch up). It is entirely possible
for different PCs at a table to use different advancement speeds with no
impact on the game. At the beginning of the adventure, you choose which
of the two advancement speeds to use.

Standard Advancement: You gain the full XP, gp, Downtime, Fame, and
Reputation rewards earned in the adventure.

Slow Advancement: You gain half of the XP, gp, Downtime, Fame, and
Reputation rewards earned in the adventure.

Experience Points
Each time you play an adventure, your character will gain Experience
Points (XP). Typically, you gain 1 XP for completing a quest, 4 XP for
completing a scenario, or even 12 XP for completing most sanctioned
Pathfinder Adventure or Adventure Path volumes. For every 12 XP your
character earns, they advance 1 level. You cannot delay increasing your
character’s level once they earn the requisite number of XP.

Fame and Reputation
In each adventure, the PCs can increase their personal renown as well as
their standing with a faction, represented by Fame and Reputation. Fame
is a form of social currency, allowing your character to call in favors and
support. Reputation is a measure of how influential your character is with a
particular faction, and higher scores open up new and more powerful ways
that the faction can help you. Your character has a different Reputation
score for each faction.

How much Fame and Reputation your character earns in an adventure
depends on how well you fulfilled the adventure’s primary objectives and
secondary objectives. The primary objectives usually represent the main
mission that a venture-captain or other influential NPC imparted to the
PCs. The secondary objectives might be explicitly stated in a briefing, or
they might include opportunities that the PCs can uncover during play.
secondary objectives often involve going above and beyond the
adventure’s primary objectives (such as recovering all three of the relics,
not just the minimum two), strengthening the Society’s status with an
important group, acting with professionalism, or completing the main
mission without causing undue damage to important sites.

A quest can grant up to 1 Fame and 1 Reputation. A scenario can grant up
to 4 Fame and 4 Reputation, though scenarios with the Faction tag
typically have an opportunity to gain additional Reputation with the
associated faction. Sanctioned Pathfinder Adventures and Pathfinder
Adventure Path volumes typically grant up to 12 Fame and 12 Reputation.

Downtime
After each adventure, your character receives Downtime, which is a
measure of their additional time between adventures. A quest grants 2
days of Downtime, a scenario grants 8 days, and a sanctioned Pathfinder
Adventure or Adventure Path typically grants 24 days of Downtime. If your
character is a field-commissioned agent (rather than having trained with
the Scrolls, Spells, and Swords Pathfinder Schools ), they earn an
additional 50% as many days of Downtime, earning 3, 12, and 36 days
respectively.

A character can use Downtime in a variety of ways, including the Crafting,
Earn Income, and retraining options in the Pathfinder Core Rulebook.
Downtime must be spent at the end of the session or it expires; it cannot
be stockpiled for later use. (See Downtime.) However, players can spend
their Downtime to start or continue an activity such as Crafting an item that
requires multiple adventures’ worth of Downtime to complete.

Treasure
Unlike a traditional game in which the PCs would divide recovered magic
items and other treasure among themselves, Pathfinder Society awards
each participating PC a share of gold pieces based on their respective
levels (see Treasure Bundles). Rather than divide up the magic items
unequally, PCs have equal access to the special treasure found,
represented by the items listed on the Chronicle sheet; simply purchase
the item using your PC’s accumulated gold. At the end of the adventure,
the GM crosses out any items the PCs did not discover.

Purchasing Guidelines
You can always purchase the following items so long as you’re in a
settlement of at least 5,000 residents (and scenarios may sometimes
provide additional allowances or limitations):

• Any common equipment in sanctioned Pathfinder content with an

item level equal to or less than your character’s level (minimum 2).

• Any uncommon equipment in sanctioned Pathfinder content with an

item level equal to or less than your character’s level (minimum 2);

your character must have access to this uncommon equipment such

as through meeting its Access condition.

• Any equipment listed on your character’s Chronicle sheets with an

item level equal to or less than your character’s level + 2. Some

items found on Chronicle sheets are available for purchase only a

limited number of times. Weapon and Armor found on chronicle

sheets can be upgraded following the normal rules for upgrading.

• Any items and services purchased with Fame.

Note that accumulating Infamy can reduce the character’s effective level
when purchasing equipment (see Infamy and Alignment Infractions).

Creating and Transferring Runes
The Society has a specialist at the Grand Lodge who can apply or swap
out runes for agents of the Pathfinder Society in good standing. This
service is free, and requires no check, but is generally only available
before boons are slotted or once the adventure is complete, not during the
middle of an adventure.

Chronicle Sheets and Record-
Keeping
After completing an adventure for Pathfinder Society, the players and the
GM all receive Chronicle sheets. Chronicle sheets record what happened
during the adventure, as well as the rewards that the characters earned,
such as XP, gold, and Reputation. A character’s Chronicle sheets record
everything that they do over the course of their career. Chronicle Sheets
are a standardized way of tracking each characters’ progress that allows
these characters to be played with many different GMs and events all
across the world.

Filling Out a Chronicle Sheet

The sections of a Chronicle sheet are detailed below. Sections marked
with an asterisk (*) include some element that GMs must address before
players leave the table, either by filling it in themselves or asking the
players to fill in the appropriate information. Players can fill out other
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sections between sessions. More information on the player rewards
references in this section appears in Player Rewards XXPlayer
Basics<Player Rewards.

A. Character Chronicle #: Players can use this section to number their

Chronicle sheets as they see fit to help keep track of their

adventures.

B. Herolab Code: In the future, this code may allow for greater

integration between your earned Chronicle sheets and the character

builder program HeroLab.

C. Player Name*: The player’s name goes in this section.

D. Character Name: The name of the character who receives credit for

this adventure goes in this section.

E. Organized Play # *: The player’s organized play number goes here.

A player’s Organized Play ID is the same for Pathfinder Society, First

Edition Pathfinder Society, Starfinder Society, and Pathfinder

Adventure Card Society.

F. Character # *: Character numbers for Pathfinder Society begin with

200-, followed by digits that represent the order in which the player

registered the character (2001 for their first character, 2002 for their

second, etc.)

G. Faction Reputation*: This section records the factions for which the

character earned Reputation and how much reputation they earned.

GM Instructions: Ask each player which faction that their character

chose to champion this scenario. Note that some scenarios grant an

additional Reputation for a specific faction. Fill out the earned

reputation and the factions here.

H. Adventure Summary*: This section gives a short summary of the

adventure’s events.

GM Instructions: Sometimes, this section will have checkboxes to

represent player choices, which should be recorded before the

players leave the table.

I. Boons*: This section lists the special boons that the character

earned, which they can use in future adventures.

GM Instructions: The GM Resources section of the scenario

describes how the players earn any boons listed on the Chronicle

sheet. Cross off any boons the players did not earn.

J. Items*: Characters gain access to the items listed in this section with

a level up to their character level +2, as long as they have not

acquired infamy (see Infamy and Alignment Infractions).

GM Instructions: Cross off any items that the players did not earn

during the scenario. Unless the GM Resources section says

otherwise, players only lose access to an item if they did not earn the

treasure bundle that corresponds to that item.

K. Purchases*: This section records the items that characters buy and

sell, as well as conditions that they gain or clear. Players are free to

purchase and sell items between sessions. If your character

purchases or sells enough items that you run out of space on the

Chronicle sheet, you can continue the list on the back of the

Chronicle sheet, or simply list everything on the back and write the

total value in the box.

GM Instructions: If the character gained or cleared any conditions

that would otherwise persist into the next adventure, note them in

these sections.

L. Rewards*: This section tracks the rewards that the PC earns during

the session and totals up the rewards they have at the end of the

session. Players can do the calculations between sessions, as long

as their new earnings are recorded.

GM Instructions: Fill out the XP gained, GP gained, Earn Income,

Gold Earned, and Fame Earned boxes before the end of the

session.

M. Notes: This section is a catch-all for anything that players or GMs

want to record that isn’t already accounted for on the Chronicle

sheet.

N. Downtime*: Use this section to record how much Downtime your

character earned from the adventure and how you spent it.

GM Instructions: Be sure to resolve any Downtime activity that

requires a check before the players leave the table. If the player is

using an activity that does not require a check, they can record what

they are doing and take time between sessions to make the

decisions needed to resolve the effect fully. For example, players

who want to retrain a feat can record that they are retraining a

particular feat, and then decide which new feat they want to take

between sessions.

O. GM Information: The event name and event code in this section

come from the event’s page on paizo.com. If you are reporting your

own events, you may already know this information. If someone else

organized the event, they should provide you with these details. This

section also includes the date of the scenario and the GM’s

organized play number and signature.

GM Instructions: Fill in each of these sections. While you can choose

to let your players fill out any of the other information on this sheet at

your discretion, only you can provide your signature.

Applying Chronicle Sheets after the
Session Ends
There are two primary reasons that someone might apply a Chronicle
sheet outside of the session. GMs are likely to apply their Chronicle sheets
after the session, rather than filling everything out at the table. This is
especially true if they are running multiple games in the same day, or if
they do not have the character who is receiving credit for the scenario on
hand. The second common situation that leads to Chronicle sheets being
applied out of session concerns scenarios played with pregenerated
characters. After playing a scenario with a pregenerated character, a
player can wait to apply it until the character receiving credit for the
scenario reaches an appropriate level.

In either case, Chronicle sheets that are applied later still grant Downtime.
When resolving the effects of this Downtime, such as determining the
bonus that the character has on checks to Earn Income and which items
they can craft, use the level of the character at the time they apply the
Chronicle sheet.

Example: Aubrey is a GM. Over the course of a convention, she runs four
scenarios, and she assigns all four of them to the same character, Kyralos.
Before any of these Chronicle sheets, Kyralos had just reached level 3.
Aubrey applies Chronicle sheets to Kyralos one at a time. She wants to
spend all of her Downtime to Earn Income, using her Scribing Lore. For
the first three Chronicle sheets, Kyralos is level 3, and her bonus on
Scribing Lore is +5. She doesn’t have any special boons or rewards that
help her find better tasks, but she can always find tasks of up to her level
-2, as described in the Downtime section of this guide. So Kyra finds three
level 1 tasks and rolls three Scribing Lore checks against DC 15, the
standard DC for a level 1 task on page 503 of the Core Rulebook. For her
next Chronicle sheet, Kyralos is level 4. Aubrey levels up Kyralos to 4,
which increases Kyralos’s bonus on Scribing Lore to +6, and allows her to
always find level 2 tasks. Now Aubrey rolls one check at +6 against a DC
of 16. While her chances of success are the same in this particular
example, this level 2 task lets Kyra earn more money.

Community Standards
The Pathfinder Society is an inclusive social event open to everyone. It is
our intention that everybody enjoys gaming in a safe and fun environment.
While conflict between characters may arise, at no time should a player
feel excluded or threatened at the table. We ask all participants to respect
their fellow players and to work together to create positive, memorable
experiences. To this end, we reserve the right to refuse participation to any
person for inappropriate or illegal conduct. All refusals of participation must
be accompanied by a reason, duration of refusal, and the criteria for
rejoining Pathfinder Society activities.

Inappropriate conduct includes, but is not limited to, the excessive use of
foul language, physical or verbal aggression or intimidation, lewd conduct,
inappropriate physical contact, unwelcome sexual attention, slander,
stalking, and harassment or discrimination based on gender, gender
identity and expression, age, sexual orientation, disability, physical
appearance, body size, race, ethnicity, or religion.
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Complaints under this policy should be brought to the Event Organizer or
a Venture-Officer, who will work to resolve the issue or escalate the issue
to the next level of Venture-Officer. If you are unsatisfied with the ability of
Venture-Officers to resolve an issue, or if a Venture-Officer is involved in
the issue, you can escalate the issue to a higher level yourself. As an
alternative, you can report to the Organized Play manager (OPM) via e-
mail at organizedplay@paizo.com. Issues will be resolved at the lowest
level possible. In case of escalation, the OPM is the final arbiter of any
dispute arising from applying this policy.

Nothing in this policy is intended to discourage any person from calling the
police or other appropriate organizations. Event organizers or Venture-
Officers are available to help participants contact local law enforcement,
provide escorts, or otherwise assist those experiencing harassment to feel
safe for the duration of the event. We value your attendance.

While not illegal or even necessarily inappropriate, we recognize that
Pathfinder Society organized play campaign includes themes that may
result in uncomfortable situations arising at the gaming table. In these
instances, we request players identify the issue to the table Game Master
(GM), whether vocally or by passing a note. We ask that GMs help the
table respect attendees’ sensibilities and reduce or redirect problematic
themes once identified. Participants asked to stop any problematic
behavior are expected to comply immediately or will be asked to leave the
table. More guidance for GMs to resolve these situations appears in Table
Variation

It is our intention that everybody participating in Pathfinder Society
organized play enjoys gaming in a safe and fun environment. While
conflict between characters may arise, at no time should a player feel
excluded or threatened at the table. We ask all participants to respect their
fellow players and to work together to create positive memorable
experiences. The above guidelines reference how we may achieve our
goals. By sitting at a Pathfinder Society table, participants are agreeing to
the terms and conditions of Pathfinder Society organized play.

Do Not Cheat
Maintain the integrity of the game and do not cheat. This includes, but is
not limited to, falsifying rolls, altering Chronicle sheets, using unapproved
resources, not owning the sources used by your character, and lying to
GMs and event coordinators. Participants caught cheating will be barred
from Pathfinder Society events for an amount of time dependent on the
severity of the cheating. Repeat offenders will be banned from Pathfinder
Society and Paizo’s other organized play programs.

Keep Good Records
Pathfinder Society uses character sheets and Chronicle sheets to track
character progression. GMs and event coordinators rely on these
documents to keep the campaign honest, fair, and fun for everyone. It is
your responsibility to maintain accurate records. Always bring either paper
or digital copies of your character sheet and all accompanying Chronicle
sheets of any character you wish to play to Pathfinder Society events. If
using paper copies, we suggest keeping them all together in a binder, with
a folder for each character.

No Character-versus-Character
Combat
The motto of the Pathfinder Society is “Explore, report, cooperate.” In
keeping with the “cooperate” theme, do not engage in character-versus-
character conflict. Accidental friendly fire can happen (due to missed
attack rolls or other factors), but players must obtain the consent of other
players before deliberately including fellow PCs in damaging effects. In
such cases, the damage dealer should offer to assist with necessary
healing costs. This rule does not apply in situations where a character is
not acting of their own free well, such as if they’re being mind-controlled by
an NPC and forced to attack a fellow Pathfinder.

Campaign Leadership
Additional rulings may be needed from time to time. It is our intent that all
rulings eventually be compiled into this guide, or other clarifying
documents. However in the meantime, rulings on the forums or in person
from campaign leadership *are* binding. 

Currently, the people with the authority to issue rulings for the Pathfinder
(Second Edition) Society campaign are Linda Zayas Palmer (Organized
Play Lead Developer), Tonya Woldridge (Organized Play Manager), and
Michael Sayre (Organized Play Developer for Pathfinder (Second Edition).
Clarifications from other campaigns and their campaign managers do not
apply to the Pathfinder (Second Edition) Society Organized Play campaign
unless confirmed by one of the above individuals.

Implementing Changes
Sometimes, whether through errata or campaign clarifications, rules
changes are made just before a convention, game day, or other gaming
event. In such situations, if the player does not have the time or the
access to resources to fix their character, they can wait to apply the
changes until after the event. GMs should make a note of this delay in the
notes section of the Chronicle sheet. Players must update their characters
after the event
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Player Basics 
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Characters
In Pathfinder Society games, you can either use a pregenerated character
or create your own character.

Creating a Character
The process of creating a character follows the guidelines in the 
Pathfinder Core Rulebook, with a few additional campaign-specific
benefits. Character Creation contains step-by-step instructions to help you
create your own Pathfinder Society character and explains the
aforementioned benefits. Read these rules carefully, as they ensure that
characters are suitable for the organized play campaign.

Resources: All of the ancestries, backgrounds, and classes from the 
Pathfinder Core Rulebook are available to you when creating a character.
Some ancestries and options from other books may need to be accessed
with Achievement Points before you can use them in organized play. (See
also Character Options.)

Remember to register your character at paizo.com!

Pregenerated Characters
If you don’t have time to create a new character or want to try out a new
character class, you can use a pregenerated character, also called a
pregen. The Pathfinder Society Roleplaying Guild offers free pregenerated
characters based on Pathfinder’s iconic characters, available at paizo.com
or from your local event coordinator. The following rules apply when
playing pregenerated characters.

Choose a Character to Receive Credit
Before the game, you must choose which of your characters to assign the
credit for playing this adventure to. (If you haven’t created your own
character yet, you’ll assign it to the first character that you create.) Credit
from a 1st-level pregenerated character can be assigned only to a 1st-
level character. Credit for playing a higher-level pregenerated character
must be assigned to a Pathfinder Society character of a lower level than
the pregenerated character.

Negative Effects
During play, your pregenerated character may be afflicted with negative
effects such as a curse, a disease, or even death. The pregenerated
character must clear and resolve these negative effects before the end of
the adventure; otherwise, they affect the Pathfinder Society character
that’s receiving credit for the adventure. A few adventures, such as Origins
of the Open Road, have special rules for pregenerated characters that
provide alternate means to clear negative effects.

• After applying Pathfinder Society character resources, you can use

the pregenerated character’s funds to pay for these spellcasting

services. If sold to pay for removing a negative effect, a 1st-level

character’s gear is worth 7.5 gold pieces, a 3rd-level character’s

gear is worth 37.5 gold pieces, and a 5th-level character’s gear is

worth 135 gold pieces.

• The character can use the gold and Fame that she has earned on

the Chronicle sheet for the current adventure to help pay for

removing negative effects.

• If more resources are needed to pay for the cost of removing

negative effects, players at the table can contribute some of their

own gold pieces, but they are not required to.

Apply Credit
You may apply a pregenerated character’s Chronicle sheet to one of your
Pathfinder Society characters once your Pathfinder Society character
reaches the level of the pregenerated character used to play through it.
For example, if you played a 5th-level pregenerated character, you would
apply the credit once your character reaches 5th level.

• Apply the Chronicle sheets for eligible adventures in the order in

which they were played. For each one, add the rewards earned

(Experience Points, gold pieces, Fame, boons etc.) to your

character, along with any negative effects that weren’t removed from

the pregenerated character. This character is also now able to buy

any items listed on that Chronicle sheet.

• If you apply credit for multiple adventures at once, your Pathfinder

Society character might advance multiple levels. The character’s

level cannot exceed the tier range of any Chronicle sheets applied to

them.

• You can apply credit from a higher-tier adventure to a 1st-level

Pathfinder Society character. When doing so, you gain only the gold

appropriate to a 1st-level character. You do not benefit from any

boons until your Pathfinder Society character reaches the minimum

level listed on the Chronicle sheet, unless otherwise noted.

Downtime: Pregenerated characters can use Downtime.

Before the Adventure Session
At the game table, introduce yourself to the other players and the Game
Master. Take this time to determine which character within the adventure’s
subtier (range of levels) you want to play—this can be a character you
created or a pregenerated character. The GM will also pass around a sign-
in sheet to record your character’s name, level, faction, and Organized
Play ID (if you don’t have an Organized Play ID yet, your GM can assign
you one). During this time, you also need to decide whether you are using 
Standard Advancement or Slow Advancement. (Slow advancement lets
you play more scenarios with that same character before you reach the
maximum level; standard advancement helps you level up and become
powerful more quickly).

Negative Effects
The Pathfinder Society has resources to take care of its members, and
many of the possible negative effects an adventurer can be subject to
during an adventure are assumed to be taken care of during Downtime.
The exceptions to this are death, permanent petrification or polymorph
effects, curses, and permanent negative conditions (Core Rulebook 618–
623) acquired during the course of the adventure. These negative effects
must be cleared at the end of the adventure or the character must be
reported as “dead,” unable to continue adventuring in Pathfinder Society
organized play. Most of these negative effects can be cleared by spending
Fame for the appropriate service on Table 2: All-Factions Boons. Other
PCs may use their spells, feats, class abilities, or consumables to assist
you in recovering from such negative effects, but they aren’t required to.

Option Rarity and Access
Some options within the game will have a listed rarity. The categories of
rarity are common, uncommon, rare, and unique. Common options from
the Core Rulebook are always available for use. Uncommon options
typically require a specific condition to be met to take them; this can
include taking a specific feat or class feature, acquiring the item during a
game and gaining it on a Chronicle sheet, or meeting another access
condition (see below). Rare options are incredibly difficult to find or obtain
and are generally not available for use in character creation or leveling.
Unique options are the rarest of all, with only one existing in all the world,
and will almost never be available as player options. Be sure to check
Character Options for more information on the availability of options.

Access: Some uncommon options have an entry labeled “Access.” If you
satisfy the access condition by being from the specified region, a member
of a particular organization, or meeting some similar requirement, that
option is common for you. All characters created for use in Pathfinder
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Society Organized Play are members of the Pathfinder Society
organization in the world of Golarion, so they gain access to options that
require membership in the Pathfinder Society.

Purchasing Equipment
As you complete adventures, you will gain more wealth that can be used
to buy additional equipment as described in the Purchasing Guidelines. 
Characters with the appropriate crafting feats may also be able to obtain
formulas for equipment that they can create during Downtime.

Leveling Up
In Pathfinder Society, characters level up after ever 12 Experience Points
earned, instead of every 1,000 Experience Points. Leveling up your
character otherwise works normally.

Character Creation
This page details the steps for creating a character for the Pathfinder
Society. These steps mirror those in the Pathfinder Core Rulebook with a
few additional Roleplaying Guild-specific rules and benefits.

Character Sheets
Blank character sheets for Pathfinder 2nd edition can be found on Paizo’s
Pathfinder Page. Or at the following direct links: 
Black and White
Color

There is no standard character sheet format required. Players are
welcome to find and use whatever character sheet they feel most
comfortable with. However, a player must possess a clear and legible
character sheet that they are comfortable giving to a GM to review.
Regarding electronic devices, if you are not comfortable with a GM
viewing (and perhaps briefly handling) the device in order to review your
character information, you should consider keeping character information
in a format you are willing to hand to a GM.

1. Ability Scores 
Generate your Pathfinder Society character’s ability scores using the
method detailed under “ABILITY SCORE OVERVIEW” on page 20 of the 
Core Rulebook. Your character may also take two additional ability flaws to
gain one additional ability boost as described in the Voluntary Flaws
sidebar on page 26 of the Core Rulebook. 

2. Ancestry 
Select your character’s ancestry. The ancestry choices offered in the Core
Rulebook are always available. Other ancestries may available as 
Achievement Point boons or through Character Options.

3. Languages
Your character gains some languages based on their ancestry, but might
speak additional languages depending on their Intelligence or class. All
Pathfinder Society characters are literate and speak Common.

Cultural Languages
Human: Humans can speak Common, as well as any other modern
human language associated with their ethnicity. Humans gain one
additional common language or regional language of their choice. The
cultural languages listed below (along with their associated ethnicities) are
good choices.

• Common (Taldan)

• Erutaki (Erutaki)

• Hallit (Kellid)

• Kelish (Kelishite)

• Osiriani (Garundi)

• Polyglot (Mwangi)

• Shoanti (Shoanti)

• Skald (Ulfen)

• Tien (Tian)

• Varisian (Varisian)

• Varki (Varki)

• Vudrani (Vudrani)

Bonus Languages
A character with a high Intelligence score can select bonus languages
from the list of modern human languages above or the bonus languages
listed in the source for the character’s ancestry.

4. Background 
Once you’ve chosen your character’s ancestry, it’s time to select their
background. All of the backgrounds presented in the Core Rulebook
starting on page 60 are available for use. Other backgrounds will be
available through the Achievement Point system, or for completing
scenarios in prior seasons of the Pathfinder Society Organized Play
campaign (See Legacy Backgrounds). Backgrounds from other sources
will generally be available so long as you own a valid copy of the source,
though some exceptions may occur; these exceptions are noted in 
Character Options.

5. Class
All of the classes presented in the Core Rulebook are available to
characters. Pathfinder Society characters begin at 1st level, though some
boons available through the Achievement Point system may allow a
character to start at 2nd or 3rd level.

6. Hit Points 
Your character’s Hit Points are determined by their ancestry, class,
Constitution modifier, and level. Each ancestry gives a certain number of
Hit Points, as detailed in its entry. This amount is added to the Hit Points
granted by the character’s chosen class and their Constitution modifier. At
each level after 1st, a character gains the number of Hit Points specified in
their class entry.

7. Skills
Each class grants a starting proficiency ranks in certain skills at 1st level.
Characters with a high Intelligence score are trained in a number of
additional skills of their choice, as described in their class entry. Review
Chapter 4 of the Core Rulebook for the details of how to assign skill
increases and the benefits they grant.

8. Feats 
Each class grants feats starting at 1st level and at most or all levels
thereafter. A character must be the same level as or a higher level than a
feat to select it. There are four different types of feats a character gains:
ancestry feats, class feats, general feats, and skill feats. Ancestry feats are
determined by your ancestry and can be found in the same section as
your other ancestry statistics. Class feats are your most powerful feats;
they are determined by your character class and presented in the same
section. General feats are feats that any character can take, and are
located in Chapter 5 of the Core Rulebook alongside Skill feats. Skill feats
affect a skill in a particular way, usually giving the character more ways to
use that skill; some skill feats are available only to characters whose
proficiency rank in the skill is expert or greater.

Additional feats can be found in other books, as detailed in Character
Options.

9. Starting Wealth and Equipment 
All characters in Pathfinder Society begin with 15 gold pieces (150 silver
pieces) that can be spent on starting gear. Chapter 6 of the Core Rulebook
has a wide array of useful starting gear. Page 289 of the Core Rulebook
includes class kits, prebuilt selections of gear tailored to each of the core
classes. You can also spend your wealth to purchase additional gear, as
described in the Purchasing Guidelines.
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10. Alignment 
Select one of the following alignments for your character (Core Rulebook
29): chaotic good, chaotic neutral, lawful good, lawful neutral, neutral, or
neutral good. Players may not play evil characters. When choosing an
alignment, be sure it satisfies any alignment requirements for your
character’s class. 

11. Religion 
Characters can worship any deity listed in the table of gods on page 437
of the Core Rulebook or any other source listed in Character Options , so
long as their alignment matches one of the deity’s listed follower
alignments. Champions and clerics must choose a valid deity, though
other classes can worship one of the faiths and philosophies presented on
page 440 of Core Rulebook or another legal source. Characters can also
be agnostic or atheist.

Some characters may revere deities they do not worship. Revering a deity
means that your character may do things like wearing the deity’s holy
symbol, attending the deity’s religious services, or performing other acts of
obeisance that aren’t rewarded with spells or divine powers. For example,
many druids revere Gozreh a deity of nature, but their primal magic is
granted by Nature itself and does not come from Gozreh. A character may
revere as many deities as they wish, but can worship and receive power
from only one.

12. Age 
Characters must be at least young adults (see the Physical Description
section for your selected ancestry in Chapter 2 of the Core Rulebook), as
particularly young characters can change the tone of some of the game’s
threats.

13. Finishing Details 
Now it’s time to fine-tune your character’s appearance and personal
history, including their region of origin,

preferred gender pronouns, and other particulars. Make a few notes on
your character’s appearance that you can use to describe your character.
Read through The World of Pathfinder Society for information on the
campaign setting and consider using it to inform your character’s
background.

You’ll also need a miniature or pawn to represent your character—
Pathfinder uses a standard 1-inch grid to determine movement and tactical
positioning in combat, so you need a physical representation of your
character to use on the grid. Paizo produces a wide range of Pathfinder
Pawns and also works with Reaper Miniatures and WizKids to offer a wide
variety of gaming miniatures, so you can find just the right figure for your
character.

13. Pathfinder Training
Each Pathfinder Society character receives 3 networking points to
represent the connections they have made in the three Pathfinder
Schools: Spells, Scrolls, or Swords. They can invest these points among
the schools, or can forgo these points and instead be a “field
commissioned agent.” Each of these choices bestows different benefits as
described below in Pathfinder Training.

14. Factions 
Finally, choose a faction for your character to join. The factions represent
different approaches to being a Pathfinder and priorities during missions.
Joining a faction costs a boon, but your first such boon is free. Currently,
four major factions and two minor factions are available.

Major Factions
The four main factions are summarized below. Detailed descriptions of
these factions, as well as benefits of membership and faction goals, can
be found in Factions.

Envoy’s Alliance: Being a Pathfinder is dangerous work. Travel comes
with its own dangers, traps seem to be everywhere, and just about
everything seems ready to kill aspiring Pathfinder agents. Envoys’ Alliance
aims to bolster the Society’s ranks and represent its members, making the
Society ever stronger, better trained, and better supported.

Grand Archive: Archaeology is a destructive science, and adventurers
tend to be more destructive than most. If the Society is to uphold its
mandate to study and preserve the past, then documentation and
academic rigor are key. Yet members of the Grand Archive do not limit
themselves to Absalom’s libraries; these bold explorers voyage to the
most exciting sites to chronicle the past and share what they learn with the
world.

Horizon Hunters: The Horizon Hunters faction is home to those who
carry on the proud tradition of ascending the highest peaks, plumbing the
darkest depths, and seeing what lies over the next hill. And as sweet as it
is to discover a lost ruin or unknown vista, it’s all the better to tell wild tales
about the experience and revel in the admiration of peers—particularly if
your deeds are immortalized in the Pathfinder Chronicles, a widely
distributed record of the greatest Pathfinders’ achievements and
discoveries.

Vigilant Seal: While the Pathfinder Society’s motto is “Explore, Report,
Cooperate”, members of the Vigilant Seal have their own three-part motto:
“Protect, Contain, Destroy.” Members of the Vigilant Seal seek to ensure
that ancient evils uncovered during their expeditions are properly dealt
with—they protect ancient sites, contain possible threats, and destroy
dangerous evils that can’t be safely contained.

Minor Factions
The two minor factions are summarized below. Detailed descriptions of the
factions, as well as benefits of membership and faction goals, can be
found in Factions.

Radiant Oath: Pathfinders have a track record for thwarting evil, lending a
helping hand, and presenting the Pathfinders as upstanding folk wherever
they go. For the Radiant Oath, this benevolence extends beyond
incidental assistance. Instead, the faction sees the Society’s broad reach
as an excellent vector for assisting others the world over. Those who join
the Radiant Oath swear simple vows to assist others, expanding on these
promises the more they serve the faction.

Verdant Wheel: Nature enthusiasts of all stripes—from grizzled trackers
to bright-eyed ecologists to tenacious druids—gravitate to the Society for
opportunities to witness natural wonders, catalog new species, and better
protect the world’s pristine realms. The Verdant Wheel has a particular
fondness for sensing patterns and cycles, such as that of creation and
destruction, as exemplified by new growth sprouting from a fire-ravaged
field. Yet even those intent on preserving that which exists can find a
welcome home here.

Pathfinder Training
Although drawn from diverse backgrounds and regions, the vast majority
of Pathfinders undergo approximately 3 years of training at the Grand
Lodge, in the process learning the key skills they need to survive on the
road, explore dangerous sites, and understand their discoveries. The
deans of the Society’s three schools +oversee this training, each
promoting particular techniques tied to their respective schools: the
Scrolls, Spells, and Swords. Kreighton Shaine (CG male elf loremaster)
is the Master of Scrolls, who instructs his pupils in history, languages,
sciences, and academic esoterica. Sorrina Westyr (N female oread priest
of Nethys) is the Master of Spells, who lectures on magical basics,
overcoming supernatural hazards, and the proper handling of artifacts.
And finally, Marcos Farabellus (CG male human commander) is the



Master of Swords, who guides initiates through endurance drills, teaches
the finer arts of infiltration, and ensures each Pathfinder has enough
combat training to stay safe in dangerous lands.

Each Pathfinder initiate must attain a certain level of proficiency in all three
schools’ teachings in order to graduate as a field agent, yet most
specialize in one of the schools’ curricula and build life-long professional
contacts with like-minded scholars. Over the course of their career, a
Pathfinder regularly receives gifts from colleagues in the form of potions,
scrolls, experimental alchemy, and more—in practice, this provides PCs
one or more consumable items at the beginning of each scenario. In
return, the field agent’s expected to return the favor by contributing labor,
teaching expertise, lab assistance, or more between missions, reinforcing
these professional relationships.

Consumable Items: The universal benefit of this training is creating a
network of colleagues and contacts who regularly provide you consumable
items. At the beginning of each adventure, your character receives a
consumable item of their level or lower from a list of options; they have
access to the items of the appropriate level in Table 1: All-Schools Items
as well as the options on the tables for any of their chosen schools. If not
used by the end of the adventure, the item is returned to the character’s
contacts.

Assigning Points
When creating your character, you gain 3 networking points to distribute
among the Scrolls, Spells, and Swords schools. These represent the
amount of effort and attention your character dedicated to those schools
while training as an initiate. Once assigned, these cannot be changed
except through retraining (a process that takes 14 days to reassign all of
the networking points and their associated benefits). The benefits you gain
from each school depends on the number of networking points you invest
in it, and the benefits are cumulative.

1 Point: When selecting your free consumable item at the beginning of the
adventure, you can choose one of the items on the school’s list of options.

2 Points: You become trained in one of the Lore skills associated with that
school, listed below. At 5th level, you gain a bonus skill feat selected from
the list below.

Scrolls: For the Lore skill, choose from Accounting Lore, Library Lore, or
Scribing Lore. For the bonus skill feat, choose from Assurance, Automatic
Knowledge, Multilingual, or Streetwise.

Spells: For the Lore skill, choose from Academia Lore, Architecture Lore,
or Herbalism Lore. For the bonus skill feat, choose from Arcane Sense,
Assurance, Quick Identification, or Recognize Spell.

Swords: For the Lore skill, choose from Gladiatorial Lore, Scouting Lore,
or Warfare Lore. For the bonus skill feat, choose from Cat Fall,
Experienced Smuggler, Forager, or Hefty Hauler.

3 Points: When selecting your free consumable item at the beginning of
the adventure, you may also choose a second item from the options
available whose item level is no greater than half your level (minimum 1) in
addition to your regular item. 

Table 1: All-Schools Items

PC

Level

Item Options

1 Holy water, lesser bomb*, lesser antidote, lesser antiplague, 

minor healing potion

3 Lesser healing potion, potion of water breathing

5 Moderate bomb*

7 Lesser potion of resistance, moderate antidote, moderate

antiplague, moderate healing potion, salve of antiparalysis

9 Potion of flying

11 Greater antidote, greater antiplague

13 Greater bomb*, greater healing potion

15 Major antidote, major antiplague

17 —

19 Major healing potion

* A bomb refers to any of the alchemical bombs detailed on pages 544–
546 of the Pathfinder Core Rulebook.

Table 2: Scrolls Items

PC

Level

Item Options

1 Feather token (ladder), lesser eagle-eye elixir, owlbear claw,

sunrod, wolf fang

3 Cat’s eye elixir, crying angel pendant, feather token (bird), 

feather token (chest), feather token (holly bush), hunter’s bane,

lesser comprehension elixir, lesser darkvision elixir, mesmerizing

opal

5 Feather token (fan), invisibility potion, silver key

7 Dust of appearance, feather token (anchor), feather token (tree),

greater comprehension elixir, iron cube

9 Candle of truth, feather token (swan boat), feather token (whip), 

jade bauble

11 Greater eagle-eye elixir, iron medallion, mummified bat

13 Eyes of apprehension, mending lattice, potion of tongues

15 Iron cudgel

17 —

19 —

Table 3: Spells Items
All of the consumable items granted by the Spells school take the form of
magical scrolls (Pathfinder Core Rulebook page 564), and the item options
below simply list the spells that can appear on these scrolls. When
selecting a scroll, you can heighten its spell level to the Scroll Level listed
below. For example, a 7th-level character could select a scroll of heal
heightened to 4th level.



PC

Level

Scroll

Level

Item Options

1 1 Burning hands, charm, fear, harm, heal, mage armor,

magic fang, magic missile, magic weapon, soothe

3 2 Barkskin, comprehend languages, dispel magic,

invisibility, remove fear, remove paralysis, resist

energy, restoration, see invisibility, water breathing

5 3 Fireball, haste, heroism, lightning bolt, searing light

7 4 Air walk, fly, stoneskin, suggestion

9 5 Banishment, breath of life, cone of cold, crushing

despair

11 6 Phantasmal calamity, stone to flesh, tangling creepers,

true seeing, vampiric exsanguination

13 7 Energy aegis, sunburst, true target

15 8 Divine aura, horrid wilting, uncontrollable dance

17 9 Foresight, implosion, overwhelming presence

19 9 —

Table 4: Swords Items
PC Level Item Options

PC

Level

Item Options

1 Lesser leaper’s elixir, potency crystal, shining ammunition

3 Beacon shot, bronze bull pendant, effervescent ampoule, feather

step stone, jade cat, lesser bravo’s brew, mistform elixir, oil of

mending, onyx panther, savior spike, silversheen

5 Barkskin potion, bloodseeker’s beak, climbing bolt, dragon turtle

scale, emerald grasshopper, shark tooth charm

7 Greater leaper’s elixir, swift block cabochon

9 Aligned oil, greater cheetah’s elixir, potion of quickness, storm

arrow

11 Moderate bravo’s brew, oil of keen edges

13 —

15 Dazing coil, greater bravo’s brew

17 —

19 —

Field-Commissioned Agents
Not everyone goes through this training. Exceptional explorers and
scholars sometimes attract the Society’s attention through their
independent accomplishments, and venture-captains have the authority to
grant these adventurers field commissions. This waives the usual training
period, but what the field-commissioned agents recoup in free time, they
lose in networking opportunities.

If your character is a field-commissioned agent, they do not get any points
to assign to a school. At the beginning of each adventure, the agent
receives a consumable item of half their level or lower from Table XX: All
Schools; at 1st level, the character does not receive any such consumable
items. However, the character’s fewer obligations afford them additional
free time, increasing the amount of Downtime they receive after each
adventure by 50% (12 Downtime days earned after a scenario rather than
8).

Rebuilding Your Character
You may find that there are aspects of your character where you’re not
entirely sure about your decisions, such as the ancestry or class feat you
chose. Don’t worry! While your character is 1st level, you can rebuild as
often as you need to, changing any of these choices. Until you play a
game in which your character has 12 or more XP, you can freely rebuild
your character completely except for Reputation earned and character
number. Once you begin a session as a second level character, you still
have options for changing your character’s choices. In addition to 
retraining, in which your character spends their Downtime to swap out
individual features of their build, you can earn boons that allow you to
rebuild your character more extensively.

Boons
Boons are small in-game rewards given for a variety of reasons, including
attendance at events, holidays, supporting charities, and special
occasions.

Achievement Points: Typically, when a Pathfinder Society game you play
is reported online, Achievement Points will be credited to your Paizo
account that can be redeemed for special boons, such as new playable
ancestries or access to rewards from a region other than the one you
chose during character creation. (See Achievement Points.)

Chronicle Sheet: Every Chronicle sheet includes a special boon that
grants a benefit unique to the adventure or product that granted it.
Chronicle sheet boons generally need to be slotted (declared active)
before their benefits can be applied, though some boons are slotless and
may be used as long as you have a physical copy of the Chronicle sheet
present. See Boon Slots below.

Discounts: Some boons provide a discount on the cost in Fame or gold
pieces required to purchase another boon or item. Unless otherwise
noted, only one boon that provides any discount can be applied to any one
purchase. This prevents multiple discounts from reducing a purchase cost
by an unreasonable amount.

Unless a boon says otherwise, no character can acquire the same
boon more than once.

Boon Slots
Each character has a Faction boon slot, an Advanced boon slot, and three
generic boon slots (for a total of 5 slots). To gain the benefit of a boon, the
character must “activate” it by “slotting” it into one of these slots. The GM
will tell the players when to slot boons. Usually this will happen after the
GM has given the players their initial briefing or introduction. 

The Faction Boon slots can only hold boons that have the faction trait.
Boons with the faction trait cannot go anywhere other than the Faction
Boon Slot.

Your Faction boon indicates which faction you are representing on this
mission, which can impact the Fame you gain and possibly other elements
of the scenario. 

The Advanced Boon slot can hold boons with the Advanced trait or any
boon that does not have the faction trait. 

Advanced boons are rare and powerful, and are typically gained through
participation in a special event or scenario (such as a game with unique,
hidden conditions, “special” scenarios or a special promotional event, like
a playtest).

The remaining three slots are generic slots and can slot any boon that
does not have the faction or advanced trait.

Boon Traits
Many boons have one or more traits, some of which indicate the boon’s
flavor and others which convey special rules for using the boon. Future
rewards or effects may also interact with particular types of boons in
special ways. The following are the current boon types:

• An advanced boon is typically more powerful or complex than other

boons, and it can be slotted only in the advanced boon slot (not a



generic boon slot). As a result, you can only use one advanced boon

at a time.

• An ally boon represents an NPC who accompanies and assists your

character. Unless you choose to purposefully endanger that NPC (an

act that might result in your gaining Infamy, depending on the

circumstances) or an effect specifically targets an Ally boon, this

NPC stays out of harm’s way, does not interfere with combat, and

takes up no space during encounters.

• A downtime boon provides you some special way to use the

Downtime you earn at the end of the adventure.

• A faction boon indicates which faction you are representing during

an adventure. You can slot a faction boon only in the faction slot (not

in the generic or advanced slots).

• A heroic boon influences how you use Hero Points or grants an

additional effect when you use a Hero Point.

• An item boon represents a special piece of equipment you’ve

acquired or a special way that you’ve modified a piece of equipment

you already have.

• A limited-use boon can only be used a limited number of times

before it is expended. Some boons have both a constant benefit as

well as a benefit with limited uses, and the constant benefit can still

be used once all of the boon’s limited uses have been expended.

• A mentor boon grants a benefit to PCs whose level is lower than

yours, representing your mentorship of your less experienced

comrades. A given PC can only benefit from 2 mentor boons at a

time.

• A promotional boon represents a special benefit for bringing

specific Pathfinder- or campaign-branded gear (like a Pathfinder

Society shirt or a Campaign Service Award coin) with you to the

gaming table. As a general rule, you can slot only a single

promotional boon.

• A property boon represents a building, large vehicle, or other asset

that your character owns or can use.

• A service boon represents an instantaneous, one-time favor or

action performed for your character, after which the boon is

expended and grants no further benefit.

• A slotless boon does not need to be slotted to grant its effect. Some

slotless boons modify existing boons you already have.

• A social boon represents a special affiliation, membership,

friendship, or favor.

• A trial boon represents an ongoing difficulty that is difficult to end. A

trial boon typically requires that you slot it before you can slot any

other boons, and trial boons typically have a special condition you

must fulfill to end them.

Downtime
Upon completing an adventure that grants XP, you gain days of Downtime
that can be spent in a variety of ways. (See Organized Play Basics, under 
Downtime, for how many days each type of adventure grants.) These
include attempting checks to Earn Income and Craft items, as well as
retraining. Certain other activities may be available depending on boons or
other circumstances as described in the adventure. Typically, once you
have begun a Downtime task you cannot begin another until the first task
is completed, though some exceptions exist (see Crafting and Retraining
below). You can’t save up Downtime from multiple Chronicle sheets, but
you can start or continue an activity such as Crafting an item that requires
multiple adventures’ worth of Downtime to complete

Earn Income: Earning Income is the most common Downtime activity. If
you are using your Downtime for any other purposes, they must be
completed first before you attempt your check to Earn Income. For each 8
day unit of Downtime you spend (including units where you complete
multiple activities, such as spending 7 days retraining and then 1 day
Earning Income), you attempt one check to Earn Income, using the result
to calculate your total earnings for that block of Downtime. The Task Level
of your Earn Income check is equal to your level – 2 (minimum 0) by
default (GMs should check Table 10–5: DCs by Level on page 503 of the 
Pathfinder Core Rulebook to calculate the DC), though some boons may

allow you to attempt checks against higher-level tasks as a special reward.
A check to Earn Income does not carry beyond the 8-day cycle for which
you attempt the check.

Crafting: Some characters may choose to spend their time Crafting a
piece of equipment. The rules for crafting can be found on pages 244-245
and 503–504 the Core Rulebook. Use the DC based on the level of the
item from Table 10–5 for common items, applying the hard DC adjustment
from Table 10–6 to the DC for uncommon items and the very hard DC
adjustment for rare items. You can Craft uncommon or rare items only if
you find their formulas. Crafting requires that you spend the first 4 days of
a block of Downtime preparing before attempting your check to Craft;
unlike Earning Income, Crafting tasks can be continued across as many
Downtime days as necessary until the item is completed or you pay the
remainder of the Price required to finish the item.

Retraining: You can also use Downtime to retrain certain abilities and
swap them out for new ones. This works as described in the Core
Rulebook. Retraining a feat, skill increase, or a spell in your spell
repertoire takes 7 days of Downtime, while retraining a selectable class
feature, such as a druid order, takes 28 days. If you level up when still in
the process of retraining a selectable class feature such as a druid order,
you may choose an option that would be legal for the new order you are
retraining to, though you may not use that ability until the retraining is
complete.

For example, suppose Lini is 5th level and has decided that she would
prefer to return Droogami to the wild and master the arts of a storm order
druid instead. She begins the retraining process but will not complete it
until she has completed her first scenario as a 6th-level character; Lini
may select the Storm Retribution feat as her 6th-level feat, but cannot use
it until she completes her retraining and becomes a storm order druid.
Similarly, any feats Lini has that were contingent on her previous order
cease being functional once Lini has attained her new order; for example if
Lini had chosen Mature Animal Companion as her 4th-level feat but no
longer had the Animal Companion feat after retraining to become a storm
order druid, the feat would simply be nonfunctional until she either gained
an animal companion or retrained Mature Animal Companion for another
feat.

You can also retrain your Pathfinder training —that is, your selection
between Spells, Scrolls, Swords, or field-commissioned agent. Doing so
takes 14 days of Downtime, during which you adjust your level of affiliation
with these aspects of the Pathfinder Society.

You can retrain your character’s name and / or gender for free. This can
even be done before the beginning of a game. Simply update your paper
copy of your character sheet. If you update the character’s name, make
sure to update the paizo.com alias for that character. To do so, go to 
https://paizo.com/organizedPlay/myAccount and click the edit button next
to the character, and update the Character Name and Full Name fields.
Make sure to also send an email to pfsreportingerrors@paizo.com with the
new name, old name, and org play number and character number so that
they can correct any back chronicles if needed. 

Experience Points
Most adventures grant your character Experience Points (XP) for
completing them. Whenever your character gains 12 XP, they reach a new
level and gain additional benefits and abilities as described in the 
Pathfinder Core Rulebook. Quests typically grant 1 XP, and scenarios
typically grant 4. Sanctioned Pathfinder Adventures, Pathfinder Adventure
Path volumes, and Pathfinder Modules volumes typically run much longer
than a scenario and grant more XP; for example, a Chronicle sheet for a
single Adventure Path volume is likely to grant 12 XP.

Fame and Reputation
Fame represents your standing within the Pathfinder Society. You accrue
Fame every time you complete a quest, scenario, or other sanctioned
adventure. You’ll accrue it at roughly the same pace as XP, though these
two numbers will not necessarily be identical. Reputation measures your
standing within a faction, and you can earn it by completing faction
missions in certain scenarios. Reputation gives you access to different
levels of faction rewards , while Fame is primarily used for two purposes.

https://paizo.com/organizedPlay/myAccount
mailto:pfsreportingerrors@paizo.com


Purchasing Faction Boons: You can use Fame to purchase boons from
any factions with which you have Reputation.

Resolving Negative Effects: The Pathfinder Society has resources to
take care of its members. To represent this, you can use Fame to resolve
negative effects your character is suffering from, such as death,
permanent petrification or polymorph effects, curses, and permanent
negative conditions (Core Rulebook 618–623). The Fame costs for the
appropriate services are listed on Table 2: All-Factions Boons.

Wealth
Gold is the primary form of currency available to PCs for making
purchases in-game. The gold you gain and spend during each adventure
is tracked on that adventure’s Chronicle sheet.

Hero Points
In addition to the Hero Point you start each game with, the GM may award
you Hero Points during play for particularly heroic deeds. You can spend
Hero Points to reroll checks or even avoid death (Core Rulebook 467).

Retail Incentive Program
This program is designed to encourage players to reward retail locations
that are providing space for Pathfinder Society Roleplaying Guild players.
Locations utilizing the program should advertise its presence to their
clientele. We realize that each location is unique, and has an overriding
right to determine what is best for their business, so participation in this
program is not mandatory. In cases where the specifics of the program
don’t align well with the retail’s procedures (for example, if they don’t
provide receipts, or they run daily tabs), the event coordinator should work
with the retailer to best approximate the intent of the policy.

Game stores and other retail locations are an important part of the
Pathfinder Society community, and it’s important to support them so that
they continue to provide support for Pathfinder Society play. Under this
program, players can redeem receipts in exchange for modest benefits for
the entire party.

Redeeming a receipt simply involves showing it to the event coordinator,
who marks the receipt to denote that it was used. A player can only use a
receipt in this way on the day of the purchase, and only for an event at that
venue. The receipt need not include Paizo products—any products the
venue sells count as qualifying purchases. Players cannot acquire or
redeem receipts during their own turn or during any player’s encounter;
otherwise, players can acquire and redeem receipts during play only when
doing so does not significantly disrupt gameplay.

If the combined value of the receipts redeemed by players at the table
exceeds $10, all of the characters at the table receive the ongoing benefit
described below, and each character chooses one of the single-use
benefits described below. If the combined value exceeds $50, you may
use the enhanced version of the applicable benefits instead. (In countries
that use currencies other than US Dollars, use approximate equivalents of
$10 and $50; don’t worry too much about figuring out the exact exchange
rate.) The ongoing benefit lasts for up to 5 hours, and each character may
use their chosen one-time benefit once in each scenario played during
those 5 hours. Characters can only receive these benefits once during any
5-hour block.

Primary Benefit (for all characters)
Harder to Kill: One time per game, reduce your dying condition value by 1.
This can prevent you from dying.

Enhanced Version: For the enhanced benefit, reduce your dying condition
value by 2.

Additional Benefits (each character
chooses one)
Cheaper Healing: Before the end of the session, you can use the benefit
to reduce the cost a single healing spell or ritual to remove a condition,
affliction, or death to 90%.

Enhanced Version: You instead reduce the cost to 80%.

Recover from Wounds: Once per game, you can rest for 10 minutes to
gain the result of a success on a trained DC 15 Treat Wounds.

Enhanced Version: You instead gain the result of a success on a master
DC 30 Treat Wounds.

Bonus Wealth: When you roll a critical failure on a check to Earn Income,
you get the results of a failure instead.

Enhanced Version: When you fail or critically fail a check to Earn Income,
you earn double the base amount of money from a failure.



GM Basics 
  ^ back to top 

Running Pathfinder Society games is similar running a home campaign,
but has some key differences. In addition to GM Basics, be sure to
familiarize yourself with the contents of the Quick Start Guide, Organized
Play Basics, and Player Basics. You need to know what players know,
what their expectations are, and how their characters are created, played,
and advanced.

What Is A Game Master?
A Game Master (GM) is the person who adjudicates the rules and controls
all of the elements of the story and world that the players explore. A GM’s
duty is to provide a fair and fun game. In Pathfinder Society, a GM has a
few other duties, listed in Your Duties as a Game Master below.

Who Can Be A Game Master?
Anyone with a valid Organized Play ID can run adventures in Pathfinder
Society. There are no tests to qualify as a GM, nor are there feedback-
based rating systems in which GMs are ranked by their players. While
some players are hesitant to transition into the role of Game Master, local
Pathfinder Society groups and the campaign as a whole benefit as the
pool of Game Masters increases. In many cases, players sitting at a new
GM’s table can offer guidance to help build that GM’s skills and
confidence, so don’t be afraid to give it a try and give a whole table of
players a great Pathfinder Society experience.

Where Can I Buy Adventures?
All available adventures suitable for Pathfinder Society can be purchased
at paizo.com. Anyone can purchase an adventure pdf—all you need is a
free paizo.com account. Scenarios are generally released during the last
week of each month. At least two new scenarios are released each month,
with additional OP-specific content released periodically throughout the
year. Pathfinder Adventure Path volumes are produced monthly, and
Pathfinder Adventures are published several times each year. (See Types
of Adventures for more about these products.)

What is an Event Coordinator?
An event coordinator is a person who organizes a Pathfinder Society
event. This event can range in size from a single table in a home or game
store to a large convention with hundreds of tables. GMs can also be
event coordinators, and they often are—for example, a GM organizing and
running their own table is also an event coordinator if it’s the only table.

Your Duties As Game Master
As a Pathfinder Society GM, you have the following duties.

• Work with the event coordinator to schedule an event for you to GM.

• Prepare an adventure to offer to players, including gathering the

necessary supplies such as maps, miniatures, and reference

materials.

• Welcome each player to the table and facilitate introductions, and

provide a signup sheet to collect their character’s name, level, 

faction, and Organized Play ID. If any players don’t have an

Organized Play ID, you can obtain one for them from the event

coordinator or you can download a set of 10 Organized Play ID

numbers on the Create an Event page by clicking on the buttons at

the bottom of the page. Don’t forget to introduce yourself.

• If time permits, spend a few minutes looking over each player’s

character sheet and most recent Chronicle sheets for accuracy. If

you find any egregious issues that you can’t easily work with the

player to fix, the player will need to choose a different character

without such errors or play a pregenerated character instead. (See 

Reviewing Chronicle Sheets below.)

• Run the scenario as written and within the time constraints of the

event.

• Give each player an accurate Chronicle sheet for that scenario

based on the listed adventure rewards (see Filling Out a Chronicle

Sheet). Remember that if you are taking GM credit for the adventure,

you must fill out a chronicle sheet for your character as well. If time is

an issue, you can fill this out after the session. (see Applying

Chronicle Sheets after the Session Ends)

• Complete the adventure’s reporting sheet or an alternate reporting

sheet provided by your event coordinator. Turn the reporting sheet

the event coordinator so that she can report the event at 

pathfindersociety.club in a timely fashion.

Your Duties as an Event Coordinator
The following duties are universal for event coordinators, regardless of the
size of the event. If you are interested in being the primary organizer for a
convention or other large event, contact your local Venture-Captain for
more information.

• Select a time and location for your event. If the location is not your

own home, either reserve space or ensure that your tables are

welcome at the venue for the number of hours needed to run the

type of adventures you plan to offer.

• Choose what adventures will run at the event.

• Gather GMs and players to fill up your tables. You can do this by

word of mouth, forums, or tools like warhorn.net.

• Register your event on paizo.com. First, log on to your paizo.com

account. Then go to pathfindersociety.club and click on Create an

Event. Click the Create Your Event button near the bottom of the

page. This will take your new event page. For each section of the

page, click the edit button to open up text boxes to fill, enter the

information that is relevant to your event and click save changes

when you are done.

• If you might have new players at your event, bring new Organized

Play ID numbers for them. You can download a set of 10 Organized

Play ID numbers on the Create an Event page by clicking on the

buttons at the bottom of the page. If you need more than 10

Organized Play ID numbers for your event, email 

organizedplay@paizo.com. Alternatively, ask your GMs to bring

their own new Organized Play ID numbers.

• Bring a selection of pregenerated characters to your event, covering

all of the character levels for that are appropriate to the adventures

being offered. Alternatively, ask your GMs to bring their own

pregenerated characters.

• After the event, input the reporting data into the event on paizo.com.

For this task, go back to the Create an Event page, find your event,

and click the report button on the right side of the page. This will take

you to a page that allows you to report the information for your event,

one table at a time. Full instructions for using this reporting form

appear at the top of the page. For large events, you may wish to

share the reporting task. To enable other people to assist you with

reporting event information, go back to your event page and enter

their user names in the box below the Delegated Reporters header.

Reviewing Chronicle Sheets
If time permits, GMs and coordinators should spend a few minutes
reviewing players’ Chronicle sheets at the start of an event slot. These
reviews can happen for a variety of reasons. For example, GMs may need
to check to the Adventure Summary section to learn what your character
did in a previous adventure, and GMs and coordinators can review
Chronicle sheets to ensure that they are filled out correctly. These reviews
can help ensure that players understand the rules of Pathfinder and the
Pathfinder Society Campaign, as well as catch the errors that naturally
crop up in the course of play. When reviewing a Chronicle sheet, if you
notice anything that seems amiss, you can ask the player to explain any
discrepancies to you. Remember that errors are far more likely to be
honest mistakes than intentional cheating, and that it’s possible that they
aren’t errors at all. And most errors turn out to be detrimental to
characters, not to their advantage!

https://paizo.com/
https://paizo.com/
https://paizo.com/organizedplay/coordinators
https://warhorn.net/
https://warhorn.net/
https://pathfindersociety.club/
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mailto:organizedplay@paizo.com
http://paizo.com/products/btq01zt5?Community-Use-Package-PF2E-Iconics-Pregenerated-Characters


When you ask the player about a discrepancy, speak with the player
calmly, nicely, and with an open mind. Resolve any issues as fairly as
possible. For example, if the character selected an option that they did not
have access to or that was not available to their character, let them pick
another option instead. If they did not pay the full price for an item they
have, they can pay for it in full, or, if they haven’t used it yet, simply
remove the item from their character’s gear. If they paid too much for an
item, refund them the extra they paid in the “items sold” section of their
Chronicle sheet. Check with your event coordinator, Venture-Captain, or
Venture-Lieutenant if you are unsure of how to fix a mistake, or if you and
the player cannot come to an agreement about a fair resolution.
Remember that the game is supposed to be fun, so waste as little time as
possible on drama and spend as much time as possible providing an
exciting, action-packed scenario for your players.

Challenge Points
In a typical home game, the PCs would all be the same level and face
challenges tailored to their level. In an organized play environment,
though, there needs to be more flexibility to make it easier for players
whose characters are of different levels to participate in the same
adventure.

To determine how to adjust an adventure to accommodate different
character levels, Pathfinder Society uses a system called Challenge
Points, in which you assign each PC a number of points based on their
level and how it fits into the adventure tier, add up all of the PCs’ points,
and compares the sum to a table. Based on the outcome, you’d use either
the adventure’s lower or higher subtier, and it might apply a small bonus to
the enemy creatures and check DCs to simulate a slightly higher-level
adventure.

Some adventures have only one subtier. For these adventures, use the
challenge point system to determine any adjustments. If the table would
direct you to run the high subtier, instead run the adventure as it the table
were CP 12, and apply a level bump in addition. If this is a scenario that
uses a “number of players” adjustment, treat it as a table of 6 players, and
apply a level bump in addition. 

In the future, some special scenarios will have more than two subtiers.
When running such a scenario, pick two subtiers that are next to each
other and that include all of your PCs, and determine the appropriate
challenge based on that. For example, in the case of a Tier 1–6 adventure,
you could either use subtiers 1–2 and 3–4 and determine difficulty as if it
were a Tier 1–4 scenario or use subtiers 3–4 and 5–6 as if were a Tier 3–6
scenario. If all of your players are in the same subtier, then it does not
matter which adjacent subtier you pick—the system will give you the same
result.

GMs should adjust the scenario before play begins, following the steps
below. 

1. Calculating Challenge Points
To calculate the number of Challenge Points the party represents, take the
following steps.

• Record the PCs’ levels. The number of Challenge Points that each

PC contributes is based only on their character levels. Do not forget

to include the extra pregen’s levels if it is a table of 3 players.

• Determine the Scenario’s “Base Level” Each adventure has a

‘base level.’ The base level is the lowest level allowed to play in the

tier of the adventure. Thus for a tier 1-4, the base level would be 1.

For a Tier 5-8, it would be 5, and so on. 

• Convert the PCs’ levels to Challenge Points. The number of

Challenge Points a PC contributes depends on their level, in relation

to the base level. Table 1 below notes how many Challenge Points

each PC of a given level represents.

Table 1: Challenge points

Character Level Challenge Points

Base Level 2

Base Level +1 3

Base Level +2 4

Base Level +3 6

For example, a Tier 1-4 adventure would have a Base Level of 1. So a
2nd-level PC in such an adventure has a level of Base Level + 1, and by
the chart, contributes 3 Challenge Points. A party of five PCs levels 1, 2, 3,
4, and 4 would contribute 2, 3, 4, 6, and 6 points respectively.

Total the PCs’ Challenge Points. Add these values together to get a
sum. In the above example of five PCs, the total number of Challenge
Points is 21 (2+3+4+6+6). 

2. Determine the Subtier
Parties with challenge points of 15 or less always play in the lower subtier.
Parties with 19 or more always play in the high sub tier.

Parties with 16-18 play in the high subtier only if they have 4 PC. If they
have 5 or more PCs, they play in the low tier. This allows small parties of
high level adventurers to play in the high tier, while large parties of low
level adventurers play in the low tier.

Mentorship
To provide low level players a more fun and fair experience, PCs whose
level equals the adventure’s base level (such as a 3rd-level PC playing in
a Tier 3–6 scenario) gain a temporary boost when playing in the high
subtier called a level bump (see Applying Adjustments) to represent the
higher-level PCs’ mentorship and support. 

You should also remind higher level PCs to slot any mentor boons they
may have purchased. 

3. Determine the Scaling Adjustment
The scenario will normally have instructions on scaling based on the
challenge point total of the party. Some early scenarios have no scaling
option for low subtier party with a CP of 16-18. In these cases treat them
as if they were CP 12, and apply a level bump to the scenario. (See “Apply
Adjustments” below) If your scenario bases scaling directly on CP, you are
done with this step and may move onto step 4.

“Number of Players”
Some early scenarios use a “number of players” adjustment. If that is the
case, consult the appropriate table below to determine which adjustment
to use, and any additional adjustments to apply. (See “Apply Adjustments”
below)

Table 2a: Low Subtier Adjustments

Total Points Adjustment

8–9 No Adjustment

10–11 5-player adjustment

12–13* 6-player adjustment OR 1 level bump

14–15 5-player adjustment AND 1 level

16-18 6-player adjustment AND 1 level bump



Table 2b: High Subtier Adjustments

Total Points Adjustment

16–18 No Adjustment

19–22 5-player adjustment

23–27* 6-player adjustment OR 1 level bump

28-32 5-player adjustment AND 1 level

33–42 6-player adjustment AND 1 level bump

*Challenge Point totals of 12–13 and 23–27 allow the GM to make a
choice between two options that provide a similar degree of challenge.
However, each scenario varies slightly in the differences between these
two options, and the GM is encouraged to select the option they predict
will be a more fun and fair challenge for the group. (Parties often prefer
options that give the PCs more monsters to fight.) You can pick between
the options individually for each encounter.

4. Applying the Adjustments
Once you’ve determined the subtier and scaling adjustments based on the
group’s Challenge Point total, apply the proper modifications to the
adventure to provide a fair challenge. These take four forms: subtier,
scaling, level bumps for adventures, and level bumps for PCs.

Subtier: 
Nearly all encounters list two different sets of creature statistics, one for
each of the two standard subtiers (ranges of levels the adventure is
designed for). The adventure often also refers to important skill checks
and saving throws in room descriptions or during events, listing one DC for
the lower subtier and one for the higher subtier. In each of these cases,
use the numbers, creatures, and other information listed for the selected
subtier.

Scaling: 
Scenarios and quests are designed for four players with ways to scale up
the number or severity of threats to accommodate larger groups modeled
off the Character Adjustment guidelines found on page 489 of the 
Pathfinder Core Rulebook. These adventures list adjustments appropriate
for larger groups of PCs of equal level in special sidebars. These sidebars
generally have a header reading “Scaling Encounter…” followed by the
name or number of the encounter.

Some scenarios may have scaling sidebars that reference the number of
players. In those cases, the GM should consult the appropriate Table 2 in
the step above and apply the scaling directed by Table 2, rather than the
number of PCs in the party 

Level Bump for Adventures: 
Scenarios and quests are designed to challenge PCs whose average level
is the lower of the two levels in a given subtier (i.e., Subtier 1–2 is built to
challenge 1st-level PCs, and Subtier 3–4 is built to challenge 3rd-level
PCs). Normally, when the Challenge Point total determines that the
group’s overall power is equivalent to the higher level in a subtier (e.g. 2nd
level in Subtier 1–2), the scenario’s scaling will adjust for this. 

However, sometimes it is necessary to add a level bump, such as when
the scenario’s scaling is based on the number of players, or if the scenario
lacks a low tier 16-18 scaling.

Applying a level bump is a simple calculation:

• Increase every DC listed in the scenario by 1.

• Increase the attack modifiers, attack damage, spell damage, saving

throw modifiers, skill modifiers, Perception modifiers, and ACs of all

enemy creatures by 1.

• Increase the Hit Point totals of all enemy creatures by 10 or by 10%,

whichever is higher.

These straightforward adjustments make the adventure slightly more
challenging for higher-level groups, though the adjustments cannot
account for the more powerful abilities and spells that higher-level foes
would likely have.

Level Bump for PCs: 
When a PC of the lowest legal level for an adventure plays in the high
subtier, they also gain a level bump for the duration of the adventure, but
instead applied to their character’s stats.

• Increase every DC the PC has by 1.

• Increase the attack modifiers, attack damage, spell damage, saving

throw modifiers, skill modifiers, Perception modifiers, and AC of the

PC by 1.

• Increase the Hit Point totals of the PC by 10 or by 10%, whichever is

higher.

These adjustments are less beneficial than gaining a level, yet they
provide the PC more survivability and opportunity to contribute to the
adventure experience, reducing the degree to which higher-level PCs
might overshadow these less experienced Pathfinders.

Example: 
Tonya is setting up a Tier 1–4 adventure. Her group consists of six players
whose PCs are levels 1, 2, 3, 3, 4, and 4. Tonya determines that the base
level of the scenario is 1, and then compares each pc’s level to the chart
1. This gives her 2+3+4+4+6+6 for a Challenge Point total of 25. 

Step 2 tells Tonya to run at Subtier 3–4 since her table is 19 CP or more.
Consulting Table 2b in Step 3 tells Tonya that she gets to decide whether
to use the 6-player adjustment or the level bump. She chooses the 6-
player adjustment because that option adds more enemy wererats to the
adventure rather than making the wererats stronger, which she thinks will
be more fun for the lower-level PCs.

For step 4, for each DC and encounter, Tonya uses the Subtier 3–4
statistics. She also applies the 6-player adjustments listed in any sidebars
in the adventure. Finally, she gives the 1st-level PC at her table a level
bump, in addition to the benefit of up to two mentor boons slotted by her
other players, increasing that PC’s ability to contribute in this higher-level
adventure.

Table Variation
While the goal of the Pathfinder Society is to provide an even, balanced
experience that is fair to all players, every table is different, every
character is different, and each GM has their own strengths and
weaknesses. We understand that sometimes a Game Master has to make
rules adjudications on the fly, deal with unexpected player choices, or
even cope with extremely unlucky (or lucky) dice on both sides of the
screen.

Scenarios are meant to be run as written, with no addition or subtraction to
the number of monsters (unless indicated in the scenario), or changes to
armor, feats, items, skills, spells, statistics, traits, or weapons. However, if
the actions of the PCs before or during an encounter invalidate the
provided tactics or starting locations, the GM should consider whether
changing these would provide a more enjoyable play experience.

As a Pathfinder Society GM, you have the right and responsibility to make
whatever judgments, within the rules, that you feel are necessary at your
table to ensure everyone has a fair and fun experience. This does not
mean you can contradict rules or restrictions outlined in this document, a
published Pathfinder source, errata document, or official FAQ on 
paizo.com. What it does mean is that only you can judge what is right for
your table during cases not covered in these sources.

Additionally, the GM can choose to use terrain and environmental
conditions when those effects have been written into the flavor of a
scenario but the mechanics associated with such conditions in the 
Pathfinder Core Rulebook have not been added to the encounters. GMs
are always encouraged to reward roleplaying when adjudicating the
reactions of NPCs or the outcome of in-game encounters.



GMs may not change the mechanics of encounters. Specifically, for
combat encounters, the mechanics include the creatures presented, the
number of opponents in the encounter, and the information written into the
stat blocks for those opponents. If an encounter is a trap, haunt, or skill
check that needs to be achieved to bypass a situation then the listed DCs
and results are not to be altered, as they are the mechanics of that
encounter. Additionally, if an encounter already includes mechanical
effects of terrain, weather, or hazards, please be aware that these things
are also considered mechanics that may not be altered. GMs also cannot
alter the mechanics of player characters, nor can they ban legal character
options from public events.

By contrast, the GM can alter aspects of the scenario’s description and
story as appropriate for the players at the table. The section A Welcoming
Environment on pages 485–486 of the Core Rulebook provides general
guidance about how to make your game inviting and inclusive. A few of
these sections benefit from additional clarification and examples in the
context of Organized Play.

Unlike in long-term campaigns, players and GMs in Organized Play are
likely to have limited time in which to set parameters for objectionable
content at the beginning of the game. Furthermore, since Organized Play
tables often include people who have never met each other before the
game, players may not feel comfortable opening up about what they’d
rather avoid right from the beginning. This means that it’s all the more
important to start with a common ground for the campaign, to respect what
players do share at the beginning of the session, and then be adaptable
when it comes to modifying content when problems arise in the course of
the session. Pathfinder Society games use the Pathfinder Baseline from
page 486 as a starting point when determining what content is
appropriate, both for what is present in the published adventures and what
is appropriate for player behavior at your table. Add to the Pathfinder
Baseline any additional adjustments that are apparent from the situation,
such as if you are running a table with children or if you are in a venue
with stronger policies about what is appropriate, such as a school.

GMs are empowered to make descriptive adjustments to avoid topics or
situations that would cause discomfort for one or more players at the table,
such as phobias or other triggering material. For example, a GM could
describe a group of spiders as a group of web-shooting lizards or beetles
for the comfort of a player with arachnophobia. Mechanically, if a player
had an ability that granted benefits against spiders, it would also grant
benefits against these other web-shooting creatures during that scenario.
Players may not tell you up-front about everything that could cause them
trouble; you may learn partway through the session. If this happens, you
can “rewind” the description and start over, tweaking the background
context of the encounter, or work with the players to create an alternative
solution to get around the troublesome aspect of a particular challenge
(see Creative Solutions below).

As is the case in general when GMing a table, it is also the GM’s
responsibility to ensure that all of the players at the table are respecting
each other’s boundaries. If a player refuses to follow along with the
adjustment, pushes boundaries, asks insensitive question, or makes fun of
a player voicing discomfort with an aspect of the scenario, the GM should
intervene. This intervention may just involve giving the player a warning
about their inappropriate behavior, but in egregious or continued cases,
the GM can remove the offending player from her table (see Community
Standards ).

Whatever changes the GM makes, she should remain true to the
fundamental mechanical structure and challenge of the encounter. See the
Creative Solutions section below for guidance on how to adjudicate
solutions that are not explicitly accounted for in the text of the adventure.

If a particular issue comes up repeatedly or causes a significant problem
in one of your games, please raise any questions or concerns on the
Pathfinder Society forums at pathfindersociety.club, where Venture-
Officers, members of Paizo’s organized play team, or fellow GMs can help
you resolve it. Even if there were unlimited time to address such concerns,
however, there would always be slight table variation and Game Master
discretion. The following sections provide advice on addressing some
common table variations you should consider before running a Pathfinder
Society game.

Creative Solutions
Sometimes during the course of a scenario, your players might surprise
you with a creative solution to an encounter (or the entire scenario) that
you didn’t see coming and that isn’t expressly covered in the scenario. If,
for example, your players manage to roleplay their way through a combat
and successfully accomplish the goal of that encounter without killing the
antagonist, give the PCs the same reward they would have gained had
they defeated their opponent in combat. If that scene specifically calls for
the PCs to receive gold piece rewards based on the gear collected from
the defeated combatants, instead allow the PCs to find a chest of gold (or
something similar) that gives them the same rewards. Additionally, if the
PCs miss an NPC who carries a specific potion or scroll that the PCs
might be granted access to on the scenario’s Chronicle sheet, don’t cross
that item off the sheet—instead, allow the PCs to find the item elsewhere
as a reward for creatively resolving the encounter without resorting to
combat.

The Pathfinder Society never wants to give the impression that the only
way to solve a problem is to kill it. Rewarding the creative use of skills and
roleplaying not only make Society games more fun for the players, but it
also gives the GM a level of flexibility in ensuring players receive the
rewards they are due.

But what if your players accidentally or intentionally kill an important NPC
who was supposed to give them a crucial piece of information that’s
needed for the scenario to progress? This is a tough problem for the GM
and requires improvisation. Don’t decide the scenario is over just because
the old man with the letter was caught in a magical crossfire and roasted
alive, destroying both him and the important letter. Reveal that the letter
survived by some twist of fate (it was in a fire-proof pouch in his pocket) or
maybe that the old man had a lackey who was watching from a nearby
alley and knows everything the old man did, or another similar
explanation. Improvisation will keep your scenario moving forward and
help you work around unforeseen obstacles. For more guidance on
handling the PCs’ treasure and rewards when they use creative solutions,
see the Treasure Bundles section.

Secret Checks
In Pathfinder Second Edition, some checks, such as checks to Recall
Knowledge, have the secret trait. Secret checks fall into two broad
categories. The first category includes checks that characters do not know
exist, such as a check against a hidden threat that the PCs did not notice.
The second category includes checks for which players would gain
significant extra information that their characters would not have if they
knew how well they rolled. Recall Knowledge checks are the broadest type
of checks that fall into this category. Characters that critically fail a Recall
Knowledge check gain false information, so if players know that they rolled
very low, they may have trouble avoiding metagaming. Similarly, if the
players all rolled low on a check to Seek, they may find themselves
tempted to metagame and have everyone roll again because they know
that there is likely something that they didn’t find.

The secret trait is a tool to help separate character knowledge and player
knowledge, but, as listed in the secret check rules on page 450 of the 
Core Rulebook, GMs may at any time allow their players to roll their own
results on secret checks. Some scenarios will make recommendations,
such as directing GMs to keep a particularly pivotal check’s results hidden
or to let players roll a string of checks in the open to keep gameplay
moving. Unless a scenario says otherwise, GMs are free to choose how to
handle secret checks on a check-by-check basis. GMs can keep all secret
checks secret, have players roll all secret checks, or adapt on the fly
based on the mood and pacing of the table. If players rolling their own
secret checks do metagame—that is, use information that their characters
would not have to determine their actions—then inform them that their
characters would not have that information and try to steer them away
from using it. In general, it can be useful to have players roll their own
checks if there are many secret rolls in one section, and useful to roll for
the players if you suspect that there will be a strong temptation to
metagame or that the extra information of the result could negatively
impact the experience for players at the table.

https://pathfindersociety.club/
https://pathfindersociety.club/


Treasure Bundles
In Pathfinder Society adventures in the Second Edition campaign, PCs
recover wealth in the form of Treasure Bundles—a simplified unit that
represents an even share of the adventure’s rewards, used for ease of
tracking and calculation. Each scenario (designed to grant 4 XP) has a 10
such Treasure Bundles. The Chronicle sheets for quests, Adventure
Paths, and Pathfinder Adventures products grant a standardized gold
reward. In the case of quests, the reward is ¼ the max reward of a
scenario, and can be found in Table 3, below. 

Variation by Level: The Second Edition campaign grants each
participating PC an amount of wealth based on that PC’s level, no matter
the adventure’s tier or the subtier used. For example, a Tier 1–4 scenario
would grant 52 gp for a 1st-level PC and 152 to a 3rd-level PC, whether
they played Subtier 1–2 or 3–4.

Tracking Treasure Bundles: Key encounter areas and events in a
Pathfinder Society Scenario list how many Treasure Bundles the
associated rewards are worth. Each PC earns the same number of
Treasure Bundles as the other PCs; some player boons or scenarios
might grant an unequal number of Treasure Bundles, but these are
infrequent exceptions.

At the end of an adventure, the GM should tally the number of Treasure
Bundles the PCs acquired. For non-quest adventures, each PC receives
the gold that corresponds to their level on Table 3 below, multiplied by the
number of Treasure Bundles they recovered. If you prefer, you can instead
multiply the number of missed Treasure Bundles by the corresponding
gold value and subtract that from the Chronicle sheet’s maximum reward.
The math works out the same either way. If you would prefer to consult a
table rather than doing the math, see Table 4 below.

Examples: Tonya is the GM for the scenario, and her players are John
(with a 1st-level character), Mike (2nd-level), Thurston (3rd-level), and
Linda (4th-level). The team played exceptionally well and found all 10
Treasure Bundles—the maximum reward! Tonya awards each PC the
maximum gold piece reward for their respective levels: John’s PC gets 14
gp as a 1st-level PC, Mike’s gets 22 gp, Thurston’s gets 38 gp, and
Linda’s gets 64 gp.

Later that weekend, the same group plays another scenario. This time the
group struggles, earning only 7 Treasure Bundles. When calculating the
gold earned by John’s PC, Tonya takes the Treasure Bundle value on the
table for a 1st-level PC (1.4) and multiplies it by the number of Treasure
Bundles (7) to get his PC’s final gold earned: 9.8 gp. Alternatively, Tonya
could have multiplied the missing Treasure Bundles (3) by the value (1.4)
and subtracted the product from the scenario’s maximum reward for 1st
level (14 – [3 x 1.4] = 9.8 gp). The other PCs would earn 15.4 gp (Mike),
26.6 gp (Thurston), and 44.8 gp (Linda).

Expectations and Creative Solutions: In the course of completing a
scenario, the PCs are likely to acquire all 10 Treasure Bundles as part of
overcoming challenges and inspecting their surroundings. That said, a
non-linear adventure might include encounter areas (and treasure) the
PCs miss entirely, and there might be small portions of treasure that a
group would overlook entirely (such as hidden in a concealed room). As a
result, even a capable party might not secure all 10 Treasure Bundles.
Taking into account the free consumable items granted to PCs at the
beginning of adventures, the wealth earned by Pathfinder Society
characters is slightly higher than the standard provided in the Core
Rulebook. That means that although missing the occasional Treasure
Bundle stings, it’s accounted for in the campaign.

However, awarding fewer than the maximum Treasure Bundles shouldn’t
be a punitive tool. Unless recovering a Treasure Bundle is tied to
succeeding at key skill checks or making key choices, PCs who overcome
an encounter with creative solutions should earn the same reward they
would have earned by defeating that foe in combat. Adventures call out
special exceptions, such as treasure only accessible if the PCs investigate
a particular secret door or agree to an NPC’s proposal. If the PCs’ actions
allow them to bypass the area or encounter where they would have the
chance to recover the treasure, it’s okay to relocate the opportunity to a
later point with similar requirements to recover the treasure.

Example: The PCs are supposed to attack a keep, and they successfully
trick the guards into escorting the PCs to the final encounter with the evil
warlord rather than fighting their way in. By tricking the guards, the PC not
only skip the guards fight (which has 2 Treasure Bundles associated with
it) and never have a chance to pick up the easily-discovered magic wand
in the guardroom (1 additional Treasure Bundle), but they also skip a fight
with a minotaur (who guards coins representing 2 Treasure Bundles). The
PCs should receive credit for these rewards anyway; they overcame the
guards encounter, bypassed the minotaur, and would have easily
recovered the treasure afterward.

However, escorting the PCs through the keep also means the PCs neither
explore the side rooms nor have a chance to find the secret vault where a
golden chalice is hidden (1 Treasure Bundle). Finding this vault would
have required a PC Searching during exploration and succeeding at a DC
20 Perception check, and the room’s rewards cite that the PCs should only
receive this reward if they find the room and recover the chalice. In this
case the PCs should have a fair opportunity to find the chalice anyway,
such as the secret door and room being relocated to the warlord’s throne
room with the same Perception check DC.

http://#table-4-total-value


Table 3: Treasure Bundle Value

Level Treasure Bundle Scenario Max Reward Quest Reward

1 1.4 14 3.5

2 2.2 22 5.5

3 3.8 38 9.5

4 6.4 64 16

5 10 100 25

6 15 150 37.5

7 22 220 55

8 30 300 75

9 44 440 110

10 60 600 150

11 86 860 215

12 124 1240 310

13 188 1880 470

14 274 2740 185

15 408 4080 1020

16 620 6200 1550

17 960 9600 2400

18 1560 15600 3900

19 2660 26600 6650

20 3680 36800 9200

Table 4: Total Value of Treasure Bundles Earned
(gp)

Level 1 

Bundle 

2 Bundles 3 Bundles 4 Bundles 5 Bundles

1 1.4 2.8 4.2 5.6 7

2 2.2 4.4 6.6 8.8 11

3 3.8 7.6 11.4 15.2 19

4 6.4 12.8 19.2 25.6 32

5 10 20 30 40 50

6 15 30 45 60 75

7 22 44 66 88 110

8 30 60 90 120 150

9 44 88 132 176 220

10 60 120 180 240 300

Level 6 Bundles 7 Bundles 8 Bundles 9 Bundles 10 Bundles

1 8.4 9.8 11.2 12.6 14

2 13.2 15.4 17.6 19.8 22

3 22.8 26.6 30.4 34.2 38

4 38.4 44.8 51.2 57.6 64

5 60 70 80 90 100

6 90 105 120 135 150

7 132 154 176 198 220

8 180 210 240 270 300

9 264 308 352 396 440

10 360 420 480 540 600

Infamy and Ethical Infractions
Players are responsible for their characters’ actions. A player’s perception
of what their character would do in a particular situation is never more
important than the experience of other players at the table.

Edicts and Anathema in Society Play
Several characters, such as clerics or champions, must abide by the
edicts and anathema of their deity to receive divine powers from that deity.
To allow a wide variety of characters in Society play, the rules around
edicts and anathema are slightly relaxed. It is generally assumed that all
characters can participate in Pathfinder Society adventures without
running afoul of their deity’s edicts and anathema—attempting to perform
the primary objective of an official Pathfinder Society mission by itself will
not cause a character to fall out of favor with their deity. For example,
Pharasma prohibits robbing tombs, but a cleric of Pharasma can accept a
Society mission to retrieve an artifact from a pyramid, confident that the
Society has gone through the proper channels to secure the right to
retrieve the artifact.

While edicts are valorous actions praised by a deity, a character does not
need to perform their deity’s edicts to the exclusion of other activities, or if
doing so would prevent the smooth progression of play at the table. When
considering anathema, note that a character must actively and personally
commit an anathemic act in Society play to incur consequences with their
deity, and is not liable for the actions of their party members. For instance,
a champion of Sarenrae could not personally lie to a guard when
infiltrating a city, but they do not need to force the party’s rogue to tell the
truth (though they might look on disapprovingly)

Remember that edicts and anathema exist to create roleplaying
opportunities at the table for your character, and should not be used by the
GM to pressure PCs, or by PCs to pressure other members of the table
toward specific styles of play.

Alignment Infractions
Alignment infractions—evil acts committed by PCs in Organized Play—are
a touchy subject. Killing an innocent, wanton destruction, and other acts
that can be construed as evil might be considered alignment infractions.
Ultimately, you are the final authority at the table, but you must warn any
player whose character is deviating from his chosen alignment. This
warning must be clear, and you must make sure that the player
understands the warning and the actions that initiated the warning. The
PC should be given the opportunity to correct the behavior, justify it, or
face the consequences. You can issue a warning to the player through a
“feeling” he receives from his deity, a vision he is given, his conscience
talking to him, or some other similar roleplaying event.

Infamy
When a character expresses the intent to perform a wantonly evil or
callously criminal action and you inform them that their action would be
considered an evil action, if the character still persists in performing the



action, apply a point of Infamy to the character. Up to a certain limit,
gaining Infamy does not mandate a change in the character’s alignment,
but rather, represents a step towards becoming evil.

Beyond GM intervention, some scenarios and written products may
present evil solutions to situations. These actions will be called out within
the adventure text as causes to give a character partaking in them a point
of Infamy. Still, the GM is the final arbiter on what constitutes an alignment
infraction and when Infamy is gained by a character at the table.

Every point of Infamy represents the PC’s reputation for performing evil
actions. A character can have a maximum of 3 Infamy before that
character must be retired; it is assumed characters with 3 points of Infamy
become irrevocably evil and are no longer welcome to join standard
Pathfinder Society operations.

Removing Infamy: A player can reduce their character’s Infamy by
spending 12 Fame per point or through the Untarnished Reputation faction
boon

Effects of Infamy: A character can have an Infamy score between 0 and
3. The following summarizes the effects of Infamy based on the number of
points accrued:

0: No effect. The character is considered in excellent moral standing with
the Pathfinder Society.

1: The character has earned a reputation for performing unseemly deeds.
The maximum item level of equipment the character can purchase
decreases by 1 (to a minimum of level 1 equipment). This typically means
that the PC can purchase equipment with an item level equal to their level
– 1 and can purchase equipment listed on a Chronicle sheet only if its
level is at most 1 higher than their level.

2: The character is infamous for her evil exploits in the name of the
Pathfinder Society. The maximum item level of equipment the character
can purchase decreases by 2 (to a minimum of level 1 equipment). This
typically means the PCs can purchase equipment with an item level equal
to her level – 2. A PC with this level of Infamy can purchase equipment
listed on her Chronicle sheets only if its level is equal to or less than her
level.

3: The character has earned such a reputation that they are barred from
participating in Pathfinder Society, unless they reduce their Infamy score
to 2 or lower at the end of the adventure. If the character don’t reduce their
Infamy score, the character is permanently retired from play.

Major Infractions: Characters who become wantonly evil by performing
vile actions are retired from the campaign when they reach 3 Infamy and
cannot reduce the value by spending Fame. This measure is a last resort;
players should endeavor to play their characters in ways that are within
the constraints of acceptable alignments, even if their characters have
gained some Infamy.

If a character is retired as defined above, you should escalate the report to
the event coordinator, or the local Venture-Captain or Regional Venture-
Coordinator. If that Venture-Officer agrees with you, then the character is
deemed wantonly evil and considered removed from the campaign. Again,
these measures should be taken as a very last resort.

In the event of a wantonly evil character, record the character as “dead,”
and the person who enters the tracking sheet should check that box as
well. If the event coordinator, Venture-Captain, or Regional Venture-
Coordinator decides the character fits the criteria for being wantonly evil,
she will then e-mail the Organized Play manager to advise her of the
situation, including the player’s name, organized play number, and e-mail
address. A player must be advised of these actions and be provided with a
chance to contact their Regional Venture-Coordinator to present their side
of the case.

Dealing with Death
Given the dangers characters face once they become Pathfinders,
character death is a very real possibility (and a necessary one to maintain
a sense of risk and danger in the game). Consider, however, that for a
player new to Pathfinder Society, or to the Pathfinder RPG in general,
having his character experience a violent death during his first game can
sour him on the campaign and the game altogether. While we don’t

advocate fudging die rolls, consider the experience of the players when
deciding whether to use especially lethal tactics or if a character is in
extreme danger of death, especially when the player is new to the game.
Most players whose first experience in a campaign results in a character
death don’t return to the campaign.

Similarly, if the entire party is killed and can’t be brought back to life, then
the slot is over for everyone in the party. This means those players may
have a substantial span of time before their next event at a convention
with no game to play. Obviously, we hope that such total party kills never
happen (and strive to balance the scenarios to make it unlikely)—but,
sometimes, the dice just aren’t with you and everyone passes into the
Great Beyond.

Dealing with out of game problems
Sometimes circumstances prevent a player from completing a scenario.
Reasons include—but are not limited to—personal emergencies, device
battery issues, venue problems, and bad timing. To mitigate the impact on
the table, GMs may exercise their discretion by adjusting the scenario’s
Subtier or Challenge Point Adjustment to accommodate the table’s new
Challenge Point Total, bring in the pregenerated character that most
closely resembles the lost PC, or postpone the game until all players are
able to complete the scenario. In the event that a character sheet is no
longer accessible due to a loss of battery power, the player may play the
pregenerated character and apply the scenario’s rewards to his original
character. In all cases where the GM applies one of the above remedies,
rewards for all players are based on the lowest subtier played during the
scenario.

If a player is forced to leave the table, and the game continues, the GM
should endeavor to get a chronicle to the player as soon as possible.
When filling out this chronicle the Player should receive 1 XP per hour
played for scenarios. They recieve any fame and reputation rewarded for
the tasks the party has completed up to that point, as well as any treasure
bundles found, and any items found that were listed on the chronicles. 

In the (hopefully rare) case of a medical emergency (defined as a player
needing immediate, unexpected, professional medical treatment) the
chronicle should be filled out as if the player stayed for the rest of the
game, receiving the same benefits as the rest of the table. 

Dealing with Distractions
No game table is completely free of distractions. However, if something
(like an electronic device) creates an ongoing distraction, a GM can
request that the player put it away or police his own use of the device
(such as not also using a tablet computer to play a video game). If the
device continues to be a distraction, the GM has the right to ban that
particular item for the duration of the game.

Cheating
Cheating is rare, and it can be a rather heated topic. If you suspect that a
player is cheating, it’s always a good idea to take a step back and
consider the possibility that they are instead making an honest mistake.
Inaccurate numbers on a character sheet or mistakes on a Chronicle
sheet are far more likely to be math errors than deliberate cheating. When
you see these issues, keep an open mind and work with the player to
resolve them. Other issues, such as lying about the results of a dice roll or
the contents of their character sheet or breaking the rules even after being
informed of what they are, are more clear-cut. If you believe the player to
be cheating, record the organized play number of the player in question
and then ask her to leave your table. Afterward, send an e-mail to the
Pathfinder Society staff at organizedplay@paizo.com, including the
player’s number and detailing as much as you can remember about the
situation.

GM Glyph Rewards
The Pathfinder Society offers a GM ranking system. This system uses
glyphs to denote the activity and experience of a given GM. The glyphs
are visible on your Organized Play ID card. You can earn up to four glyphs
for running a certain number of reported games, as follows.

• Report 10 adventures as GM = 1 glyph

mailto:organizedplay@paizo.com


• Report 30 adventures as GM = 2 glyphs

• Report 60 adventures as GM = 3 glyphs

• Report 100 adventures as GM = 4 glyphs

There are additional requirements beyond number of tables reported to
earn 5 glyphs. More information on the fifth glyph will be added to this
page in the future.

All GMs receive the following rewards based on the number of GM glyphs
that they have earned.

• When playing (not GMing) a scenario, they can distribute a number

of Hero Points equal to their number of glyphs to the other players at

the table. Distribute these Hero Points during the portion of the

scenario in which players are slotting boons. A player cannot gain

more than one Hero Point from the table’s GM glyphs.

• They gain the ability to replay an adventure that grants one

Chronicle sheet once per glyph earned.

Paizo recognizes all 5-glyph GMs by name on blogs on paizo.com.

https://paizo.com/
https://paizo.com/


Factions 
  ^ back to top 

Factions have existed within the Pathfinder Society for centuries.
However, their history is fraught with controversy, particularly when past
factions clashed for control over the Society itself or acted as proxies for
various nations’ political aspirations. Following more than a decade of
turmoil, growth, and housecleaning, the Society’s current factions are
dedicated to promoting different elements of the Pathfinder Society’s
charter rather than pushing outside ambitions. Society agents understand
that their allegiance is to the Pathfinder Society first.

You can join more than one faction by purchasing the relevant boons , but
you gain benefits only from the faction you are currently acting for. You
must declare which faction you’re acting for at the start of an adventure by
slotting its boon

The following sections describe the various factions, their broad
objectives, and their goals during the current year. Following that is a list of
those factions’ associated boons, which a PC can purchase with Fame.
There are no restrictions on what factions characters can belong to,
though some factions lend themselves to particular characters’ skill sets.

The factions are divided into major factions and minor factions. A major
faction ties very strongly and directly into the Society’s goals—such as
emphasizing exploration or research—and has a large number of
members within the Pathfinder Society. Major factions regularly drive
ongoing storylines, often with a few scenarios per year that have special
tie-ins for those factions and grant additional Reputation (a measure of
your standing within a faction). A major faction offers four Reputation Tiers
in Faction Rewards and accompanying rewards. The list of major factions
is not expected to undergo significant changes over the course of the
campaign.

Minor Factions have a smaller profile, a more niche goal, have aims that
are more tangential to the Society’s mission, or are tied to a shorter-term
objective. Although a minor faction might sometimes be the driving force
behind an adventure, these tie-ins occur less frequently than they do for
major factions; alternatively, a minor faction might be especially influential
for a particular year, after which it steps back from the spotlight. A minor
faction offers between two and four Reputation Tiers in Faction Rewards
(and accompanying rewards; the two current minor factions—Radiant
Oath and Verdant Wheel—both offer four Reputation Tiers. The list of
minor factions will likely expand over the course of the campaign,
occasionally introducing new minor factions to highlight a special season
goal or address a particular style of play.

Major Factions
The following are the Pathfinder Society’s four major factions.

Envoys’ Alliance

Being a Pathfinder’s dangerous work. Travel comes with its own dangers,
traps seem to be everywhere, and just about everything seems ready to
eat aspiring agents. What’s more, the Pathfinder Society has spent the
last decade increasingly engaged in major conflicts, each of which saw
extraordinary rewards yet also loss of life. After virtually nonstop
campaigns, the Society’s ranks are sorely depleted. The Envoys’ Alliance
aims to change that, making the Society every stronger, better trained, and
better supported.

Faction Leader: Fola Barun (N female half-elf negotiator) first encounter
the Pathfinder Society in her role as the envoy of an Ekujae elven
community in the Mwangi Expanse, and later joined the Society through a
field commission. She quickly established herself as an attentive leader
whose even-keeled, professional approach not only expanded the

Society’s understanding of the mighty Vanji River, but also helped
devastate the Aspis Consortium’s predatory operations along that route.
Having never trained at the Grand Lodge or absorbed the conventional
Society wisdom imparted to initiates, she was appalled upon first reaching
Absalom and learning of the many counts of negligence of the past
century. She’s brought a fresh approach to recruitment and supporting
agents in the field, which often sees her collaborating (and occasionally
clashing) with the deans of the Pathfinder Society’s three schools.

Motto: Strength in Community

Objectives: The Envoys’ Alliance is dedicated to recruiting new agents,
rescuing Pathfinders in distress, and rebuilding the Society in a way that
supports and values operatives’ lives and wellbeing—at least as much as
one can in the adventuring world. Through collaboration, the Society can
accomplish ever-greater feats—particularly with a powerful faction to
advocate for the Pathfinders themselves when they’re tasked with the
Grand Lodge’s latest projects.

Year 1 Goal: In addition to devastating several nations, the Whispering
Tyrant’s rise resulted in hundreds of Pathfinder casualties. The aftermath
is a serious wake-up call for the Society, and the Envoys’ Alliance in
particular seeks not only to rescue those agents stranded by the recent
chaos, but also to provide assistance to other distant operations that have
suffered from insufficient support.

Grand Archive

Archaeology is a destructive science, and adventurers tend to be more
destructive than most. If the Society is to uphold its mandate to study and
preserve the past, then documentation and academic rigor are key.
Members of the Grand Archive do not limit themselves to Absalom’s
libraries, however; these bold explorers’ voyage to the most exciting sites
to chronicle the past in person and share those tales with the world.

Faction Leader: Although third in line for the Sky Citadel Kraggodan’s
throne, Gorm Greathammer (LN male dwarf raconteur) has always been
drawn to the adventuring lifestyle, and his passion drew him to the
Pathfinder Society decades ago. He has since distinguished himself as an
explorer and chronicler with numerous publications to his name and
countless stories to retell. Even so, he has regularly returned home to help
administrate the sky citadel. After withstanding the exhausting Ironfang
Invasion and directing peace negotiations with Molthune, he returned to
the Grand Lodge on an extended leave of absence from Kraggodan. He
now oversees the Grand Archive, promoting scholarship and uncovering
centuries-old mysteries to solve at long last. Yet those who would expect
the Grand Archive’s leader to be a shy, spectacled sage are in for a
surprise; Gorm is daring, boisterous, and ready to get his hands dirty
alongside his allies.

Motto: Chronicling the Past
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Objectives: The Grand Archive promotes the ongoing education of
Pathfinder agents, the recovery of ancient knowledge, and the mastery of
esoteric lore. Thanks to Gorm Greathammer’s leadership, the faction also
encourages travel, so that agents can experience history directly, draw
their own conclusions, and ensure that all relics receive the care and
curation they deserve—especially where a berserker’s boots might
otherwise shatter a priceless statue. After years of neglect and several
noteworthy attacks, the Grand Lodge’s written records are a tattered
shadow of what they once were, and the Grand Archive is dedicated to
restoring the Society’s libraries by seeking replacement texts and long-lost
documents the world over.

Year 1 Goal: Although the Pathfinder Society now keeps track of its
myriad, far-flung lodges, the first few centuries involved venture-captains
founding, operating, and ultimately abandoning numerous lodges across
Avistan and Garund. Not only are these lost lodges an important part of
Society history, but many also house libraries with unique, now-forgotten
manuscripts. As the Society explores its earliest agents’ exploits, the
Grand Archive seeks to track down the lost lodges through historical clues,
hoping to recover and preserve the lore sequestered within each one.

Horizon Hunters

Since the Pathfinder Society’s first day, when adventurers gathered in
Absalom to share drinks and swap stories, the Society has been an
organization of explorers. The Horizon Hunters is home to those who carry
on the proud tradition of ascending the highest peaks, plumbing the
darkest depths, and seeing what lies over the next hill. And as sweet as it
is to discover a lost ruin or unknown vista, it’s all the better to tell wild tales
about the experience and revel in the admiration of peers—particularly if
an agent’s deeds might be immortalized in the Pathfinder Chronicles, a
widely distributed record of the greatest Pathfinders’ achievements and
discoveries.

Faction Leader: Hailing from the Sodden Lands, Calisro Benarry (N
female half-orc corsair) is a pirate-turned-Pathfinder who made her name
as venture-captain of the Arcadian Mariner’s Lodge, a ship-borne
Pathfinder lodge aboard the Grinning Pixie, whose command passed
between venture-captains every few years. Bucking tradition, Benarry
commanded the wheel for a decade, oversaw exploration of the dreaded
Gloomspires, and traveled widely before recently being ordered to
surrender the ship. She considers that no excuse to settle down, though,
and has poured her energy into inspiring curiosity, tenacity, and
wanderlust in the Society as a whole, spearheading the Horizon Hunters
faction.

Motto: Glory Lies Over the Horizon

Objectives: The more untouched, unfamiliar, or unknown a site or
treasure, the more exhilarating it is to reach it. The Horizon Hunters
encourage exploration for its own sake, yet it’s also dedicated to
enhancing the reputation of its members—anything from publication in the
Pathfinder Chronicles to being the subject of the latest tall tale to circulate
the taverns. Iconic objectives include uncovering mythical lost cities,
blazing the trail through uncharted territory, and reaching foreboding
realms. And if the Pathfinders can look good while doing so, that’s all the
better.

Year 1 Goal: Calisro Benarry longs to rekindle the public’s wonder and
admiration of the Society through daring and inspiring adventures,
focusing on two goals. First, she encourages Pathfinders to seek out and

overcome public challenges, from beating previous records to blazing
trails at the behest of influential patrons. Second, because she believes
the Society has stuck to the Inner Sea for too long, she is pushing for a
major mission to document a distant land—an endeavor that the people of
Absalom will be talking about for years to come.

Vigilant Seal

Rune-sealed doors, buried temples, warded vaults, and ancient keeps…
these are among the most tantalizing sites for explorers to delve, yet all
too often these ruins were abandoned for a good reason: their contents
were too dangerous to leave unfettered yet too enduring to destroy
outright. The Pathfinder Society has a long track record of unleashing
forgotten horrors while in the pursuit of glory and lore. Yet for every
imprisoned fiend accidentally released while Pathfinders explore
overgrown shrines, the explorers have also uncovered and defeated
slumbering evils that would have otherwise emerged to plague the world
unforeseen and uncontested. As far as the Vigilant Seal’s concerned, this
tradition of cavalier recklessness must change.

Faction Leader: Among the most famous Pathfinders of the previous
decade, Eando Kline (CG male human explorer) famously explored
Varisia, infiltrated the Hold of Belkzen, and plumbed the Darklands’ depths
to uncover a lost serpentfolk city. Knowing that further publicity would
encourage exploration and goad the serpentine villains to attack the
surface, Kline returned to the Grand Lodge ahead of his rival Arnois
Belzig, urging the Decemvirate not to publish either of their findings about
the site. The Decemvirate dismissed his concerns, and in disgust, Eando
Kline resigned from the Society. For the past decade he’s led his own
expeditions, always endeavoring to explore more responsibly than the
organization he left behind. Yet with news of a change in the Decemvirate
and respected colleagues rising to positions of power, Eando Kline has
returned to the Society at last, accepting his old wayfinder so long as he
can lead in the organization’s reform.

Motto: Protect, Contain, Destroy

Objectives: Just as the Pathfinder Society decrees that its agents must
“Explore, report, and cooperate,” the Vigilant Seal expects its agents to
“Protect, contain, and destroy.” Dangerous artifacts are often best kept
deep within the Grand Lodge or other secure sites, rather than left where
they might cause harm. Where slumbering evils lie chained, agents are
expected to ensure every link remains strong. And where those goals are
impossible, those agents must be ready to neutralize the threat. The
Vigilant Seal encourages its agents to be educated enough to identify and
understand hazards, and Eando Kline believes that individual Pathfinders
must exercise their own discretion in assessing the danger and knowing
when to intervene.

Year 1 Goal: The Pathfinder Society’s past is replete with buried dangers,
both in sites of expeditions that were never completed and in the vaults
below the Grand Lodge. Now that the Society’s leadership has become
enamored with unearthing the exploits of the earliest Pathfinders, it’s only
a matter of time before agents inadvertently unleash a devastating curse
or threat that the likes of Pathfinder Society cofounders Durvin Gest or
Selmius Foster thought it wiser not to disturb—Vigilant Seal members
must be ready to avert such dangers whenever possible, and to quickly
neutralize them if not.
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Minor Factions
The following are the minor factions in the Pathfinder Society.

Radiant Oath

The Society’s mission doesn’t intrinsically involve acts of altruism,
heroism, and sacrifice, yet in many areas Pathfinders are known for
thwarting evil, lending a helping hand, and representing their organization
as upstanding folk. For the Radiant Oath, this benevolence extends
beyond incidental assistance. Instead, the faction sees the Society’s broad
reach as an excellent vector for assisting others the world over. Those
who join the Radiant Oath swear simple vows to assist others, expanding
on these promises the more they serve the faction.

Faction Leader: No stranger to peril, Valais Durant (LG female aasimar
ritualist) set out for Numeria after earning her wayfinder and distinguished
herself in covert operations there and in Ustalav. When the Society
needed agents to investigate the possible misdeeds of Venture-Captain
Thurl, she volunteered, directing her practiced senses to uncover his
crimes. Unfortunately, she fell prey to his guardians and magic, ultimately
being transformed into an amalgam of demonflesh. She fought off her new
form’s abyssal influence long enough to return to the Society, and there
she sought to restore her mortal form. Her journey took her as far away as
Heaven, where with other Pathfinders, she uncovered a ritual to remove
the demonic corruption safely. The ritual exceeded her greatest
expectations. Rather than restoring her human body, Heaven granted her
a celestial form.

Even though she’s still adjusting to her new body and celestial connection,
Valais is committed to helping others as the Society helped her. Rather
than crushing her spirit, her exposure to dark rituals and demonic whispers
has taught her what’s at stake if evil prevails, granting her the strength to
defeat fiends and assist the vulnerable in equal measure. Her supernatural
powers don’t blind her to her own biases, though. Valais knows that her
own perspective of justice and benevolence is but one of many the world
over, so she recruits faction members of diverse backgrounds to spread
good in their own ways while respecting the sensibilities and values of
unfamiliar cultures.

Motto: A Light in the Shadows

Objectives: Unlike its spiritual predecessor, the Silver Crusade, which
threw itself forcefully at the most significant threats and villains, the
Radiant Oath emphasizes acts of kindness, compassion, and redemption.
However, when dire evils threaten the world, the members of the Radiant
Oath are ready to combat it. By consistently promoting the cause of good
and building the faction’s reputation, the Radiant Oath strives for greater
influence in the Society to direct its resources toward just causes.

Verdant Wheel

No matter how many verdant jungles, grassy plains, and untamed hills
agents scout, the Pathfinder Society is not strictly a nature-oriented
organization. Even so, nature enthusiasts of all stripes—from grizzled
trackers to bright-eyed ecologists to tenacious druids—gravitate to the
Society for opportunities to witness natural wonders, catalog new species,
and better protect the world’s pristine realms. The call for a united voice
representing those interests has only grown over the years, and the
evolution of the Pathfinder Society provides a perfect opportunity to name
this organization: the Verdant Wheel. This faction has a particular
fondness for sensing patterns and cycles, such as that of creation and
destruction, as exemplified by new growth sprouting from a fire-ravaged
field, but those intent on preserving that which exists also find a welcome
home here.

Faction Leader: Nobody entirely agrees on where Urwal (NG male
lizardfolk astrologer) came from, though one Pathfinder admits to having
encountered him in Varisia several years ago and being accosted about a
copy of the Pathfinder Chronicles containing misleading information.
Flustered, the Pathfinder told Urwal that if he were so upset, he could visit
the Grand Lodge and file a complaint. In 4718 ar, Master of Scrolls
Kreighton Shaine entered his locked office to find Urwal waiting there with
five heavily edited volumes of the Pathfinder Chronicles, a stack of
supporting documentation, and a disappointed glower. “These are full of
errors. I question that your agents even traveled to these places. I will
bring more; the stars foresee it,” declared the lizardfolk before clambering
up a wall and out the window.

After finding Urwal reorganizing neglected entomology collections,
correcting placards on a collection of Mwangi artifacts, and painting
astrological charts on a Grand Lodge walkway—all helpful yet cryptically
explained—the deans of the three Pathfinder Society schools decided it
more prudent to recognize Urwal’s esoteric knowledge and benign
infiltration by granting him a field commission (which the lizardfolk has
never formally accepted). That he has since organized a cohort of nature
enthusiasts as the Verdant Wheel befuddles the Society’s leadership,
especially since nobody has yet figured out where he came from (including
the Verdant Wheel’s agents, who maintain ongoing bets about his origins).
For all his eccentricities, he is a compassionate mentor who encourages
his colleagues to seek out natures greatest wonders and most humble
treasures, understand them, and protect them in the way each agent
deems best.

Motto: Truth Sprouts from the Ashes

Objectives: The Verdant Wheel has no single vision of what it means to
preserve nature, leaving it to an individual’s interpretation and each
region’s unique circumstances to determine the best course of action.
Agents travel far and wide to study the strange and pristine, and their
journeys often bring them into conflict with undead, fiends, and
aberrations. Most of all, the faction is a home for those who revel in the
glories of nature in its many forms—even the occasional alien landscape
beyond Golarion itself.
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Faction Boons 
  ^ back to top 

Disclaimer: Some of these rewards are still under
development. Some as written may not work as
intended. Some have not yet been written. Those
boons are noted in the tables below.

Faction Rewards
Factions offer a variety of rewards. These a PC can access by gaining
Reputation with a particular faction and then spending Fame to purchase
specific boons. In addition to faction-specific rewards, there are numerous
generic rewards that are accessible to all factions based on the amount of
Reputation a PC's earned. The rewards take the form of boons, which
follow the same rules as those found in the Boons section.

The first Faction Champion boon you select is free. You can select free
rewards at any time, even before you play your first adventure.

Reputation Tiers: By representing a faction during adventures or
participating in adventures vital to a faction's interests, a PC gains
Reputation with that faction. The greater a PC's Reputation with a faction,
the more respected and influential they are with that faction, represented
by their Reputation Tier. These tiers are numbered 0 through 4, with a
Reputation Tier of 0 representing no relationship with the faction, and a
Reputation Tier of 4 representing the height of prestige within the faction.
To advance to a higher Reputation Tier, a PC must increase their
Reputation for that faction to the values listed in the following table.

Major factions include rewards for all five Reputation Tiers, whereas minor
factions may have rewards only for Reputation Tiers 0–3.

Table 1: Reputation Tiers

Reputation Tier Reputation

0 0+

1 10+

2 30+

3 50+

4 90+

All Factions
The following list presents rewards available to all factions.

Special Note: To calculate your current Reputation Tier for the purpose of
purchasing rewards listed in Table 2: All Factions Rewards, add up your
Reputation from all factions and reference that table.

For example, a character with 11 Reputation with the Vigilant Seal and 27
with the Envoys' Alliance has a total Reputation of 38 and therefore
qualifies as Reputation Tier 2 when accessing the All Factions rewards.

Table 2: All-Factions Boons

Name Tier Trait(s) Cost Description

Hireling 0 Ally 4 Hire a skillful ally

Home Region 0 Slotless 0 Gain access to options

from a region

Multicultural

Training

0 Slotless 2 Gain access to options

from a second culture

Resurrection Plan 0 Service 25 /

50

Spend Fame to return

from the dead

Promotional

Accessory

0 Promotional 0 Reduce negative mental

conditions

Promotional

Service Award

0 Promotional 0 Gain a special bonus

Hero Point

Promotional

Vestments

0 Promotional 0 Add a bonus on your Hero

Point rerolls

Secondary

Initiation

0 Slotless 2 Gain access to options

from an organization

Wayfinder 0 Item 2 Gain a free wayfinder

Sellback Plan 1 Service 0 Refund a purchased boon

Expert Hireling 2 Slotless 6 Improve your hireling's

proficiencies

Bequeathal 3 Service Varies Transfer a reward to

another character

Professional

Hireling

3 Slotless 6 Broaden your hireling's

skill set

Untarnished

Reputation

3 Service 4 Reduce infamy at a

discount, once.

Master Hireling 4 Slotless 8 Further improve your

hireling's proficiencies

Envoys' Alliance (Major)
The following is a list of purchasable rewards offered by the Envoys'
Alliance faction.
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Table 3: Envoys' Alliance Boons

Name Tier Trait(s) Cost Description

Envoys' Alliance

Champion

0 Faction 4 Champion the faction

Skillful Mentor 1 Mentor 2 Help low-level PCs at your

table

Society Recruiter 1 Slotless 0 Earn credit with the Alliance by

bringing new agents.

Eager Protégé 2 Ally 4 Gain an ally and grant XP to

another character

Crafter's

Workshop

2 Downtime 4 Allies help you craft efficiently

Improved

Alliance

Champion

2 Faction 8 Gain additional benefits from

your faction

Harmonic

Wayfinder

2 Item 2 Upgrade your wayfinder to

allow you to better help your

allies

Bring Them Back

Alive

3 Social 2 Reduce the cost of returning to

life

Heroic Inspiration 3 Heroic 4 Inspire allies when spending

hero points to reroll

Exemplary

Recruiter

4 — 8 Gain an experienced

successor

Grand Archive (Major)
The following is a list of purchasable rewards offered by the Grand Archive
faction.

Table 4: Grand Archive Boons

Name Tier Trait(s) Cost Description

Grand Archive

Champion

0 Faction 4 Champion the faction

Academic

Conference

1 Slotless 0 Earn credit with the Archive by

attending prestigious events.

Magical Mentor 1 Mentor 2 Help low-level PCs at your

table

Off-Hours Study 1 Downtime 2

Esoteric

Wayfinder

2 Item 2 You have upgraded your

wayfinder to warn you when

you misremember facts.

Improved

Archive

Champion

2 Faction 8 Gain additional benefits from

your faction

Meticulous

Appraisal

2 Service 2 Use your skills and

connections to recover more

treasure on a mission

Translator 2 Ally 4 You have a helpful translator.

Heroic Recall 3 Heroic 4 Recall information when you

spend hero points for rerolls

Unparalleled

Scholarship

4 Slotless 8 Gain a well connected

successor

Horizon Hunters (Major)
The following is a list of purchasable rewards offered by the Horizon
Hunters faction.

Table 5: Horizon Hunters Boons

Name Tier Trait(s) Cost Description

Horizon Hunters

Champion

0 Faction 4 Champion the faction

Consummate

Dabbler

1 Slotless 0 Earn credit with the hunters by

exploring other systems

Rugged Mentor 1 Mentor 2 Help low-level PCs at your

table

Improved Hunters

Champion

2 Faction 8 Gain additional benefits from

your faction

Storied Talent 2 Social 4 Find better jobs when earning

income

Rugged Wayfinder 2 Item 2 Upgrade your wayfinder to

keep you going past your

limits.

Swift Traveler 2 Service 2 Get home faster and have

more time to work on

downtime.

Heroic Hustle * 3 Heroic 4 Gain extra movement when

spending hero points

Exotic Edge 3 — 4 Use knowledge earned

exploring to give you a bonus

World Traveler 4 Slotless 8 Gain a well traveled successor

* (Parts of this boon may not work as expected under the rules)

Radiant Oath (Minor)
The following is a list of purchasable rewards offered by the Radiant Oath
faction.

Table 6: Radiant Oath Boons

Name Tier Trait(s) Cost Description

Radiant Oath

Champion

0 Faction 4 Champion the faction

Charitable

Adventure

1 Slotless 0 Earn credit with the Oath when

your adventure is in aid of those

in need.

Protective

Mentor

1 Mentor 2 Help low-level PCs at your table

Practiced

Medic

1 Downtime 1 Practice your healing skills

between missions to gain an

insight while treating your

companions wounds.

Improved

Oath

Champion

2 Faction 8 Gain additional benefits from

your faction

Aid the Fallen 2 Social (This boon is still in development)

Share the

Burden

3 Social (This boon is still in development)

Heroic

Intervention

3 Heroic 4 Grant healing to allies when you

spend hero points



Verdant Wheel (Minor)
The following is a list of purchasable rewards offered by the Verdant
Wheel faction.

Table 7: Verdant Wheel Boons

Name Tier Trait(s) Cost Description

Verdant Wheel

Champion

0 Faction 4 Champion the faction

Beginnings and

Endings

1 Slotless 0 Earn credit with the Wheel by

helping before or after an

adventure

Naturalist 1 Downtime 4 Get help from the Wheel to

craft alchemical items and

potions faster

Worldly Mentor 1 Mentor 2 Help low-level PCs at your

table

Leshy

Companion

2 Ally 4 Gain a Leshy Companion

Improved Wheel

Champion

2 Faction 8 Gain additional benefits from

your faction

Heroic

Resurgence *

3 Heroic 4 Gain bonuses when using hero

points to return from the edge

of death

Preserve 3 Property 4

*(Parts of this boon may not work as expected under the rules)

Vigilant Seal (Major)
The following is a list of purchasable rewards offered by the Vigilant Seal
faction.

Table 8: Vigilant Seal Boons

Name Tier Trait(s) Cost Description

Vigilant Seal

Champion

0 Faction 4 Champion the faction

Leader by

Example

1 Slotless 0 Earn credit with the Seal by

helping others experience

adventure

Adversary

Lore

1 — 4 Research common adversaries

between adventures.

Resist

Corruption

1 — 2 You and adjacent allies resist evil

damage

Combat

Mentor

1 Mentor 2 Help low-level PCs at your table

Curse

Breaker

2 Downtime 2 Gain an item at a discount by

using your skills to remove a

curse from an item from the Seal's

vaults

Improved

Seal

Champion

2 Faction 8 Gain additional benefits from your

faction

Adamant

Wayfinder

2 Item 2 Upgrade your wayfinder to absorb

energy targeting you

Heroic

Defiance

3 Heroic 4 Wake immediately when spending

hero points to return from dying

Vault Delver 4 Slotless 8 Gain a well equipped successor

Boon List
The following section details the boons that PCs can purchase with Fame.

Adversary Lore
Prerequisites Vigilant Seal Tier 1

Cost 4 Fame

It doesn't matter how powerful your weapons are if you don't know where
to strike. Before an adventure, you take time to study a certain category of
creatures, making it easier to recall their capabilities later. When you
purchase this boon, either select one creature type from List 1 below, or
choose two creature types from List 2. While this boon is slotted, you have
a +1 circumstance bonus to Recall Knowledge about creatures of the
selected type(s). If your Reputation Tier for the Vigilant Seal faction is 4,
this bonus increases to +2.

List 1 aberration, animal, beast, construct, dragon, elemental, fiend,
undead.

List 2 astral, celestial, ethereal, fey, fungus, giant, monitor, ooze, plant.

Academic Conference
slotless

Prerequisites Grand Archive Tier 1

Cost 0 Fame

Prestigious institutions across Golarion periodically host conferences
where eminent scholars can present their discoveries, and you enhance
your own profile when attending these events. When you play or GM an
adventure at a Paizo Organized Play event designated as Premium or
Premium Plus, you earn 2 additional Fame and Reputation with the Grand
Archive faction.

Special You can benefit from this boon only a number of times equal to
your current Reputation Tier with the Grand Archive faction. Each time you
fulfill the requirements of this boon, mark it on your Chronicle sheet along
with the associated Reputation Tier. Have the GM sign beside this
notation.

Beginnings and Endings
slotless

Prerequisites Verdant Wheel Tier 1

Cost 0 Fame

Serve as the event organizer or headquarters volunteer for an event that
includes Pathfinder Society adventures or assist these volunteers in
setting up or cleaning up after such an event. When you do so, you earn 2
additional Fame and Reputation with the Verdant Wheel faction on the
next scenario you play.

Special You can benefit from this boon only a number of times equal to
your current Reputation Tier with the Verdant Wheel faction. Each time
you fulfill the requirements of this boon, mark it on your next Chronicle
sheet along with the associated Reputation Tier. Have the GM sign beside
this notation. You can only earn additional Fame and Reputation with this
boon for one character per adventure you run, even if you have multiple
characters who could benefit from this boon.

Bequeathal
service

Prerequisites All Factions Tier 3

Cost Varies



Pathfinders often find strange treasures for which they might not have any
use, yet one of their colleagues would benefit. When you acquire this
boon, select one uncommon, rare, or unique character option to which
you've gained access through an adventure's Chronicle sheet (e.g., a
boon that allows you to acquire a special animal companion or purchase a
special magic item). Choose another of your characters. That character
gains access to that special option instead, though they may only use the
option once their level equals or exceeds the lowest level able to play the
Chronicle sheet's adventure (e.g., 5th level for Tier 5–8). On the Chronicle
sheet, write “Bequeathed” and the recipient character's number next to the
option. You no longer have access to that option (and must sell it back if
you acquired the option and would no longer qualify for it).

The cost of this boon is 4 Fame for an uncommon option, 8 Fame for a
rare option, and 12 Fame for a unique option.

Special You can purchase this boon multiple times. Each time you
bequeath a different character option.

Bring Them Back Alive
social

Prerequisites Envoys' Alliance Tier 3

Cost 2 Fame

You are able to leverage your connections within the Society to raise funds
for your allies' resurrection, ensuring that everyone lives to see another
adventure. You and your allies treat your effective character levels as 1
lower for the purpose of the raise dead spell and the resurrection ritual.
This applies to both the level of the spell or ritual required, as well as to
calculating the cost of the diamonds necessary to cast the spell or perform
the ritual.

Charitable Adventure
slotless

Prerequisites Radiant Oath Tier 1

Cost 0 Fame

Although the Society focuses on exploration and discovery, the
Pathfinders' exploits also earn them a considerable income—a portion of
which you donate to those in need. When you play or GM an adventure at
a charity event registered with the Organized Play Foundation, you earn 2
additional Fame and Reputation with the Radiant Oath faction.

Special You can benefit from this boon only a number of times equal to
your current Reputation Tier with the Radiant Oath faction. Each time you
fulfill the requirements of this boon, mark it on your Chronicle sheet along
with the associated Reputation Tier. Have the GM sign beside this
notation.

Consummate Dabbler
slotless

Prerequisites Horizon Hunters Tier 1

Cost 0 Fame

It's not enough to simply see the world; you're driven to experience local
cultures' unfamiliar customs, too. When you play a Pathfinder Adventure
Card Society scenario or a Starfinder Society scenario, you earn 2
additional Fame and Reputation with the Horizon Hunters faction on the
next scenario you play.

Special You can benefit from this boon only a number of times equal to
your current Reputation Tier with the Horizon Hunters faction. Each time
you fulfill the requirements of this boon, mark it on your Chronicle sheet
along with the associated Reputation Tier. Have the GM sign beside this
notation. You can only earn additional Fame and Reputation with this boon
for one character per scenario played, even if you have multiple
characters who could benefit from this boon.

Crafter's Workshop
Downtime

Prerequisites Envoy's Alliance Tier 2

Cost 4 Fame

Your friends in the Envoy's Alliance share crafting materials and
collaborate to create new items more efficiently. When you Craft during
Downtime, you do not need to spend 4 days at work before attempting a
Crafting check. However, your fellow faction members expect your
assistance in return. After slotting this boon to reduce the time needed to
Craft an item, you must keep it slotted until you have finished crafting that
item.

Curse Breaker
Downtime

Prerequisites Vigilant Seal Tier 2

Cost 2 Fame

You have been entrusted with an accursed item from the Society's vaults,
and you can spend your time in the Grand Lodge patiently unraveling its
malign influence. When you acquire this boon choose a permanent magic
item of your level or lower to which you have access. While you have this
boon slotted, you can spend Downtime erasing the item's stubborn curse.
This uses the same rules as you would to Craft the item, with the following
exceptions. First, you must use Arcana, Nature, Occultism, or Religion in
place of Crafting (such as to determine the progress you make and the
maximum item level you can work on). Second, your faction provides you
the necessary tools and workspace to perform this operation. Third, you
only need to spend 2 days of Downtime before attempting your first skill
check and subsequently beginning to reduce the item's effective cost. You
must keep this boon slotted until you finish uncursing the item.

Special You can purchase this boon multiple times. Each time you do so,
you select a different item.

Eager Protégé
ally, limited-use

Prerequisites Envoys' Alliance Tier 2

Cost 4 Fame

A promising recruit, initiate, or recently confirmed field agent accompanies
you while you have this boon slotted. This disciple observes your
adventuring exploits and occasionally contributes directly; once per
adventure before you attempt a skill check or attack roll, the ally
successfully Aids you, granting you a +1 circumstance bonus to the
triggering check.

Tally the amount of XP you earn while this boon is slotted. Once you have
tallied 60 or more XP in this way, you can encourage your protégé to set
off on their own on new adventures. When this happens, you can no
longer slot this boon; however, you can expend the boon when creating a
new character to begin the character at 2nd level with 12 XP, 12 Fame, 30
gp, and 12 Reputation to distribute among any number of legal factions.
Once expended in this way, this boon provides no other benefits.

Special You can purchase this boon multiple times, but you can only tally
XP credit toward one such ally at a time.

Envoys' Alliance Champion
faction

Prerequisites Envoys' Alliance Tier 0

Cost 4 Fame



This faction boon represents your developing initial contacts with the
Envoys' Alliance faction, allowing you to gain Reputation with the faction.
While you have this boon slotted, you gain Reputation with the faction
after a successfully completed adventure, as detailed in its Primary and
Secondary Objectives.

Normal A character gains no Reputation unless they have a faction boon
slotted.

Envoys' Alliance Champion, Improved
faction

Prerequisites Envoys' Alliance Tier 2, Envoy's Alliance Champion

Cost 8 Fame

This faction boon represents your expanding connections in the Envoys'
Alliance faction. While you have this boon slotted, you gain Reputation
with the faction after a successfully completed adventure, as detailed in its
Primary and Secondary Objectives.

In addition, when you slot this boon, you gain one additional boon slot
during the adventure. You can use this additional boon slot only for a boon
whose prerequisite includes an Envoys' Alliance faction tier of 1, 2, or 3.

Normal A character gains no Reputation unless they have a faction boon
slotted.

Exotic Edge
Prerequisites Horizon Hunters Tier 3

Cost 4 Fame

By traveling so widely, you have developed an intuitive talent for using
esoteric techniques. Once per adventure, you can activate this boon as a
free action to apply these techniques, gaining a +1 circumstance bonus to
either all of your attack rolls or all of your skill checks for 1 round.

Grand Archive Champion
faction

Prerequisites Grand Archive Tier 0

Cost 4 Fame

This faction boon represents your developing initial contacts with the
Grand Archive faction, allowing you to gain Reputation with the faction.
While you have this boon slotted, you gain Reputation with the faction
after a successfully completed adventure, as detailed in its Primary and
Secondary Objectives.

Normal A character gains no Reputation unless they have a faction boon
slotted.

Grand Archive Champion, Improved
faction

Prerequisites Grand Archive Tier 2, Grand Archive Champion

Cost 8 Fame

This faction boon represents your expanding connections in the Grand
Archive faction. While you have this boon slotted, you gain Reputation with
the faction after a successfully completed adventure, as detailed in its
Primary and Secondary Objectives.

In addition, when you slot this boon, you gain one additional boon slot
during the adventure. You can use this additional boon slot only for a boon
whose prerequisite includes a Grand Archive faction tier of 1, 2, or 3.

Normal A character gains no Reputation unless they have a faction boon
slotted.

Heroic Defiance
heroic

Prerequisites Vigilant Seal Tier 3

Cost 4 Fame

When you spend your Hero Points to avoid death, you can choose to
immediately wake up with 1 Hit Point.

Normal When you spend your Hero Points to avoid death, you stabilize
with 0 Hit Points, but you do not wake up until your Hit Points rise above 0.

Heroic Hustle
heroic

Prerequisites Horizon Hunters Tier 3

Cost 4 Fame

(Parts of this boon may not work as expected under the rules)

In moments of true heroism, you can always move to where the action is.
When you spend a Hero Point to reroll a check, you also gain a +10-foot
status bonus to your Speed until the end of your next turn. When you
spend a Hero Point to avoid death, you can also Stand as a free action as
you become conscious.

Heroic Inspiration
heroic

Prerequisites Envoys' Alliance Tier 3

Cost 4 Fame

Your most momentous actions can inspire your allies to follow suit. When
you use a Hero Point to reroll a check and succeed at the check, your
allies gain a +1 circumstance bonus to checks of the same type for 1
round (such as attack rolls, Will saves, or Perception checks).

Heroic Intervention
heroic

Prerequisites Radiant Oath Tier 3

Cost 4 Fame

Your heroic moments grant others the will to keep fighting. When you
spend a Hero Point, you and any allies within 30 feet who can see you
regain 3d6 Hit Points (4d6 if your Radiant Oath reputation tier is 4). This
healing also affects dying allies, even if they cannot see you due to being
unconscious.

Heroic Recall
heroic

Prerequisites Grand Archive Tier 3

Trigger You spend a Hero Point to reroll a check

Cost 4 Fame

Desperate moments call for keen insight. You can Recall Knowledge as a
free action, rolling the skill check twice and using the better result. This is
a fortune effect.

Heroic Resurgence
heroic

Prerequisites Verdant Wheel Tier 3

Cost 4 Fame



(Parts of this boon may not work as expected under the rules)

As Verdant Wheel balances the cycles of life and death, you are able to
dance between existence and oblivion in stressful moments. When you
spend your Hero Points to avert death, note the value of your dying and
wounded condition before applying the Hero Points' effects. Until the end
of your next turn, you gain a +1 status bonus to attack rolls, and you also
gain a circumstance bonus to your damage rolls, Perception checks, skill
checks, and saving throws equal to the noted value (maximum +2 for
Reputation tier 3, or +3 for Reputation tier 4).

Hireling
ally

Prerequisites All Factions Tier 0

Cost 4 Fame

You have recruited a non-combat hireling who can assist you with a
certain set of skill checks. This ally performs the selected skills with a total
modifier equal to 2 + your level, and they are considered trained in the
skills. You must expend any actions and be in range to perform the action
yourself, and any consequences of these actions affect you (such as
falling when using Athletics to Climb). The hireling's result cannot be
modified by class abilities or spells, but it can be improved by a successful
Aid check. The hireling does not participate directly in combat, cannot be
harmed unless willfully endangered, and has no effect other than
performing the selected skill checks.

When you purchase this boon, you select one skill as well as one Lore
skill. The hireling can perform only these skills checks.

Special You can purchase this boon multiple times. Each time you
purchase this boon, you can choose a different set of skills.

Hireling, Expert
slotless

Prerequisites All Factions Tier 2, Basic Hireling

Cost 6 Fame

When you gain this boon, select one Hireling boon you possess. The
selected ally's proficiency for their selected skills improves to expert, and
their modifier to skill checks increases to 4 + your level.

Special You can purchase this boon multiple times. Each time you
purchase this boon, you must apply its benefits to a different Hireling
boon.

Hireling, Professional
slotless

Prerequisites All Factions Tier 3, Expert Hireling

Cost 6 Fame

When you gain this boon, select one Hireling boon you possess. The
selected ally adds a second Lore skill to the list of skill checks they can
attempt. In addition, select one skill feat whose prerequisite is being
trained in one of the hireling's selected skills. The hireling gains the
benefits of that skill feat when attempting skill checks.

Special You can purchase this boon multiple times. Each time you
purchase this boon, you must apply its benefits to a different Hireling
boon.

Hireling, Master
slotless

Prerequisites All Factions Tier 4, Expert Hireling

Cost 8 Fame

When you gain this boon, select one Hireling boon you possess that's
already been modified by the Expert Hireling boon. The selected ally's
proficiency for their selected skills improves to master, and their modifier to
skill checks increases to 6 + your level.

Special You can purchase this boon multiple times. Each time you
purchase this boon, you must apply its benefits to a different Hireling
boon.

Home Region
slotless

Prerequisites All Factions Tier 0

Cost 0 Fame

Whether it's because you grew up there or have since learned to call it
home, one nation is especially familiar to you. Choose one nation (such as
Varisia or Taldor) when you purchase this boon. For the purpose of
fulfilling prerequisites and Access conditions for uncommon character
options, you are treated as being from that nation as well as the larger
region in which it's found (such as the Saga Lands for Varisia or the
Shining Kingdoms for Taldor).

Special You can purchase this boon multiple times, but each time you
purchase it, you lose your previous home region in order to become so
familiar with a new one. Before doing so, you must retrain any options that
listed being from the previous home region as a prerequisite, and any
options to which you would no longer have access.

Achievement Points The World Traveler boon, accessible with
Achievement Points, grants similar access to an entire region, providing
an additional avenue to access region- and nation-based options.

Horizon Hunters Champion
faction

Prerequisites Horizon Hunters Tier 0

Cost 4 Fame

This faction boon represents your developing initial contacts with the
Horizon Hunters faction, allowing you to gain Reputation with the faction.
While you have this boon slotted, you gain Reputation with the faction
after a successfully completed adventure, as detailed in its Primary and
Secondary Objectives.

Normal A character gains no Reputation unless they have a faction boon
slotted.

Horizon Hunters Champion, Improved
faction

Prerequisites Horizon Hunters Tier 2, Horizon Hunters Champion

Cost 8 Fame

This faction boon represents your expanding connections in the Horizon
Hunters faction. While you have this boon slotted, you gain Reputation
with the faction after a successfully completed adventure, as detailed in its
Primary and Secondary Objectives.

In addition, when you slot this boon, you gain one additional boon slot
during the adventure. You can use this additional boon slot only for a boon
whose prerequisite includes a Horizon Hunters faction tier of 1, 2, or 3.

Normal A character gains no Reputation unless they have a faction boon
slotted.

Leader by Example
slotless

Prerequisites Vigilant Seal Tier 1



Cost 0 Fame

Pathfinders don't always find adventure on their own; they often need
someone to lead them to where the danger lies. As their guide on perilous
treks, your renown grows. When you GM an adventure that grants at least
4 XP, you earn 2 additional Fame and Reputation with the Vigilant Seal
faction. You can qualify for the benefit when you run multiple adventures
that grant fewer XP so long as the total XP at least equals 4.

Special You can benefit from this boon only a number of times equal to
your current Reputation Tier with the Vigilant Seal faction. Each time you
fulfill the requirements of this boon, mark it on your Chronicle sheet along
with the associated Reputation Tier. You can only earn additional Fame
and Reputation with this boon for one character per adventure you run,
even if you have multiple characters who could benefit from this boon.

Leshy Companion
ally

Prerequisites Verdant Wheel Tier 2

Cost 4 Fame

You can select the Leshy Familiar feat as a 2nd level class feat, even if
you are not a druid. You can ignore the prerequisite of belonging to the
leaf order.

Mentor, Combat
mentor, social

Prerequisites Vigilant Seal Tier 1

Cost 2 Fame

While working with less experienced Pathfinder allies, you provide pointers
and lead drills that ensure your newer colleagues' attacks strike true. For
any PCs benefiting from a Level Bump and whose levels are lower than
yours, you increase the Level Bump's modifier to attack rolls and spell
attack rolls to 2.

Normal A Level Bump increases a PC's attack roll and spell attack roll
modifiers by 1.

Special A PC can only benefit from two mentor boons.

Mentor, Magical
mentor, social

Prerequisites Grand Archive Tier 1

Cost 2 Fame

While working with less experienced Pathfinder allies, you provide key
spellcasting insights that augment your colleagues' magic. Any PCs
benefiting from a Level Bump and whose levels are lower than yours can
prepare one additional spell of their highest-level spell slot or cast one
additional spell of their highest-level spell slot. When casting spells of a
magical tradition that is the same as the tradition you use for spellcasting,
the affected PC also increases the Level Bump's modifier to spell DCs to
2.

Normal A Level Bump increases a PC's spell DCs by 1, and it does not
grant any additional spells prepared or spell slots.

Special A PC can only benefit from two mentor boons.

Mentor, Protective
mentor, social

Prerequisites Radiant Oath Tier 1

Cost 2 Fame

While working with less experienced Pathfinder allies, you shield your
more fragile wards from the threat of death. For any PCs benefiting from a
Level Bump and whose levels are lower than yours, you increase their
current and maximum Hit Points by an additional amount equal to 3 times
your Radiant Oath reputation tier.

Normal A Level Bump increases a PC's Hit Points by 10% or 10,
whichever is higher.

Special A PC can only benefit from two mentor boons.

Mentor, Rugged
mentor, social

Prerequisites Horizon Hunters Tier 1

Cost 2 Fame

While working with less experienced Pathfinder allies, you provide
important insights that keep your less experienced colleagues safe from
harm. For any PCs benefiting from a Level Bump and whose levels are
lower than yours, you increase the Level Bump's modifier to saving throws
to 2.

Normal A Level Bump increases a PC's saving throw modifiers by 1.

Special A PC can only benefit from two mentor boons.

Mentor, Skillful
mentor, social

Prerequisites Envoys' Alliance Tier 1

Cost 2 Fame

While working with less experienced Pathfinder allies, you provide vital
advice to sharpen your newer colleagues' skills. For any PCs benefiting
from a Level Bump and whose levels are lower than yours, you increase
the Level Bump's modifier to skill checks to 2.

Normal A Level Bump increases a PC's skill check modifiers by 1.

Special A PC can only benefit from two mentor boons.

Mentor, Worldly
mentor, social

Prerequisites Verdant Wheel Tier 1

Cost 2 Fame

While working with less experienced Pathfinder allies, you help your less
experienced colleagues recognize danger and withstand danger. For any
PCs benefiting from a Level Bump and whose levels are lower than yours,
you increase the Level Bump's modifier to Perception checks and Initiative
rolls to 2.

Normal A Level Bump increases a PC's Perception modifier by 1.

Special A PC can only benefit from two mentor boons.

Meticulous Appraisal
service

Prerequisites Grand Archive Tier 2

Cost 2 Fame

Even when your careful searching doesn't uncover all of a site's valuables,
you're able to appraise, repair, and certify what you did recover to
maximize their value. You can purchase this boon at the end of a scenario
when you and your allies recovered 9 or fewer of the adventure's Treasure
Bundles. Increase the effective number of Treasure Bundles recovered by



1 for the purpose of calculating the group's gold piece rewards. For each
addition 2 points of Fame you spend when purchasing this boon, you
increase the effective number of Treasure Bundles recovered by 1.

The total number of additional Treasure Bundles provided by this boon
cannot exceed the number of Treasure Bundles the group actually
recovered, nor can this boon increase the number of Treasure Bundles
beyond the scenario's maximum.

Multicultural Training
slotless, social

Prerequisites All Factions Tier 0

Cost 2 Fame

You consider yourself a member of multiple cultures—whether by birth,
upbringing, or long-term exposure—and you have learned to blend several
of the cultures' styles into your training as an adventurer. Choose an
additional ethnicity, such as Varisian or Garundi. In addition to the ethnicity
you selected at character creation, you are also treated as a member of
this additional ethnicity for the purpose of fulfilling prerequisites and
Access conditions.

Normal When creating a character, you can choose one ethnicity to can
serve as a prerequisite and Access condition for character options. This
affects only the character options you can select, not your character's
story or identity.

Special You can purchase this boon multiple times. The second time you
purchase it, the cost increases to 12 Fame, and subsequent purchases
cost 20 Fame each.

Naturalist
Downtime

Prerequisites Verdant Wheel Tier 1

Cost 2 Fame

When you acquire this boon choose an alchemical item or potion of your
level or lower to which you have access. While you have this boon slotted,
you can spend Downtime to search for rare herbs and ingredients in order
to craft up to a full batch of this item (typically 4). This uses the same rules
as you would to Craft the item, with the following exceptions. First, you
must use Nature, Survival, or Herbalism Lore in place of Crafting (such as
to determine the progress you make and the maximum item level you can
work on). Second, your faction provides you the necessary tools and
workspace to perform this operation. Third, you only need to spend 2 days
of Downtime before attempting your first skill check and subsequently
beginning to reduce the item's effective cost. You must keep this boon
slotted until you finish crafting the items.

Special You can purchase this boon multiple times. Each time you do so,
you select a different item.

Off-Hours Study
Downtime

Prerequisites Grand Archive Tier 1

Cost 2 Fame

You spend your free time studying learning new trivia or practicing
unfamiliar languages. When you acquire this boon, choose a common
language you don't know or a Lore skill in which you are untrained. While
you have this boon slotted, you can spend Downtime practicing the
selected language or skill. Once you have expended 50 days of Downtime
in this way, you learn the chosen language or become trained in the
chosen Lore skill. This boon is then expended and grants no further
benefit.

Special You can purchase this boon multiple times. Each time you do so,
you select a different language or Lore skill.

Practiced Medic
Downtime

Prerequisites Radiant Oath Tier 1

Cost 1 Fame

By spending your off hours administering medical aid to those in need, you
have developed extraordinary first aid instincts. While you have this boon
slotted, you can spend Downtime to provide medical services to others.
Once you have expended 8 days of Downtime in this way, this boon
becomes slotless, and you can expend the boon as a free action before
attempting a Medicine check to Administer First Aid, Treat Disease, Treat
Poison, or Treat Wounds. You improve your check's degree of success by
one step (such as if you roll a failure, you get a success instead); the boon
is not expended if your original roll is a critical success. Once you expend
this boon, it provides no other benefit.

Special You can purchase this boon multiple times, though you cannot
expend more than one copy of this boon per adventure.

Preserve
Property

Prerequisites Verdant Wheel Tier 3

Cost 4 Fame

You have claimed a small plot where you can grow, study, or experiment
with a wide variety of animals, fungi, and plants, providing you a wealth of
healthful reagents. You can purchase antidotes, antiplagues, barkskin
potions, elixirs of life, healing potions, potions of flying, and potions of
leaping at a 10% discount.

Promotional Accessory
promotional

Prerequisites Player is wearing or carrying an accessory that promotes
Pathfinder Society

Cost 0 Fame

Up to twice per adventure, you can spend an action to reduce the severity
of your frightened or stupefied condition by 1.

Special: A PC can only slot one promotional boon at a time.

Promotional Service Award
promotional

Prerequisites Have a campaign coin

Cost 0 Fame

Volunteers who make exceptional contributions to Organized Play can
earn campaign coins as a recognition of their hard work. If you have a
campaign coin, you gain a bonus Hero Point at the beginning of every
adventure. In addition to the normal powers of a Hero Point, you can
spend this special Hero Point to allow another player to reroll a check.

Special: A PC can only slot one promotional boon at a time.

Promotional Vestments
promotional

Prerequisites Player is wearing clothing that promotes Pathfinder Society,
such as a volunteer shirt, a shirt for a Pathfinder Lodge, or Pathfinder-
themed cosplay

Cost 0 Fame

When you use a Hero Point to reroll a check, add a +1 cirumstance bonus
to the reroll.



Special: A PC can only slot one promotional boon at a time.

Radiant Oath Champion
faction

Prerequisites Radiant Oath Tier 0

Cost 4 Fame

This faction boon represents your developing initial contacts with the
Radiant Oath faction, allowing you to gain Reputation with the faction.
While you have this boon slotted, you gain Reputation with the faction
after a successfully completed adventure, as detailed in its Primary and
Secondary Objectives.

Normal A character gains no Reputation unless they have a faction boon
slotted.

Radiant Oath Champion, Improved
faction

Prerequisites Radiant Oath Tier 2, Radiant Oath Champion

Cost 8 Fame

This faction boon represents your expanding connections in the Radiant
Oath faction. While you have this boon slotted, you gain Reputation with
the faction after a successfully completed adventure, as detailed in its
Primary and Secondary Objectives.

In addition, when you slot this boon, you gain one additional boon slot
during the adventure. You can use this additional boon slot only for a boon
whose prerequisite includes a Radiant Oath faction tier of 1, 2, or 3.

Normal A character gains no Reputation unless they have a faction boon
slotted.

Resist Corruption
Prerequisites Vigilant Seal Tier 1

Cost 2 Fame

No matter whether you're a shining beacon of good or a jaded pragmatist
with a mission, you must be prepared to shield yourself and your allies
against unholy energy. While this boon is slotted, you and any adjacent
allies gain resistance to evil damage equal to your Reputation Tier with the
Vigilant Seal faction.

Resurrection Plan
service

Prerequisites All Factions Tier 0

Cost 25 or 50, see below

The Pathfinder Society is invested in keeping its most successful agents in
the field. You can purchase a resurrection ritual for 25 Fame. If you are in
a rush to return to life and cannot wait the day for this ritual to be
conducted, you can instead purchase a casting of the raise dead spell for
50 Fame.

Special This reward can be purchased multiple times, as it strictly
represents the ability to secure the listed services.

Secondary Initiation
slotless, social

Prerequisites All Factions Tier 0

Cost 2 Fame

Your contacts have introduced you to an influential member of another
organization, allowing you to join that group or train in some of their
techniques. Select an organization other than the Pathfinder Society. For
the purpose of fulfilling prerequisites and Access conditions, you are
treated as being a member of that group in addition to your belonging to
the Pathfinder Society.

Special You can purchase this boon multiple times, but each time you
purchase it, you relinquish your membership in the previous group in order
to join a different group. Before doing so, you must retrain any options that
listed membership in your previous group as a prerequisite.

Sellback Plan
service

Prerequisites All Factions Tier 1

Cost None (see below)

You can return previously purchased boons whose Fame cost is less than
or equal to 2 times your Reputation Tier for All Factions so long as the
boon is does not have the faction, limited-use, or service traits. You
immediately gain an amount of Fame equal to the total Fame cost of the
returned boon minus 1.

Society Recruiter
slotless

Prerequisites Envoys' Alliance Tier 1

Cost 0 Fame

The Envoys' Alliance celebrates your efforts to recruit new talent. If you
bring a new player to a table—a player without a Pathfinder Society
character or someone playing their first Pathfinder Society session—you
earn 2 additional Fame and Reputation with the Envoys' Alliance faction.

Special You can benefit from this boon only a number of times equal to
your current Reputation Tier with the Envoys' Alliance faction. Each time
you fulfill the requirements of this boon, mark it on your Chronicle sheet
along with the associated Reputation Tier. Have the GM sign beside this
notation. The player you introduce to Pathfinder Society does not have to
play at the same table as you (though being at the same table often
improves their experience).

Storied Talent
social

Prerequisites Horizon Hunters Tier 2

Cost 4 Fame

Word of your skill and expertise is spreading, and you find that
increasingly prestigious clients are prepared to pay for your services.
When using Downtime to Earn Income, you can choose to attempt a task
of your level.

Normal When Earning Income, a PC can attempt a task of their level –2
or lower.

Swift Traveler
service

Prerequisites Horizon Hunters Tier 2

Cost 2 Fame

No matter how far afield you travel, it seems there's always a fellow
explorer ready to help you return home in record time and enjoy a few
extra days to recuperate. You can purchase this boon at the end of an
adventure that granted at least 4 XP while the GM is filling out Chronicle
sheets. When you do so, you gain an additional 4 days of Downtime.



Translator
ally

Prerequisites Grand Archive Tier 2

Cost 4 Fame

You have recruited a capable linguist who accompanies you on your
adventures. This ally speaks, reads, and understands Common as well as
two additional languages of common rarity chosen when this boon is
purchased. The ally can quickly translate any of these languages for your
benefit, effectively allowing you to communicate in the additional two
languages without difficulty. However, you are not treated as knowing
those languages for the purpose of using spells with the linguistic trait.

Untarnished Reputation
service

Prerequisites All Factions Tier 3

Cost 4

When you purchase this boon, you remove one point of Infamy that you
have accrued.

Normal Removing Infamy typically costs 12 Fame per point.

Special You can purchase this boon only once, even if you qualify for it
from multiple factions.

Verdant Wheel Champion
faction

Prerequisites Verdant Wheel Tier 0

Cost 4 Fame

This faction boon represents your developing initial contacts with the
Verdant Wheel faction, allowing you to gain Reputation with the faction.
While you have this boon slotted, you gain Reputation with the faction
after a successfully completed adventure, as detailed in its Primary and
Secondary Objectives.

Normal A character gains no Reputation unless they have a faction boon
slotted.

Verdant Wheel Champion, Improved
faction

Prerequisites Verdant Wheel Tier 2, Verdant Wheel Champion

Cost 8 Fame

This faction boon represents your expanding connections in the Verdant
Wheel faction. While you have this boon slotted, you gain Reputation with
the faction after a successfully completed adventure, as detailed in its
Primary and Secondary Objectives.

In addition, when you slot this boon, you gain one additional boon slot
during the adventure. You can use this additional boon slot only for a boon
whose prerequisite includes a Verdant Wheel faction tier of 1, 2, or 3.

Normal A character gains no Reputation unless they have a faction boon
slotted.

Vigilant Seal Champion
faction

Prerequisites Vigilant Seal Tier 0

Cost 4 Fame

This faction boon represents your developing initial contacts with the
Vigilant Seal faction, allowing you to gain Reputation with the faction.
While you have this boon slotted, you gain Reputation with the faction
after a successfully completed adventure, as detailed in its Primary and
Secondary Objectives.

Normal A character gains no Reputation unless they have a faction boon
slotted.

Vigilant Seal Champion, Improved
faction

Prerequisites Vigilant Seal Tier 2, Vigilant Seal Champion

Cost 8 Fame

This faction boon represents your expanding connections in the Vigilant
Seal faction. While you have this boon slotted, you gain Reputation with
the faction after a successfully completed adventure, as detailed in its
Primary and Secondary Objectives.

In addition, when you slot this boon, you gain one additional boon slot
during the adventure. You can use this additional boon slot only for a boon
whose prerequisite includes an Vigilant Seal faction tier of 1, 2, or 3.

Normal A character gains no Reputation unless they have a faction boon
slotted.

Wayfinder
slotless

Prerequisites All Factions Tier 0

Cost 2 Fame

To guide your path, your faction has secured a wayfinder (Pathfinder Core
Rulebook 617) for you to carry on your journeys and serve as a badge of
office in the Pathfinder Society. This wayfinder has an effective sale price
of 0 gp.

Wayfinder, Adamant
item

Prerequisites Vigilant Seal Tier 2, you have a wayfinder

Cost 2 Fame

You have specially reinforced your wayfinder, devising a way for the
device to absorb harmful energies. When you slot this boon, you apply its
benefits to one wayfinder in your possession, granting you a special
reaction ability when the wayfinder is invested and in your possession. You
gain the following reaction.

Resist Harm (reaction); Trigger You would take damage; Effect You gain
resistance to acid, cold, electricity, fire, force, negative, positive, and sonic
damage equal to 1 plus your reputation tier against one attack, spell, or
effect. This applies only to the initial effect, not to any subsequent attacks
or damage dealt by the effect (such as persistent damage or an ongoing
hazard).

You can safely use this benefit once per adventure. You can attempt to
use it a second time, overcharging the wayfinder at the risk of destroying
it. When you do so, roll a DC 10 flat check. On a success, the wayfinder is
broken. On a failure, the wayfinder is destroyed. If anyone tries to
overcharge a wayfinder that's already been overcharged, the item is
automatically destroyed (even if it has been repaired) and does not
provide the activated benefit.

Wayfinder, Esoteric
item

Prerequisites Grand Archive Tier 2, you have a wayfinder

Cost 2 Fame



You have modified your wayfinder to focus your mental energy, driving
more reliable insights. When you slot this boon, you apply its benefits to
one wayfinder in your possession, granting you a special free action ability
when the wayfinder is invested and in your possession.

You can activate this ability as a free action before you Recall Knowledge.
If you roll a critical failure on the Recall Knowledge check, you instead get
a failure.

You can safely use this benefit once per adventure. You can attempt to
use it a second time, overcharging the wayfinder at the risk of destroying
it. When you do so, roll a DC 10 flat check. On a success, the wayfinder is
broken. On a failure, the wayfinder is destroyed. If anyone tries to
overcharge a wayfinder that's already been overcharged, the item is
automatically destroyed (even if it has been repaired) and does not
provide the activated benefit.

Wayfinder, Harmonic
item

Prerequisites Envoys' Alliance Tier 2, you have a wayfinder

Cost 2 Fame

You have modified your wayfinder to resonate with your allies' actions,
allowing you to better help them in times of need. When you slot this boon,
you apply its benefits to one wayfinder in your possession, granting you a
special free action ability when the wayfinder is invested and in your
possession.

You can activate this ability as a free action before you Aid an ally. If you
roll a success on the check to Aid, you instead get a critical success.

You can safely use this benefit once per adventure. You can attempt to
use it a second time, overcharging the wayfinder at the risk of destroying
it. When you do so, roll a DC 10 flat check. On a success, the wayfinder is
broken. On a failure, the wayfinder is destroyed. If anyone tries to
overcharge a wayfinder that's already been overcharged, the item is
automatically destroyed (even if it has been repaired) and does not
provide the activated benefit.

Wayfinder, Rugged
item

Prerequisites Horizon Hunters Tier 2, you have a wayfinder

Cost 2 Fame

You have modified your wayfinder to absorb a small amount of your
exhaustion, allowing you to continue exploring unhindered. When you slot
this boon, you apply its benefits to one wayfinder in your possession,
granting you a special ability when the wayfinder is invested and in your
possession.

As an action, you can reduce the severity of your clumsy, enfeebled, or
sickened condition, reducing that condition's value by 1.

You can safely use this benefit once per adventure. You can attempt to
use it a second time, overcharging the wayfinder at the risk of destroying
it. When you do so, roll a DC 10 flat check. On a success, the wayfinder is
broken. On a failure, the wayfinder is destroyed. If anyone tries to
overcharge a wayfinder that's already been overcharged, the item is
automatically destroyed (even if it has been repaired) and does not
provide the activated benefit.

Capstone Boons
Exemplary Recruiter
slotless

Prerequisites Envoys' Alliance Tier 4

Cost 8 Fame

You have met, interviewed, and mentored numerous promising recruits,
yet it is thanks to your persuasive overtures and keen eye that you
identified and recruited an especially accomplished agent. When you
select this boon, it does not apply to your current character. Instead, select
one of your Pathfinder Society characters with 0 XP. That character gains
12 XP, 12 Fame, 30 gp, and 12 Reputation to distribute among any
number of legal factions.

Special You can apply this benefit to the same character to whom you
applied the Eager Protégé benefit, so long as that PC still has 12 XP. If
you do so, you instead increase that character's XP by 12 (to 24 total),
award them an additional 12 Reputation to distribute between one or more
factions, and grant them an additional 45 gp (for a total of 75 gp).

Unparalleled Scholarship
slotless

Prerequisites Grand Archive Tier 4

Cost 8 Fame

Through a combination of your own research and the access to rare
resources through the Grand Archive, you have identified an exceptional
research opportunity—one that you can't decipher on your own. You have
recruited a promising new agent to help research and publish your
findings, which gives your assistant an extraordinary edge in their training.

When you purchase this boon, select one of your Pathfinder Society
characters with 12 or fewer XP who is not a field commissioned agent.
That character gains one additional point to assign to their school training,
for a total of 4 points.

Vault Delver
slotless

Prerequisites Vigilant Seal Tier 4

Cost 8 Fame

Your mastery of the contents of the Pathfinder vaults has helped you
locate unusual items, which you can pass along to one of your assistants
as a reward for their aid. Pick one uncommon item that your character has
access to and select 1 of your Pathfinder Society characters with 12 or
fewer XP. That character gains access to that item as if it appeared on
their Chronicle sheet.

World Traveler
slotless

Prerequisites Horizon Hunters Tier 4

Cost 8 Fame

Your journeys have taken you far, and Pathfinders who follow in your
footsteps benefit from your breadth of experience. Select 1 of your
Pathfinder Society characters with 12 or fewer XP. That character can
simultaneously benefit from two copies of the Home Region boon.



Legacy Backgrounds 
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The following backgrounds are special options available only to players
who participated in the First Edition campaign, representing unique
character hooks.

Early Explorer Background
In the past decade, the Pathfinder Society has clashed with demonic
armies, meddled in politics, and more, but you joined the organization
before everything seemed so complicated. Whether you’re a dedicated
scholar of ruins or an explorer who just longs for months-long expeditions
into the wilderness, you’re a Pathfinder to explore, report, and cooperate.

Choose two ability boosts. One must be to Strength or Wisdom, and one is
a free ability boost.

You’re trained in the Survival skill and the Pathfinder Society Lore skill.
You gain the Forager skill feat.

Special You can select this background only if you have earned credit for
at least 5 First Edition scenarios from Seasons 0 of the Pathfinder Society
organized play campaign.

Shadow War Survivor Background
Countless factions have fought for influence in Absalom for millennia, and
for decades these groups worked through the Pathfinder Society to better
control the City at the Center of the World. Perhaps you were ones of
these agents who clashed with other operatives during the so-called
Shadow War. Or you might have been an unintended victim of these
clandestine clashes, inspiring you to join the Society and stop the conflict
from within. Whatever the reason, navigating the Shadow War has left you
politically savvy and informed.

Choose two ability boosts. One must be to Wisdom or Charisma, and one
is a free ability boost.

You’re trained in the Society skill and the Absalom Lore skill. You gain the
Streetwise skill feat.

Special You can select this background only if you have earned credit for
at least 5 First Edition scenarios from Season 1 of the Pathfinder Society
organized play campaign.

Shadow Lodge Defector Background
You were among the Pathfinders recruited by the devious Shadow Lodge,
lured in by promises of wealth, reform, justice, or revenge. You might have
fought against the Society’s loyal agents, helped sabotage the Pathfinders’
reputation in distant countries, or even infiltrated the far-flung lodges as a
spy. You’ve since made peace with and rejoined the Pathfinder Society,
yet the underhanded reflexes and skills you learned are hard to forget.

Choose two ability boosts. One must be to Dexterity or Intelligence, and
one is a free ability boost.

You’re trained in the Deception skill and the Underworld Lore skill. You
gain the Lie to Me skill feat.

Special You can select this background only if you have earned credit for
at least 5 First Edition scenarios from Season 2 of the Pathfinder Society
organized play campaign.

Ruby Phoenix Enthusiast Background
Named for the legendary sorcerer Hao Jin, the Ruby Phoenix Tournament
occurs once every 10 years in Goka and attracts extraordinary talent from
across the world. You might have begun training for the tournament but
never participated, or perhaps you entered the tournament only to be
defeated by (and inspired to join) the Pathfinder Society. Either way, your
dedicated training prepares you for the rigors of the adventuring lifestyle.

Choose two ability boosts. One must be to Strength or Dexterity, and one
is a free ability boost.

You’re trained in the Athletics skill and the Gladiatorial Lore skill. You gain
the Combat Climber skill feat. In addition, you gain access to one of the
following uncommon monk weapons: kama, nunchaku, sai, shuriken, or
temple sword.

Special You can select this background only if you have earned credit for
at least 5 First Edition scenarios from Season 3 of the Pathfinder Society
organized play campaign.

Thassilonian Delver Background
As archaeologists uncovered and explored ever-larger numbers of
Thassilonian ruins, you were among the eager explorers who sought out
the Runelords’ ancient secrets. You may have been the apprentice to
another Pathfinder who perished on an expedition, leaving you their
discoveries and notes. Or perhaps you explored several of these sites
yourself, quickly learning to parse the arcane secrets before lest the
eldritch magic extinguish your life.

Choose two ability boosts. One must be to Constitution or Intelligence, and
one is a free ability boost.

You’re trained in the Arcana skill and the Thassilonian History Lore skill.
You gain the Arcane Sense skill feat. Add Thassilonian to the list of
additional languages you can learn for having a high Intelligence modifier.

Special You can select this background only if you have earned credit for
at least 5 First Edition scenarios from Season 4 of the Pathfinder Society
organized play campaign.

Demon Slayer Background
For over a century, Mendev led a multinational coalition against ever-
growing abyssal invaders in the Worldwound, and the Pathfinder Society
aided in the so-called Fifth Crusade that ultimately sealed the planar rift
and defeated its demon armies. You might be a hardened recruit who
clashed with the demons, or perhaps you were a survivor who lost
everything to the fiendish armies and narrowly escaped—or was rescued
by Pathfinders. Your exposure to the Worldwound has taught you vital
lessons in identifying fiends and their magic.

Choose two ability boosts. One must be to Strength or Constitution, and
one is a free ability boost.

You’re trained in the Religion skill and the Demon Lore skill. You gain the
Recognize Spell skill feat. Add Abyssal to the list of additional languages
you can learn for having a high Intelligence modifier.

Special You can select this background only if you have earned credit for
at least 5 First Edition scenarios from Season 5 of the Pathfinder Society
organized play campaign.

Scholar of the Sky Key Background
The unfamiliar technology of Numeria’s Silver Mount still baffles Society
scholars, yet you are one of the innovators who discovered how to operate
a handful of these futuristic tools—possibly after surviving more than a few
explosions. The Society might have recruited you for your esoteric
abilities, or you might have sought out the Society’s protection in escaping
the covetously vile Technic League. Even if your understanding of
advanced technology is imperfect, your hard-learned lessons are
invaluable in deciphering and repairing gear.

Choose two ability boosts. One must be to Constitution or Intelligence, and
one is a free ability boost.

You’re trained in the Crafting skill and the Engineering Lore skill. You gain
the Quick Repair skill feat.

Special You can select this background only if you have earned credit for
at least 5 First Edition scenarios from Season 6 of the Pathfinder Society
organized play campaign.

Former Aspis Agent Background
For more than a century, the Pathfinder Society has clashed with the
avaricious and underhanded Aspis Consortium, and several years ago the
Society dealt its rival a decisive blow. You may be one of the few survivors
of a doomed Aspis expedition, or perhaps you chafed at the Consortium’s



villainous practices and defected to the Pathfinders. No matter your
reasons, you know how to be efficient and ruthless when the
circumstances demand.

Choose two ability boosts. One must be to Intelligence or Charisma, and
one is a free ability boost.

You’re trained in the Intimidation skill and the Aspis Consortium Lore skill.
You gain the Group Coercion skill feat. You gain access to any uncommon
options as though you were a member of the Aspis Consortium.

Special You can select this background only if you have earned credit for
at least 5 First Edition scenarios from Season 7 of the Pathfinder Society
organized play campaign.

Savior of Air Background
Upon securing the Untouchable Opal, an artifact of extraordinary power,
the Pathfinder Society endeavored to free the benevolent demigod
Ranginori, who was trapped within the virtually unbreakable prison. You
might have joined the Pathfinder Society in its expeditions to the
Elemental Planes, or you might have lived on one of those planes before
learning of the Society from these Pathfinder agents. You are no stranger
to navigating precarious terrain as a result.

Choose two ability boosts. One must be to Dexterity or Charisma, and one
is a free ability boost.

You’re trained in the Acrobatics skill, plus either Elemental Lords Lore or a
Lore skill related either to one of the Elemental Planes (such as Plane of
Air Lore). You gain the Cat Fall skill feat. Add Auran to the list of additional
languages you can learn for having a high Intelligence modifier.

Special You can select this background only if you have earned credit for
at least 5 First Edition scenarios from Season 8 of the Pathfinder Society
organized play campaign.

Faction Opportunist Background
As the Pathfinder Society’s influence has grown, so too did many of its
factions become wealthier and more powerful. These factions relied on a
host of Pathfinders and independent operatives alike to establish trade
networks, shape national politics, and more, and you were among the
specialists who helped one of these factions realize its goal. These events
provided you countless opportunities to develop your own contacts and
negotiating skills.

Choose two ability boosts. One must be to Intelligence or Wisdom, and
one is a free ability boost.

You’re trained in the Diplomacy skill, plus either Guild Lore, Heraldry Lore,
or Mercantile Lore. You gain the Hobnobber skill feat.

Special You can select this background only if you have earned credit for
at least 5 First Edition scenarios from Season 9 of the Pathfinder Society
organized play campaign.

Tapestry Refugee Background
Within her magnificent museum demiplane, the sorcerer Hao Jin extracted
and preserved countless sites and cultures. The demiplane’s unraveling
magic forced the Pathfinder Society to evacuate the many inhabitants
recently, and you were among the refugees who returned to the Material
Plane after centuries of isolation. Whether you joined the Society out of
gratitude, curiosity, or desperation, you are hardened by your harrowing
flight from your doomed home.

Choose two ability boosts. One must be to Constitution or Wisdom, and
one is a free ability boost.

You’re trained in the Medicine or Stealth skill, plus a Lore skill related to
the terrain you lived in while on the demiplane (such as Cave Lore or
Desert Lore). You gain the Assurance skill feat with the skill you chose to
become trained in (Medicine or Stealth).

Special You can select this background only if you have earned credit for
at least 5 First Edition scenarios from Season 10 of the Pathfinder Society
organized play campaign.
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Character options from the following books are available in Pathfinder Society. Your character has access to all common items from these books except
as otherwise listed. Your character can gain access to Uncommon options or even rare options from a variety of sources, such as class abilities, Chronicle
sheets, and boons. Some particularly thematic uncommon options are available to all characters; these are listed below.

To select an option from a book other than the Pathfinder Core Rulebook, you must own the source and bring it to the table. Your character must qualify
for the option’s prerequisites, such as being high-enough level to select the option. Characters can purchase items of up to their level, or up to their level
+ 2 when they appear on a Chronicle sheet. For more on item purchases, see Purchasing Guidelines

Pathfinder Core Rulebook
Common:
Connections skill feat – not legal
Experienced Smuggler skill feat – Allows you to always Earn Income with the Underworld Lore with tasks of your level -1 (instead of the normal level -2).
Dwarves: Dwarves have a clan dagger (for free) as part of their starting gear. This change is retroactive.

Uncommon:
Wayfinder – all Pathfinders have access.
Katana: Unconventional Weaponry can be used to access the katana

Pathfinder Bestiary
Common:
When a rules option from another book references the statistics for a common creature in the Bestiary, such as the riding horse that PCs can purchase in
the Core Rulebook or the spell summon animal, all relevant common creatures from the Bestiary are available for play.

Uncommon:
No uncommon options in this book are available to Pathfinder Society characters.

Clarifications
“Pathfinder Lore” and “Pathfinder Society Lore” should be treated as if they are two different names for the same skill. 

Additional Options 
While the site is under further development, additional options are currently being hosted on the Paizo Blog. These rules can be found at the following
link:
https://paizo.com/community/blog/v5748dyo6sh3j?Pathfinder-Society-Character-Options

https://paizo.com/community/blog/v5748dyo6sh3j?Pathfinder-Society-Character-Options
https://paizo.com/community/blog/v5748dyo6sh3j?Pathfinder-Society-Character-Options
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In addition to the terms and abbreviations used in Pathfinder, Pathfinder Society uses the following.

Access: This stat block entry indicates that you can use a rules element even though it’s uncommon by virtue of belonging to a particular organization,
hailing from a particular region, or meeting another such criterion. For example, members of the Pathfinder Society begin with access to most options of
common rarity, but also gain access to wayfinders because of their membership in that organization, even though wayfinders are uncommon in Golarion.
See Special Rewards.

Achievement Points (ACP): Achievement Points are a reward for participating in the Pathfinder Society Campaign, earned through playing and GMing
adventures. You can redeem these points for special boons for your characters. See Special Rewards.

Adventure: The term “adventure” collectively refers to Pathfinder Society Quests, Pathfinder Society Scenarios, products in the Pathfinder Adventures
line, and Adventure Path volumes. See Types of Adventures

Alignment Infraction: An alignment infraction is any intentionally evil action or suitably callous criminal action that results in a character gaining Infamy.
The consequences of alignment infractions vary from limits on purchases to forced retirement of a character from the Pathfinder Society campaign. See 
Infamy and Alignment Infractions.

Apply a Chronicle: Applying a Chronicle sheet means filling out all of its information and modifying your character’s information accordingly. This typically
happens at the same time you assign a Chronicle sheet, though there are some exceptions (See Applying Chronicle Sheets after the Session Ends)

Assign a Chronicle: Assigning a Chronicle sheet means picking which character gets it. This is typically done when you enter your information on the
reporting sheet for the event.

Base Level: Each adventure has a ‘base level.’ The base level is the lowest level allowed to play in the tier of the adventure. Thus for a tier 1-4, the base
level would be 1. For a Tier 5-8, it would be 5, and so on.

Boon: A boon is an in-game reward other than Experience Points, wealth, Fame, Downtime, or item access. Boons appear on Chronicle sheets, typically
earned as part of an adventure or as a reward in exchange for Achievement Points. See Boons.

Challenge Points: Challenge Points represent the overall strength of all of the PCs at the table. This number determines what modifications to an
adventure, if any, the GM should use to ensure the degree of difficulty is appropriate. See Challenge Points.

Character Options: The Character Options page lists what items, classes, spells, feats, and other character options from books published by Paizo Inc.
are legal for Pathfinder Society Organized Play characters, and what rules elements they gain access to as a result of their membership in Pathfinder
Society. See Character Options.

Chronicle Sheet: This is usually a record of an adventure that a character has completed, recording any Experience Points, wealth, Fame, Reputation,
boons, or item access the character earned. Some Chronicle sheets grant special rewards that are not associated with an adventure and are instead
earned by spending Achievement Points or from other opportunities. You must bring all Chronicle sheets for a character to Organized Play games in order
to be able to use that character, but if you have them, you can play that character at any Pathfinder Society event of the appropriate level anywhere in the
world! See After the Adventure for more on rewards granted by Chronicle sheets and Chronicle Sheets and Record-Keeping XXOP Basics< Chronicle
Sheets and Record-Keeping for how to read and fill out a Chronicle sheet.

Companion Creature: Any permanent companion (e.g., an animal companion, familiar, or mount) that accompanies the PC, can take actions in combat,
and is acquired through a PC’s class features is referred to as a companion creature.

Community Standards: These are the basic expectations of conduct to which everyone must adhere when participating in the Pathfinder Society
campaign. See Community Standards.

Credit: A player or GM who receives credit for an adventure earns a Chronicle sheet for it. In general, you can earn credit for an adventure twice—once
as a GM and once as a player—though there are exceptions to this rule, such as repeatable scenarios

Downtime: This is a unit of time granted by a Chronicle sheet that a character can spend to perform a number of activities, such as Crafting or attempting
to Earn Income. See Op Basics for the time granted by different types of adventures and Player Basics for how to use Downtime.

Evil Act: An evil act is an act that, on its own or as part of a pattern, would push your alignment toward evil. An individual evil act may or may not grant
Infamy. See Infamy and Alignment Infractions.

Faction: Pathfinder Society agents all have their own loyalties and motivations, even within the Society. A faction represents your PC’s secondary
loyalties cw. See Factions.

Fame: Fame represents your character’s social currency within the Pathfinder Society and is gained from successfully completing adventures. You can
spend Fame to purchase boons and services from the Society or its various factions. See Fame and Faction Boons.

Game Master (GM): A GM adjudicates the rules and controls the elements of the story and world that the players explore, providing a fair and fun game.
In Pathfinder Society, a GM must also help players accurately fill out their paperwork and report the results of each game to the event coordinator or on 
pathfindersociety.club.

Golarion: The planet of Golarion is the setting for the majority of Pathfinder Society adventures. See The World of Pathfinder Society for more
information about this magical and dangerous land.

GM Glyphs: GM glyphs are a measure of how many Pathfinder Society games a person has run. Earning the fifth glyph requires several additional steps.

Infamy: A PC gains Infamy when they knowingly commit evil acts. The consequences of accruing Infamy range from limits on purchases to forced
retirement of a character from the Pathfinder Society campaign. See Infamy and Alignment Infractions.

https://pathfindersociety.club/
https://pathfindersociety.club/


Interactive: Interactive adventures are special adventures in which multiple groups of players participate in the same adventure, and their combined
results impact each other’s experience and the adventure’s results. New interactive adventures are typically introduced at PaizoCon or Gen Con and are
available at other conventions that meet a given adventure’s minimum number of participating tables.

Legal Source: A legal source is a physical copy of a book, a name-watermarked pdf of a book, or a printout of one or more pages from a name-
watermarked pdf. In order to use a character option, you must own and have on hand a legal source that contains that option. See Character Options.

Nonplayer Character (NPC): This is a character run by the GM who the player characters can interact with.

Organized Play Manager (OPM): The Organized Play manager administers any organized play campaigns, including Pathfinder Society, the First Edition
Pathfinder Society, Pathfinder Adventure Card Society, and Starfinder Society.

Organized Play ID: Each participant in the Pathfinder Society has an Organized Play ID, assigned either by paizo.com when you register for the
Organized Play program or by the GM for your first adventure, if you haven’t registered yet. Each character you register also has a hyphenated ID
number; the first portion is your ID number, and the second begins with “200” followed digits specific to that character (e.g., # 123456–2002 refers to
player number 123456 and the second PC they registered). This number is used when reporting completed adventures and should appear on each
Chronicle sheet and inventory tracking sheet associated with your characters. See the Quick Start Guide for how to obtain an Organized Play ID.

Pathfinder Reference Document (PRD): This is a free online version of the Pathfinder rules, available at paizo.com/prd. The PRD is not a legal source,
but is available as a quick reference. GMs in particular may find it useful to reference the PRD when preparing and running adventures.

Pathfinder School: The Pathfinder Society’s training program is broken up into three schools: the Spells, the Scrolls, and the Swords, each of which
represents a different facet of an initiate’s education. See Pathfinder Training for the benefits these schools grant and The World of Pathfinder Society for
more information about their role in Golarion.

Player Character (PC): This is a character portrayed by a player, rather than by a GM.

Pregenerated Character (Pregen): These are pre-made characters designed for quick use by players who may not have a character of their own or
want to try a new character class. Some scenarios also provide special pregenerated characters.

Quest: Pathfinder Quests are short adventures designed to last about 1 hour and are written specifically for the Pathfinder Society.

Regional Venture Coordinator (RVC; real world): Regional Venture-Coordinators, under the guidance of the Organized Play Manager, supervise a
large section of the world and support Venture-Captains, Venture-Lieutenants and Venture-Agents in their duties.

Repeatable: Repeatable adventures are those that a player may replay (or be the GM for) any number of times and still earn a Chronicle sheet with full
rewards each time. These adventures are marked with a Repeatable tag on their title pages and on their product pages on paizo.com.

Replay: A player replays a scenario when they play it more than once. See Replaying Adventures.

Reporting Sheets: These are pages that record the characters used at a table, their factions, and their Organized Play IDs. In Pathfinder Scenarios and
Quests, these are found at the back of the adventure; for other sanctioned adventures, they’re a separate download on the adventure’s product page on 
paizo.com. See Your Duties as Game Master.

Reputation: Reputation represents your character’s current standing with a faction. A character can have multiple Reputation scores, each with a
different faction. The higher a Reputation score with a faction, the more resources are available for purchase from that faction. See Faction Boons.

Retraining: This is the process for changing features of your character after 1st level, either by using Downtime or by using a special boon. See 
Retraining.

Revere: In Organized Play, a character who reveres one or more deities, pantheons, or philosophies pays homage without receiving rules benefits such
as spells or access to abilities that require worship. Player characters can revere any Golarion-specific deity, pantheon, or philosophy without alignment
restriction. This extends to evil deities as well, so long as the PC does not participate in or glorify activities that violate the Pathfinder Baseline or
otherwise incur an alignment infraction (see Pathfinder Core Rulebook 486 and Infamy and Alignment Infractions).

Sanctioned Adventure: Sanctioned adventures were not originally written for Pathfinder Society, but they have been approved for use within the
Pathfinder Society.

Scenario: Pathfinder Scenarios are adventures that typically take 4–5 hours to complete, written specifically for the Pathfinder Society. Most adventures
in the campaign are scenarios.

Season: A season is a yearlong period that begins at Gen Con (typically August). Most seasons have a unifying theme and contain about 25 scenarios,
with two usually released per month.

Subtier: This is a small level range within a tier used to scale the difficulty of an adventure for groups of PCs with different levels. See Challenge Points
for how to determine which subtier and other adjustments to use.

Tier: This is a range of character levels that can participate in an adventure. Scenario tiers are usually subdivided into subtiers. A PC cannot participate in
an adventure if the PC’s level at the start of the adventure is outside that adventure’s tier.

Venture-Agent (VA; real-world): A Venture-Agent (VA) is a dedicated volunteer coordinator who directs operations at one venue.

Venture-Captain (in-game): Rather than travel widely, some Pathfinders establish lodges where they can coordinate local agents, store regional lore,
and provide a safe refuge for their colleagues. In scenarios, venture-captains are often the NPCs who brief the PCs on their next mission or opportunity.

Venture-Captain (VC; real-world): Named after the in-game leaders of the Pathfinder Society, Venture-Captains are the many dedicated volunteer
coordinators who oversee large geographic regions that contain a large number of players.

Venture-Lieutenant (VL; real-world): Venture-Lieutenants are dedicated volunteer coordinators who assist the Venture-Captains in their efforts.

http://paizo.com/prd
http://paizo.com/prd


Worship: In Organized Play, worship refers to a relationship between a character and a deity where the character gains a mechanical benefit (e.g., a
cleric’s spells and abilities or access to options tied to that deity) in exchange for their dedicated worship. A PC may worship only one deity and must
choose a deity that accepts worshippers of their alignment. However, the PC cannot participate in or glorify activities that violate the Pathfinder baseline or
otherwise incur an alignment infraction (see Pathfinder Core Rulebook 486 and Infamy and Alignment Infractions).
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To coordinate this pool of global volunteers, Paizo has teamed up with the Organized Play Foundation, a nonprofit charitable organization created to help
bring together gamers and to promote education through strategic games. Volunteers with the Organized Play Foundation choose which organized play
program, in our case Paizo, and the scope of their activities, anything from a local game store to an entire country or continent, to provide regular gaming
opportunities for gamers in each region.

Volunteers, collectively known as Venture-Officers, receive ranks based on their duties and geographical areas of responsibility. The top level of
volunteers, Regional Venture-Coordinators, looks after geographical areas. Under them are Venture-Captains, responsible for countries, states, or
metropolitan areas. Their right hands, the Venture-Lieutenants, assist in the area's coordination efforts, sometimes belonging to the region and other
times being assigned to a city or town. The lowest level, Venture-Agents, coordinate activities in one location, such as a game store, a school, a
community center, or a military instillation.

Anyone may join the Organized Play Foundation as a volunteer. A list of recommended tasks and benefits for each level of Venture-Officer rank is located
here. If you read the Venture-Officer descriptions and are interested in joining the team, email the Regional Venture-Officer responsible for your location.

Players looking for organized play activities in a particular area may either search the events listing at paizo.com/organizedplay/events or email the
Regional Venture-Coordinator for the area of interest.

Organized Play Regional Venture-Coordinators

http://www.organizedplayfoundation.org/venture-officers-ranks/
http://www.organizedplayfoundation.org/venture-officers-ranks/
http://www.organizedplayfoundation.org/organized-play-regions/
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Trademarks
Pathfinder Society Guide to Play (Second Edition) © 2019, Paizo Inc.;

Authors: John Compton, Michael Sayre, Tonya Woldridge, and Linda

Zayas-Palmer.
© 2019 Paizo Inc. Paizo, the Paizo golem logo, Pathfinder, the Pathfinder
logo, and Pathfinder Society are registered trademarks of Paizo Inc.;
Pathfinder Adventure Path, Pathfinder Adventures, Pathfinder Flip-Mat,
Pathfinder Flip-Tiles, Pathfinder Pawns, Pathfinder Roleplaying Game,
and Pathfinder World Guide are trademarks of Paizo Inc.

Open Game License Version 1.0A
The following text is the property of Wizards of the Coast, Inc. and is
Copyright 2000 Wizards of the Coast, Inc (“Wizards”). All Rights Reserved.

1. Definitions: (a) “Contributors” means the copyright and/or trademark
owners who have contributed Open Game Content; (b) “Derivative
Material” means copyrighted material including derivative works and
translations (including into other computer languages), potation,
modification, correction, addition, extension, upgrade, improvement,
compilation, abridgment or other form in which an existing work may
be recast, transformed or adapted; (c) “Distribute” means to
reproduce, license, rent, lease, sell, broadcast, publicly display,
transmit or otherwise distribute; (d) “Open Game Content” means the
game mechanic and includes the methods, procedures, processes
and routines to the extent such content does not embody the
Product Identity and is an enhancement over the prior art and any
additional content clearly identified as Open Game Content by the
Contributor, and means any work covered by this License, including
translations and derivative works under copyright law, but specifically
excludes Product Identity. (e) “Product Identity” means product and
product line names, logos and identifying marks including trade
dress; artifacts, creatures, characters, stories, storylines, plots,
thematic elements, dialogue, incidents, language, artwork, symbols,
designs, depictions, likenesses, formats, poses, concepts, themes
and graphic, photographic and other visual or audio representations;
names and descriptions of characters, spells, enchantments,
personalities, teams, personas, likenesses and special abilities;
places, locations, environments, creatures, equipment, magical or
supernatural abilities or effects, logos, symbols, or graphic designs;
and any other trademark or registered trademark clearly identified as
Product identity by the owner of the Product Identity, and which
specifically excludes the Open Game Content; (f) “Trademark”
means the logos, names, mark, sign, motto, designs that are used
by a Contributor to identify itself or its products or the associated
products contributed to the Open Game License by the Contributor
(g) “Use”, “Used” or “Using” means to use, Distribute, copy, edit,
format, modify, translate and otherwise create Derivative Material of
Open Game Content. (h) “You” or “Your” means the licensee in terms
of this agreement.

2. The License: This License applies to any Open Game Content that
contains a notice indicating that the Open Game Content may only
be Used under and in terms of this License. You must affix such a
notice to any Open Game Content that you Use. No terms may be
added to or subtracted from this License except as described by the
License itself. No other terms or conditions may be applied to any
Open Game Content distributed using this License.

3. Offer and Acceptance: By Using the Open Game Content You
indicate Your accep tance of the terms of this License.

4. Grant and Consideration: In consideration for agreeing to use this
License, the Contributors grant You a perpetual, worldwide, royalty-
free, non-exclusive license with the exact terms of this License to
Use, the Open Game Content.

5. Representation of Authority to Contribute: If You are contributing
original material as Open Game Content, You represent that Your
Contributions are Your original creation and/ or You have sufficient
rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

6. Notice of License Copyright: You must update the COPYRIGHT
NOTICE portion of this License to include the exact text of the
COPYRIGHT NOTICE of any Open Game Content You are copying,
modifying or distributing, and You must add the title, the copyright
date, and the copyright holder’s name to the COPYRIGHT NOTICE
of any original Open Game Content you Distribute.

7. Use of Product Identity: You agree not to Use any Product Identity,
including as an indication as to compatibility, except as expressly
licensed in another, independent Agreement with the owner of each
element of that Product Identity. You agree not to indicate
compatibility or co-adaptability with any Trademark or Registered
Trademark in conjunction with a work containing Open Game
Content except as expressly licensed in another, independent
Agreement with the owner of such Trademark or Registered
Trademark. The use of any Product Identity in Open Game Content
does not constitute a challenge to the ownership of that Product
Identity. The owner of any Product Identity used in Open Game
Content shall retain all rights, title and interest in and to that Product
Identity.

8. Identification: If you distribute Open Game Content You must clearly
indicate which portions of the work that you are distributing are Open
Game Content.

9. Updating the License: Wizards or its designated Agents may publish
updated versions of this License. You may use any authorized
version of this License to copy, modify and distribute any Open
Game Content originally distributed under any version of this
License.

10. Copy of this License: You MUST include a copy of this License with
every copy of the Open Game Content You distribute.

11. Use of Contributor Credits: You may not market or advertise the
Open Game Content using the name of any Contributor unless You
have written permission from the Contribu tor to do so.

12. Inability to Comply: If it is impossible for You to comply with any of
the terms of this License with respect to some or all of the Open
Game Content due to statute, judicial order, or governmental
regulation then You may not Use any Open Game Material so
affected.

13. Termination: This License will terminate automatically if You fail to
comply with all terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30
days of becoming aware of the breach. All sublicenses shall survive
the termination of this License.

14. Reformation: If any provision of this License is held to be
unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent
necessary to make it enforceable.

15. COPYRIGHT NOTICE

Open Game License v 1.0a © 2000, Wizards of the Coast, Inc.
System Reference Document © 2000, Wizards of the Coast, Inc.;
Authors: Jonathan Tweet, Monte Cook, and Skip Williams, based on
material by E. Gary Gygax and Dave Arneson.
Pathfinder Core Rulebook (Second Edition) © 2019, Paizo Inc.;
Authors: Logan Bonner, Jason Bulmahn, Stephen Radney-MacFarland,
and Mark Seifter.
Pathfinder Society Guide to Play (Second Edition) © 2019, Paizo Inc.;
Authors: John Compton, Michael Sayre, Tonya Woldridge, and Linda
Zayas-Palmer.
This product is compliant with the Open Game License (OGL) and is
suitable for use with the Pathfinder Roleplaying Game (Second Edition).
Product Identity: The following items are hereby identified as Product
Identity, as defined in the Open Game License version 1.0a, Section 1(e),
and are not Open Game Content: All trademarks, registered trademarks,
proper nouns (characters, deities, locations, etc., as well as all adjectives,
names, titles, and descriptive terms derived from proper nouns), artworks,
characters, dialogue, locations, organizations, plots, storylines, and trade
dress. (Elements that have previously been designated as Open Game
Content, or are exclusively derived from previous Open Game Content, or
that are in the public domain are not included in this declaration.)
Open Game Content: Except for material designated as Product Identity,
the game mechanics of this Paizo game product are Open Game Content,
as defined in the Open Game License version 1.0a, Section 1(d). No
portion of this work other than the material designated as Open Game
Content may be reproduced in any form without written permission.
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